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Have you made some new year resolutions?
Perhaps to be nicer to partner, opponents
and the director? Perhaps to seek to

improve your game?  How about doing something
to preserve the game? If you take a look around
your club how many younger players do you see?
How many young people do you see at the typical
duplicate? If your County gave a prize for the best
junior showing in its pairs championship would it
need to set the age bar at under 55 to get a
reasonable sized field? 
Many years ago I played in a league in the North

East. The organiser did not like university players
(perhaps he had good reason) so did everything
possible to deter them. We entered a team calling
ourselves West Jesmond, the suburb in which one of
us lived, and eventually met the organiser in the
league cup final. He looked very suspiciously at us
and asked if we were students (long hair and dress
might have been a bit of a give away). He was partly
mollified when we said that we were post graduates!
Little there to encourage the promotion of the game
to youth all those years ago. Not, I hasten to add,
behaviour typical of the area.
The number of junior members has been growing

in the last three or four years but before we pat
ourselves on the back it is from a very low base and
is still under 500. It does not make up for the decline
in the 30 years before that.  Some countries in
Europe, such as Poland and France, have several
thousand juniors playing and it is no surprise that
they are frequent medal winners in International
Championships. This is, in part, because their
government is more supportive both with finance
and recognition. Sport England’s position on this
topic is well documented. The EBU has a system
which caters well for junior players who want to try
to play internationally but this is, of course, a
relatively small number. 
EBED has introduced a Junior Award Scheme,

authored by Alan Shillitoe, which has a variety of
levels (see detail at ebedcio.org.uk/junior-award-
scheme). Any school wanting to take part can ask

EBED for help with equipment to start up, but they
often need some help with getting a person to
organise it. Is this where your club could help?
Many of the schools involved are primary schools
and the students learn mini bridge first which gets
their interest straight away as they can be playing in
the first lesson. 
In 2016 Sussex organised a junior camp at

Ardingly and volunteers in Oxfordshire and
Gloucestershire co-operated to run one in
Cheltenham. Volunteers were very much to the fore
in both these successful camps and more are
planned in 2017 along with one organised by EBED
in Loughborough. 
At club level many clubs have no juniors. One

shining exception has always been Young Chelsea.
Forty years ago the ‘Young’  part meant under 40
but that restriction has long gone. However the club
do everything they can to encourage juniors giving
them free membership and not charging table
money. Their reward is to see more young players
than many other clubs and even if some juniors
move away or give up they very often come back to
the game later so in many ways teaching and
encouraging juniors can be a long term investment.
It isn’t the only thing needed to keep our game

going but it is an important one. If your local club
or county could get just one school involved in 2017
it would do much to help support the game in the
coming years. I may be preaching to the converted
in some cases, so if you are already doing something
successful then please let English Bridge know.
EBED would also like to help so get in touch if you
need assistance.

AND OUR SURVEY SAYS . . . 
What do you like about English Bridge? What do

you dislike? With this issue comes details of an
online survey which the editor, with the help of the
Editorial Board, will use to shape the magazine in
the next couple of years. (See p8 for more detail,
and check your email) As with all the best surveys it
comes with a modest inducement to participate.   r

Reach out to young players 
                                         by Jeremy Dhondy

From the ChairmanFrom the Chairman

click

link
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You are West after North opens 1™ and South
raises to 2™, with neither side vulnerable.
You are playing Matchpoint Pairs.

West North East South
1™ Pass 2™

?
Here are three possible hands for you to hold and

my question is

DOUBLE, BID (3t) OR PASS?

probably pretty weak, is that N-S will bid on,
probably to 4™. And now partner will lead a
diamond – the key point.
Hand C is the most powerful of the three. The

trouble with bidding 3t is that you will have got
partner off to the wrong lead. Personally, I hate to
get my partner off to the wrong lead. If I make a
risky bid in a live auction, I do not want my partner
even to think when on lead (about making an
alternative choice). However, you are much too
strong to go quietly and let the opponents steal
when both sides can make a part-score. Best is to
double – expecting to end up defending 3™, without
receiving an unwelcome diamond lead.
One layout proves little, but look at you (now

East) scoring a goal with Hand B.

Bidding for the lead
by Andrew Robson

Double, Bid or Pass?Double, Bid or Pass?

click

link

Hand A Hand B Hand C
´ K J ´ 8 ´ A Q 8
™ Q 8 2 ™ 7 5 3 2 ™ 2
t J 9 7 6 3 2 t K Q J 9 4 t Q 8 5 4 3 2
® A K ® Q 10 5 ® A J 3

Hand A contains more high-card points than B
and C. But let’s think what might happen if you bid
3t. Say you get left there, possibly doubled. Bad
news – you don’t expect to make your contract and
you don’t really think that the opponents would
have made theirs, holding so much defensive
strength in your short suits. If you push N-S to 3™,
you might think you’re on to a good thing.
However, you could have made trouble for yourself.
Partner may think you have a good playing hand
and bid on to 4t(ouch). Even if partner passes, you
have directed him to a diamond lead and you won’t
enjoy seeing tK (from tK-x) hit the table.
Best is to pass 2™. Bear in mind that partner is

still there. If North also passes, partner knows that
he’s in the protective position and will likely act (to
push N-S up to 3™ with a suitable hand).
Hand (B) is the weakest of the three, yet 3t is a

good call. If you are left to play there, I doubt you’ll
make it. However, your lack of defensive values
mean that you are almost certainly ‘playing with
your opponents’ money’ (ie they can make
something, probably worth more than your small
loss). My bet, though, given that partner has passed
with a likely heart shortage and is therefore

Love All. Dealer South
´ K J 10
™ Q 10 4
t 10 8 5 2
® 8 4 3

´ 9 7 5 3 2 ´ 8
™ 8 ™ 7 5 3 2
t A 7 2 t K Q J 9 4
® A 9 6 2 ® Q 10 5

´ A Q 6 4
™ A K J 9 6
t 6
® K J 7

N
W      E

S

West North East South
1™

Pass 2™ 3t 4™

All Pass

If East keeps quiet, West will probably lead a high-
for-hate spade. Declarer will win, draw trumps (in
four rounds), cross to a second spade and lead a
club to the jack. West will win the ace and declarer
will have ten winners.
After East’s 3t�bid, West leads tA and another.

Declarer ruffs (in the real world that is, although in
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the world of Deep Finesse, he can succeed by
discarding a club), plays two rounds of trumps
finishing in dummy (West discarding) and leads a
club to the jack. West wins the ace and leads his
third diamond. Declarer (with one trump in each
hand, while East holds two) has lost trump control
and has no way to succeed. 

Andrew’s Tip
If in doubt, bid a suit you want led. Otherwise

pass or double. r

SANDRA LANDY
19 JUNE 1938 – 4 JANUARY 2017

Sandra Landy, who has died aged 78, was the
highest ranked female bridge player in the world
from 1992 until 1996 and from 1999 until 2000.
She was born Sandra Ogilvie in Shirley, near
Croydon. During WWII, with bombs dropping all
around, the family relocated to Brighton. She read
Maths at St Anne’s College, Oxford, and took a
postgraduate diploma in Numerical Analysis and
Automatic Computing at New Hall (now Murray
Edwards College), Cambridge. Afterwards she
taught at Brighton University, becoming Head of
the Information Systems Division.
Landy took early retirement and joined the EBU
where she developed Bridge for All and edited the
Really Easy series of bridge books.
Landy taught herself to play bridge as a child,
using Autobridge and a bidding pamphlet given to
her by Freddie North. She watched her parents
play, and when she was 17 her mother died so she
became her father’s bridge partner.
At Oxford, Landy was the first woman to play
for the university team and she gained a further
varsity ‘blue’ playing for Cambridge.
Landy represented Great Britain in 11 World
Championships and 16 Europeans, winning seven
gold, eight silver and five bronze medals. She also
won all the domestic honours including the Gold
Cup, Hubert Phillips Bowl, Spring Fours and
more. In 1991 she was the driving force and NPC
of Britain’s Open team which won the European
Championship in Killarney, Ireland.
Landy served on the English Bridge Union’s
Board of Directors from 1989 until 1996 and was
a member of the EBU’s Selection Committee for
some 16 years.
In 1967 she married Peter Landy whom she met
at Avenue Bridge Club. He predeceased her in 2005.
In 2016 Landy was awarded the English Bridge
Union’s prestigious Diamond Award. 
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West            North         East          South
                                    Pass          Pass

3®               Dble            4®            Pass
Pass             Dble            Pass          4´

All Pass

Playing teams, West opens 3® in the third seat.
North is too strong to overcall 3™, so begins
with a double. East raises to 4® which is

passed back to North. What call do you make?
Four hearts will work well if partner has a fit,

however a double will cater for more possibilities in
partner’s hand, and hence is the more flexible
approach. Over this, South bids 4´ and this ends the
auction.

Now, imagine you are East. West leads the ™J.
Declarer runs this to the queen in hand, and plays a
trump to the jack and your queen. How do you plan
the defence? This is where you have got to:

Let’s try and build up a picture of declarer’s hand.
Why have you been allowed to take the first trump?
The lead looks dangerously like a singleton, and
surely declarer would not wish to have allowed you
to give your partner a ruff. The most logical
conclusion you can draw is that partner holds the
ace of trumps. If declarer held four-four in the
majors, he would almost certainly have chosen
hearts before spades since this gives North more
flexibility to correct to spades with a hand
unsuitable for hearts. Therefore if partner’s lead is a
singleton, declarer is five-four in the majors, and the
ruff you may be tempted to give will be with the ace
of trumps, and therefore of no use to the defence.
The question is will it cost?

In order to defeat this contract partner needs to
hold the ace of clubs, and you will also need to get a
diamond trick. Declarer, we believe, is five-four in
the majors, leaving just four minor suit cards and
the most likely shape is three diamonds and one
club, given partner’s three-level opening. If you give
this ruff now, partner is caught in a Morton’s Fork
coup. If he doesn’t cash the ace of clubs, declarer’s 

Discovery Plays
by Heather Dhondy

Heather’s HintsHeather’s Hints

click

link

N/S Game. Dealer East.
             ´    K J 6
             ™    A K 10 7 4
            t   A 9 5
            ®   K J
                                      
                                  ´  Q 9 4
                                  ™  6 5 2
                                  t  K J 10 6

                                  ®  Q 10 9

N
      E    

             ´    K 6
             ™    A K 10 7 
            t   A 9 5
            ®   K J
                                      
                                  ´  9 4
                                  ™  6 5 
                                  t  K J 10 6

                                 ®  Q 10 9

N
      E    

Tell us what you love

™ ™ ™ ™ ™

Tell us what you
don’t love

Please take the survey
now to help shape the

future of

ENGLISH BRIDGE
magazine

goo.gl/uWQoUe
All participants can

enter a draw to win £50

™ ™ ™ ™ ™

/  /  /  /  /
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´ K J 6
™ A K 10 7 4
t A 9 5
® K J

´ A 8 ´ Q 9 4
™ J ™ 6 5 2
t 8 7 4 t K J 10 6
® A 8 7 6 5 3 2 ® Q 10 9

´ 10 7 5 3 2
™ Q 9 8 3
t Q 3 2
® 4

N
W      E

S

Heather’s Hints
• Notice how awkward the pre-empt, and

subsequent raise by East, made life for North.
On this deal there was a fit available in either
major so he couldn’t go wrong, but the
auction could have resulted in a four-three
spade fit where a five-three heart fit was
available. The alternative of bidding a five-
card suit could have resulted in an even worse
fit with a comfortable spade fit available. In
other words, the pre-empt forced him to
‘guess’, or put another way, rely on a
percentage action rather than allowing time to
discover the best fit.

• Don’t rush to the ‘obvious’ defence. If partner
leads a singleton, he’s after a ruff isn’t he? Well
this is true more often than not, but don’t
forget to examine the evidence first.             r

singleton club will disappear on the long heart, and
if he does cash it, then both declarer’s losing
diamonds will disappear, one on the heart and one
on the king of clubs. Even if declarer was two-two in
the minors (and partner had opened 3® on a six-
card suit), the diamond would now be
disappearing. So the problem with this defence is
one of timing.

Instead you must go after your tricks whilst
partner still has a fast entry – the ace of trumps.
Switch to a club now. Partner knows you are not
short in clubs since you raised them, so should
switch to a diamond through dummy’s ace. You are
now in time to get to your four defensive winners
before declarer can run all the hearts.

This was the full deal:
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Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

FEBRUARY 2017
WEST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

  1.  Love All                     ´  K Q J 8 4 3

       Dealer West               ™  –

                                        t  K Q 6

       (Giubilo)                    ®  K 10 8 4

   2.  Love All                     ´  A 2

      Dealer East                ™  A 10 3

                                        t  K 8 7 6 5 3 2

       (Kalita)                   ®  A

   3.  E/W Game                ´  A K 10 8 2

       Dealer East                ™  A 9 3

                                        t  J 10 5

       (Seamon-Molson)       ®  J 7

   * South overcalls 1™

   4.  Love All                    ´  9 6 4 2

       Dealer East                ™  K

                                        t  A 9 4

       (Sanborn)                  ®  A K J 7 4

                                        

   5.  Game All                   ´  3 

       Dealer West               ™  K Q 9

                                        t  A 10 8 6 4

       (Hansen)                    ®  Q 6 5 2

   

   6.  E/W Game                ´  Q J 10 2

       Dealer West               ™  A J 8 6

                                        t  9

       (Martel)                     ®  A 10 8 7

Did you beat the experts? – Pages 44

Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

FEBRUARY 2017
EAST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

  1.  Love All                     ´  A 6
       Dealer West               ™  Q J 9 5 2

                                        t  A 2

       (Porta)                       ®  Q J 9 6

   2.  Love All                     ´  10 9 7 5 3

      Dealer East                ™  Q

                                        t  A J 9

       (Nowosadzki)         ®  K Q 9 5

   3.  E/W Game                ´  –

       Dealer East                ™  7 4 2

                                        t  A Q 6 4

       (Sokolow)                  ®  A K 5 4 3 2

   * South overcalls 1™

   4.  Love All                    ´  A K J 8 5 3

       Dealer East                ™  A 8 4

                                        t  K 6

       (Palmer)                    ®  10 9

                                        

   5.  Game All                   ´  A 9 6 5 

       Dealer West               ™  10 4

                                        t  K J 7

       (Schou)                      ®  K 9 8 4

   

   6.  E/W Game                ´  A 7 5 4 3

       Dealer West               ™  K 2

                                        t  A K 5 4

       (Hamman)                 ®  K J

Did you beat the experts? – Pages 44
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Arumour had reached the staff-room that the
Headmaster was about to calculate some
pay-rises. The general opinion, particularly

among the junior masters, was that this was not
before time. 

‘Do you fancy a game in the boys’ duplicate this
evening?’ asked Peter Cummings, a modern
languages master who rarely participated in such
activities.

Norris Butcher nodded. ‘Good idea, Peter,’ he
replied. ‘I like to support the boys’ efforts, as I’m
sure the Headmaster is aware.’

That evening there was an unusually high
attendance for the weekly bridge game. Rarely seen
members of staff such as Mr Bowles, who taught
woodwork, had made an effort to attend. A few
extra tables had been carried in to accommodate the
extra numbers.

Halfway through the evening Cummings and
Butcher faced the Headmaster and his partner, the
Reverend Benson. The best tactics for such an
encounter were not easy to divine. Should they play
well, in an attempt to impress, or aim to assist the
Headmaster towards a couple of good scores?
Myriads of bridge books had been written over the
years but little guidance had been given on such
important matters. This was the first board:   

West         North           East          South
Peter         Reverend       Norris        The
Cummings  Benson          Butcher      Headmaster 
                                                      1™
2´             4™                4´             5®
Pass           5t                Pass           6™
All Pass

At favourable vulnerability Cummings would
normally have overcalled 4´ on his hand. In the
present circumstances, such obstreperous tactics
would be out of place. It was surely preferable to
give the opponents an easy ride. When the
Headmaster bid confidently to 6™, it could hardly
be more obvious to sacrifice on the West cards. No,
Cummings passed the bid out and led the ´K.

The Headmaster won with dummy’s ace and
played two top trumps from his hand, discovering
the 3-1 break. With a learned tilt of the head, he
turned his attention to the club suit. It would cost
nothing to lead towards his honours in the suit. He
would then avoid any chance of East ruffing a big
card.

The Headmaster crossed to the ace of diamonds
and led a low club. Norris Butcher, who could see
little point in ruffing this trick, discarded a spade.
The Headmaster won with the club ace, returned to
dummy with a diamond and led another club. East
discarded again and he won with the king. When a
round of clubs was conceded, Peter Cummings won
and had no trump to play. The Headmaster was able
to ruff the spade return and cross-ruff the
remaining tricks.

Norris Butcher just beat his partner to the draw.
‘Brilliantly played, Headmaster!’ he exclaimed.

‘Yes, indeed,’ added Cummings. ‘Excellent
technique, leading towards the club honours.’

Reverend Benson inspected the scoresheet. ‘Good
play but rather poor bidding by Peter and Norris,’
he observed. ‘Four pairs found the sacrifice in 6´. It
only cost 500!’      

‘It’s just as well we didn’t sacrifice,’ observed Peter
Cummings. ‘We would have missed the
Headmaster’s fine piece of cardplay!’

Playing for High Stakes                                              by David Bird

Bridge FictionBridge Fiction

click

link

N/S Game. Dealer South. 
´ A 6
™ J 10 5 2 
t A K 6 4
® 7 4 2

´ K Q J 10 8 2 ´ 9 7 4 3
™ 9 ™ 6 4 3
t J t Q 10 9 8 5 2 
® Q J 10 8 3 ® –

´ 5
™ A K Q 8 7
t 7 3
® A K 9 6 5

N
W      E

S
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The last round of the evening brought the
Headmaster to Bertie Bellis’s table. The senior
maths master was Cholmeley School’s most
productive source of scholarships and exhibitions
to Oxbridge. In his case, the prospect of a sizeable
increase in salary was never in doubt.
‘Commendable attendance this week,’ observed

the Headmaster, taking the East seat. ‘I didn’t realise
that Bowles played the game.’
‘First time he’s played, I think,’ Bertie Bellis

replied. ‘Against us, we had to help him a bit with
bidding his hand.’
This was the deal before them:

‘I’ll write the convention out for you, if you’d like
to try it,’ said Bertie Bellis. ‘Ace, please.’
The ™K lead was won in the dummy. The king

and queen of trumps revealed a 2-2 break and the
contract was then cold unless spades broke 5-0.
Since the Reverend Benson was long in hearts and
had produced two trumps, there was barely room
for him to hold five spades. If East held all the
missing spades, they could be picked up. ‘Play the
jack of spades, please,’ said Bellis.
The Reverend Benson did indeed show out on the

first round but this caused no problem. Bertie Bellis
led the ´9 on the next round, covered by the ´10
and ´Q. He then re-entered dummy with a third
round of trumps to finesse the ´7. The grand slam
was his.
‘It was the right contract,’ said Percie Cutforth.

‘There’s no play for seven spades, even if the trumps
break 3-2.’ He reached for the score-sheet, entering
‘2140’ in a neat script. ‘Mind you, most of the field
played in four spades.’
‘I’m not surprised at all,’ declared the Reverend

Benson. ‘No-one else here plays such weird
conventions!’              r

Game All. Dealer South. 
´ J 9 5
™ A J 4
t 9 8 5
® K Q J 4

´ – ´ 10 8 4 3 2
™ K Q 10 7 6 5 2 ™ 8 3
t K Q 10 2 t J 7 6 4 
® 10 9 ® 6 2

´ A K Q 7 6
™ 9
t A 3
® A 8 7 5 3

N
W      E

S

West         North        East               South

Reverend   Percy          The                 Bertie
Benson       Cutforth      Headmaster    Bellis 
                                                       1´

3™             3NT           Pass               4®

Pass           4™             Pass               4NT
Pass           5´             Pass               7®

All Pass

‘Goodness me, you were lucky to find him with
three aces, Bertie,’ observed the Headmaster when
the grand slam was bid.
Bertie Bellis smiled. ‘We’re playing a rather

scientific version of Blackwood,’ he said. ‘Percy’s 5´
shows two aces or one ace and the king of trumps.
It also shows the queen of trumps.’
The Reverend Benson shook his head

disapprovingly. ‘That gives you rather an unfair
advantage, don’t you think? The rest of us have to
wait until dummy goes down to see if the king of
trumps is missing – not to mention the queen.’
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           E/W Game. Dealer South
West      North        East         South

1™

Dble 3™1 Pass 4™

All Pass
16-9 points, 4+ hearts

1    What would you lead, as West, from:

Answer: Lead the ®A. It is hard to go past a suit
headed by the ace-king when choosing a lead
against a trump contract. The top club lead allows
you to see both dummy and partner’s signal and
then decide on your next move. In addition, leading
from an ace-king suit has not set up any immediate
tricks for declarer.

You lead the ®A and this is what you see:

Sleuth’s quiz - signal success
by Ron Klinger

Who, what, where, why?Who, what, where, why?

click

link

´ A 9 7 4
™ 6 4
t J 8 5 3
® A K 8

E/W Game. Dealer South.
                           ´  8 6 5 3
                           ™  9 8 7 5
                          t  A Q
                          ®  J 5 4
      ´  A 9 7 4
     ™  6 4
     t  J 8 5 3
  ®  A K 8

N
W

After an opposition take-out double, many pairs
prefer a weaker range for the jump raise and use
2NT to show 10+ points and support for opener’s
suit. With a natural 2NT response (11-12 balanced),
you can redouble first and, if appropriate, rebid
2NT later.

Trick 1 goes ®A – 4 – 2 – 7. Your partnership
plays standard signals where high is encouraging. 

2 Do you cash the ®K next?

Answer: Partner’s ®2 denies interest in clubs and
so you should not play a second club. If partner
had the ®Q, partner would have played a high
club to continue the suit. If partner had a
doubleton club and wanted to ruff the third
round, partner would have played the higher
club to encourage you to continue clubs.

3 How many points do you envisage East has?

Answer: South has chosen to go 4™ and must
have about 17-19 points. That leaves partner
with around three points.

4 How many trumps do you envisage East has?

Answer: South is likely to have at least five hearts,
leaving partner with one or two.

5 How might you defeat the contract?

Answer: You have three tricks in your hand.
Partner’s three points need to be the tK or the
´K. If it is the ™K it is likely to fall to a finesse. If
partner has the ™Q-J-x he should make a heart
regardless of the next lead. Declarer would have
to guess the heart holding from the off to catch
all the missing honours. 

6    If you are not going to play a second club, what
suit will you choose?

Answer: When dummy has a short strong suit,
that is often an attractive switch. A diamond
switch is a good idea. If partner has the tK,
leading a low diamond will create a trick for
partner. 

7    Can it hurt to play the ®K and then switch to a
diamond?

Answer: It certainly can. The complete deal is
shown on page 17.

The hand is a kind of race between declarer and
the defenders. The defenders need to collect their
diamond trick before South can discard a diamond
on the ®J. If West starts with ®A, ®K and then
switches to a diamond, South takes the tA, draws

Continued overleaf, p17
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This article is all about how to avoid
damaging over-ruffs when you are declaring
a trump contract. Imagine, for example, that

you were playing in 4´ on the following hand. How
might you play it?

By now, of course, dear reader, you have seen the
solution. If ruffing at trick three is the wrong play
what about discarding? Yes, of course – let’s try that!
On the third heart you must discard a diamond
from the table, allowing the ™J to hold the trick.
West can lead anything he likes at trick four but you
can easily ‘draw trumps and claim’. Easy game
bridge . . . Note that you could now score a trick
with a diamond ruff in dummy.
Now that you have seen the theme you won’t go

astray on hands like the next one. You are at the
wheel in 4™ after West has overcalled in spades.
West cashes the ´A and ´K (on which East plays the
seven and then the queen) and continues with the
ten. Your move.

Hand 1.
South plays 4´
West leads ™A

Loser-on-Loser                         
by Paul Bowyer

Basic CardplayBasic Cardplay

click

link

          ´  Q 10 8 4 2
          ™  Q 2
          t  10 8 5
         ®  A 7 5
             
              
              

         
          ´  A K 6 5 3
          ™  7 6 4
          t  A K 6
         ®  K 9 

N
W      E

S

At first glance the hand is a trivial affair – are not
ten tricks as easy as they come? The exasperated
reader may well enumerate them as follows – five
spades, two diamonds, two clubs and a club ruff in
hand. That’s ten winners. Alternatively, there are
only three conceivable losers – two hearts and a
diamond. So what’s the problem?
Well, I neglected to give you the early bidding, or

the early play. You opened 1´ as South and West
overcalled 2™ before the auction reached 4´. On the
™A and ™K at tricks one and two, East plays high-
low (the ten and the three). West, duly encouraged,
continues with a third heart. Now what? 
The question you may be asking yourself is

whether you should ruff the third heart with the
queen or with the ten. Neither of these plays would
suffice on the full deal shown though (see top of next
column).
Whatever spade you choose to play from dummy

at trick three leads to defeat – East either over-ruffs
or his ´J is promoted as a trick in due course. There
is a sure diamond loser and 4´ expires through
natural causes. 

Hand 1 - full deal
´ Q 10 8 4 2
™ Q 2
t 10 8 5
® A 7 5

´ – ´ J 9 7
™ A K J 9 8 5 ™ 10 3
t Q 9 4 2 t J 7 3
® Q 10 3 ® J 8 6 4 2

´ A K 6 5 3
™ 7 6 4
t A K 6
® K 9

N
W      E

S

Hand 2.
South plays 4™
West leads ´A

            ´  6 2
            ™ 10 6 5 3
            t K 9 7 2
            ® A J 5
               
                
                

           
            ´  9 8 4
            ™ A K Q 8 2
            t A 10
            ® K 8 3 

N
W      E

S
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Love All. Dealer East. 
´ 8 6 5 3
™ 9 8 7 5 
t A Q
® J 5 4

´ A 9 7 4 ´ 10 2
™ 6 4 ™ 10
t J 8 5 3 t K 10 6 4 2
® A K 8 ® 10 9 6 3 2

´ K Q J
™ A K Q J 3 2
t 9 7
® Q 7

N
W      E

S

trumps and crosses to dummy with a heart to
discard a diamond on the established ®J. South
then plays a spade. The defence make one spade and
two clubs, but that is all.

If West plays the ®A and switches to a diamond
at trick two, declarer has little option but to finesse
the tQ. East wins and now the defence will come to
four tricks. 

As it happens, West would survive switching to
the ´A at trick 2. East again discourages and now a
diamond switch is still safe. It would not work for
the defence if West led the ®A, switched to the ´A
and played another spade. South wins, draws
trumps and plays the ®Q to set up the ®J.

If East-West play low-like, high-hate attitude
signals, East would play the ®10 at trick one to
discourage a club continuation.       r

Ron Klinger’s Sleuth’s Quiz, continued from page 14Unsuccessful declarers would try their luck with
the ™10 at trick two, hoping either West held the
jack or that spades were 5-3. If and when that got
over-ruffed declarer would win the return, draw
trumps, cash the tA-K and ruff a diamond (hoping
that the tQ-J-x fell in three) and then, finally,
would fall back on the club finesse. They would fail
on this layout, doubtless bemoaning their ill-
fortune:

Hand 2 - full deal
´ 6 2
™ 10 6 5 3
t K 9 7 2
® A J 5

´ A K J 10 5 3 ´ Q 7
™ 7 ™ J 9 4
t Q 5 4 t J 8 6 3
® 9 7 2 ® Q 10 6 4

´ 9 8 4
™ A K Q 8 2
t A 10
® K 8 3

N
W      E

S

Well, you make your own luck at this game –
‘lucky’ declarers would call for a club from dummy
at trick three instead of the ™10 and then proceed to
add up the score.

Ten tricks come from five hearts, two diamonds,
two clubs and a club ruff on table.

Note: To forestall letter writers: it is not the right play in

defence for East to play high-low from queen-small. A peter is

only right with J-x or a lower combination, hence East’s play

on this deal.               r

Have you got it?
Check out Paul’s quiz online, page 68

TOURNAMENT
BRIDGE IN ENGLAND

THOSE who have an interest in bridge history
will hopefully enjoy reading this book. Written
by keen bridge historian Richard Fleet, it looks
at the competitions that took place during a key
period in the game's history. He also focuses on
some of the main contributors, personalities,
and great players of the era. The work can be
read at goo.gl/g4pVMJ

Thanks to Richard for all his work in putting
this together and for sharing it with us all.

1925-1945
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In my last article we took a look at opener’s two-
way 2™ rebid after 2®-2t. Since this frees up
the sequence 2®-2t-3NT it allows for some

other use for that bid. I propose something I came
across while playing against the legendary Italian
pair, Lauria and Versace.

My intention with these articles is to give you
some ideas, by all means tweak them to better suit
your methods and style.

2®-2t-3NT shows 5:5 in the minors, a rare but
notoriously difficult hand to get across. This is
rather like the Unusual Notrump.

Let’s give opener a hand:

Hand A
2®-2t, 3NT-?
Pass - the correct contract has been reached.
Five of either minor would be a terrible spot.

Hand B
2®-2t, 3NT-?
2®-2t, 3NT-4®, 4NT-5t (zero key cards), 6®

Hand C
2®-2t, 3NT-?
2®-2t, 3NT-4®, 4NT-5® (one key card), 
5NT-6´ (spade king), 7®

Hand D
2®-2t, 3NT-?
2®-2t, 3NT-4®, 4NT-5® (one key card), 
5NT-6´ (spade king), 7®

Hand E
2®-2t, 3NT-?
2®-2t, 3NT-5® (showing a worse hand than
4®), Pass

HOLDING 6-5 IN THE MINORS

Holding 6+/5+in the minors I suggest:
2®-2t, 
4® = 5+ diamonds and 6+ clubs (here 4t agrees
diamonds and 4M agrees clubs)
4t = 6+ diamonds and 5+ clubs (here you could
use 4™ to agree clubs and  4´ to agree diamonds)

Here is an example:

´ A 2
™ 3
t A K Q 7 3
® A K Q 9 3

´ A 2
™ –
t A K Q 7 5
® A K 9 8 7 6

Give Kokish a work-out, Part 2
by David Gold

Bridge TipsBridge Tips

click

link

I would force with a 2® opening. Partner bids 2t
and lacking any special methods one might rebid
3t, after which partner bids 3™. Does one rebid
3NT which might be the only game or bid 4® and
leave suit lengths ambiguous?

With my suggestion this hand would rebid 3NT
showing exactly 5:5 in the minors. Let’s look at
some possible hands opposite this rebid:

Hand A Hand B Hand C

´ Q 10 7 3 ´ K 8 3 ´ K 9 8 
™ K 9 8 7 4 ™ K 8 7 6 3 ™ A 9 8 4
t 8 2 t 2 t 9 2
® 7 4 ® J 10 8 5 ® J 8 4 2

Hand D Hand E

´ K 9 8 3 ´ Q 6 5 4 
™ A 9 8 4 3 ™ J 8 7
t 2 t 9 2
® J 10 8 ® J 8 5 4 

This hand could be difficult to bid after say:
2®-2t, 3®-3™

Bidding 4t next, while being natural, leaves suit
lengths extremely ambiguous. 
Much easier to start:
2®-2t, 4®

This shows both suits and the relative lengths.
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Now a responder hand such as this:

´ 8 7 6 3
™ Q J 9 8 6
t J 8 2
® 3

can bid 5t over 4® to show a bad hand. Opener
who needs virtually nothing for slam would then
try 6t.

HOLDING 6-4 IN THE MINORS

5:4 or 6:4 in the minors is not covered in this
method but here is how Lauria-Versace cover those
hands:
2®-2t, 3™ shows at least 5-4 in both minors and

exactly three hearts, such as 0-3-5-5, 1-3-4-5, 0-3-4-6
whereas 3´= 5:4 or 6:4 in the minors without

three hearts.
The reason they do it this way is because, for

them, 2®-2t denies five spades, but may contain
five hearts, so they only have the 5-3 heart fit to
worry about with the minor hands. Note that if you
choose to play these methods 2®-2t, 3NT will deny
0-3-5-5.
In Part 3 I will give some suggestions on how to

play responses to 2®. r
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In our last edition, we looked at the concept of a
par contract - essentially making an educated
guess as to whether we are in the same contract

as the majority of the room or whether things have
taken a surprising turn at our table.

This is an important idea when we are defending
at MP pairs too. Part of the skill in this form of the
game is to work out what we are trying to achieve
on any given deal – and to defend accordingly. If it
is clear they are in a normal 4´ contract which the
rest of the room will surely be in, then holding the
contract to 10 tricks rather than going all out to
defeat it may well yield a reasonable result for our
side. The idea of not necessarily going all out to beat
a contract when defending also has ramifications
for one’s opening lead, but we will cover that in a
later issue.

Let us look at the following hand from West’s
point of view:

on which West won the ace. Decision time had
arrived – what to do now? 

Let us look at the two different scenarios – first
from an IMPs or Teams point of view. It is hard to
construct a layout where we can beat 4™, especially
after South has made a slam try en route to 4™.
However, the job in hand is to concentrate all of our
efforts towards beating the contract. Conceding an
overtrick imp in the quest is of no concern.

The only really possible scenario is that partner
has precisely two spades, one of which is the king.
This is an extremely slim chance – it would mean
that declarer's splinter was, shall we say, somewhat
on the anaemic side of things. Nevertheless, our job
at this form of scoring is not to give the opponents
credibility for always having their bids with juice to
spare. We should lead a low spade, in the hope that
the one layout which allows us to emerge with a plus
score actually exists:

Where are the goalposts?
by Simon Cope

click

link

Match-pointed PairsMatch-pointed Pairs

Love All. Dealer South.
                       ´  Q 10 3
                       ™  K 8 4
                       t  A K Q 10 9 3
                       ®  4
    ´  A 9 7 4 2    
    ™  A                 
    t  7 4 2

®  Q 8 5 3        

N
W     

West North East South
1™1

1´ 2´2 Pass 4t3

Pass 4™
1 Five-card majors 2 Unassuming cue bid showing a
raise to at least 3™ 3 Enough for game and a shortage
in diamonds

North, with so much wastage in diamonds, went
low by bidding 4™. West’s usual quality lead of the
t7 ran round to declarer's jack, and a heart was led,

                            ´  Q 10 3
                            ™  K 8 4
                            t  A K Q 10 9 3
                            ®  4
´ A 9 7 4 2 ´ K 5
™ A ™ 7 3
t 7 4 2 t 8 6 5
® Q 8 5 3 ® J 10 9 7 6 2

´ J 8 6
™ Q J 10 9 6 5 2
t J
® A K

N
W      E

S

How should we think differently at pairs? Well the
answer, in truth, is that the goalposts can move by
an enormous amount. Pairs play and defence is all
about the frequency of the gain rather than the size
of it. On the deal in question, it looks like we are
defending the par contract – I can only assume that
anyone who overbids the N/S cards to a slam is ill-



PERMITTED
AGREEMENTS

ADDITIONS and amendments to permitted
methods take effect from 1st August 2017 and
any appli cations to change any thing need to be
received by the Laws and Ethics Committee by
the end of February.

If you wish to apply for approval of any
agreement not currently permitted, you should
send it by the end of February 2017 by 
e-mail to Ian Mitchell, ian@ebu.co.uk. You
should include a logical defence to any
agreement and how it is to be shown on the
system card.

The Committee tend to look more favourably
on applica tions that are not especially difficult
to defend against. 
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informed about the benefits of Blackwood!
Therefore we should be aiming to make an
assessment about what we are trying to achieve.
The chance of partner having the aforementioned

miraculous holding of a doubleton king of spades is
extremely slim, and the problem with pursuing that
line of defence (which would beat the contract if it
is there to be beaten) is that more often we will go
to bed with our ace of spades. This could be the
difference between an average (or slightly below
average) board and a terrible board – anyone
conceding 12 tricks will inevitably score very
poorly.
At MPs, it is relatively clear to lay down the ace of

spades and play another one – which will gain if
partner can ruff the second round of spades, and at
least if partner has the miracle doubleton king of
spades we get our two tricks in the bank to go with
the ™A. 
When defending in a pairs event, it is absolutely

vital to adjust one's aims in line with the moving
target. One of the most common decisions is
whether to try and beat the opposition contract or
whether to try and restrict it to the minimum
number of tricks possible.
It is not possible to get a good result on every

board, but defending accurately and taking the
tricks we are able to take in defence will ensure that
you restrict the number of sub 20% boards to a
minimum – and they are the killer!     r



IF YOU’RE HAPPY, AND YOU KNOW IT…
YOU’RE PROBABLY A BRIDGE PLAYER

The study being undertaken by English Bridge
Education and Development and Stirling
University has confirmed what many people

expected:

Playing bridge has a positive effect on wellbeing!
Whilst this may not be a surprise to many, it is the

first time that this has been shown through
scientific research.  

This can have huge implications for the work
being done by EBED as the results were ‘statistically
significant’ so can be cited as quantifiable evidence
when approaching funding bodies and government
organisations. 

EBED hope the next stage will be to carry out
fMRI scans on the brain to try to identify if playing
bridge has a positive effect in enhancing and
preserving brain function.
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Green
points

Wellbeing survey
Having bridge ‘prescribed’ by charities and health

organisations may be a little way off, but this
evidence could be an exciting step towards helping
to prove that getting more people playing bridge
could generate considerable benefits to society in
health cost savings and the enhancement of quality
of life.

The full findings of the first stage in the research,
and information on the methodology, are available
at ebedcio.org.uk/health-wellbeing-research. Over
6,800 bridge players responded to the survey run by
EBED and the data could be compared with an
existing database of information from previously
published work. 

Bridge players had a higher sense of wellbeing
than the control group – so the ‘Grumpy Old Man’
at your bridge club is the exception, rather than the
rule, and most of us are getting more satisfaction
from life than the average person.

EBED has made a significant financial
commitment to this project, but needs help to
ensure it realises its full potential. If you would like
to support EBED's work in this area please go to
ebedcio.org.uk/donate and make a donation.  r
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CLUB PLAYER’S
BIDDING QUIZ

ON EACH of the following problems, you are
West. What should you bid with each hand on
the given auction at pairs, Game All?

Julian Pottage gives his answers on
page 62.

W N E S          
3™        

?

W N E S          
1NT Dble 2t        

?

W N E S          
1™ Pass 2® Pass      
2t Pass 2´1 Pass
?

1 Fourth suit forcing

W N E S          
1t 2® 2´ Pass      
?

W N E S          
1™ Pass      

1´ Pass 3™ Pass      
?

W N E S          
1NT Pass Pass

?

Hand 1
´ K Q J 5 4
™ J 3
t –
® A Q 10 7 6 3

Hand 2
´ A K 6 5 3
™ 10 7 4
t 8 3 2
® Q 4

Hand 3
´ K 8 3
™ Q J 9 7 4
t K Q 7 3 
® A

Hand 4
´ –
™ K J 9 7 3
t A Q J 8 7 6
® 5 2

Hand 5
´ Q J 10 9 8 5 4
™ 10
t K 9 7 
® J 3

Hand 6
´ A K 10 6 3
™ A
t 9 4
® K 9 7 5 3

click

link



makers of playing cards since 1824

( 020 8661 8866

An attractive twin-pack of Piatnik playing cards is
the prize on offer this month. For information

on the new Piatnik cards visit:

gibsonsgames.co.uk/cards

There are TWO categories in our competi tion: up
to and including Master, and those with higher
ranking. Please indicate on the top left-hand corner
of the envelope, or in the e-mail subject line, the
category for which you are entering. The first
correct entry in each category out of a hat will win
the prize. The editor’s decision is final. 

Entries to the Editor, Leads Quiz,
Raggett House, Bowdens, Langport, Somerset,

TA10 0DD
or e-mail lou@ebu.co.uk 
by 26 February 2017.

Please make sure you include your full postal
address AND rank even if entering by e-mail!
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ANSWERS TO DECEMBER QUIZ: PageANSWERS TO DECEMBER QUIZ: Page 5050

THIS MONTH’S QUIZ

South West North East
1´ Pass 2™1 Pass
3´2 Pass 4®3 Pass
4NT4 Pass 5™5 Pass
6´ All Pass

1 Natural and game forcing; 2 Showing a very good suit;
3 Cue bid for spades; 4 Roman Keycard Blackwood; 5 Two
keycards, no trump queen.

Choose from: (a) ´J; (b) ™5; (c)t2; (d) ®2.

HHHHH

South West North East
1™ Pass 1´ Pass
2® Pass 3® Pass
3NT All Pass

Choose from: (a) ´J;  (b)  ´3; (c) a diamond; (d) ®K.

HHHHH

South West North East
1NT1 Pass 3NT All Pass

1 12-14.

Be grateful you are not playing rubber bridge. Oh, and
remember to claim your 1000 guineas from the  Earl.

Choose from:
(a) ´8; (b) a heart; (c) a diamond; (d) a club. r

Hand 2
 ´   K J 10 3
 ™   J 8 6
 t   9 6 3 2
 ®   K Q

Hand 3
 ´   8 4
 ™   9 5 3 2
 t   7 5 4
 ®   9 8 7 5

Hand 1
 ´   J 10
 ™   K 9 7 5 3
 t   10 7 2
 ®   K 4 2

New Prize Leads QuizNew Prize Leads Quiz

Opening leads are often subjective and
virtual ly any opening lead can be successful
some of the time. However, bridge is in

many ways a game of percentages and there fore
certain leads will gain more often than others. In
each issue you will be given three hands and the
bidding on each, and you are asked to choose your
opening leads from those proposed by our
Quizmaster. Answers will be in the next issue. In
each problem you are on lead as West.
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THE EXTRA CARD
Q1 Answer: tA
Q2 Answer: t2
Q3 Answer: ®A

LEAD OUT OF TURN
Q4 Answer: �Option 4
Q5 Answer: Option 2

BRIDGE DINGBATS
Q6 UNASSUMING CUE BID (CUPID!)
Q7 REVOLVING DISCARDS
Q8 GAME TRY
Q9 DOUBLE GAME SWING

CARD GAMES & CARD TRIVIA

Q10 tJ

Q11 ™10

Q12 ®3

Q13 tK

CHOOSE YOUR LEAD

Q14 Answer: ´7 or ´8
Q15 Answer: ®7 or ®9
Q16 Answer: tA
Q17 Answer: ™4 or ™2 r

Answers and
winner 2016
by Bernard Magee

Christmas Quiz Christmas Quiz 

Full answers, including the
original questions, are

available online, pages 71-75

Congratulations to our
WINNER 

Stan Powell, Lechlade, Glos
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It is time to really look in depth at the Lebensohl
convention which will be covered over the next
few issues. This is an often misunderstood

convention that can have various applications. We
will concentrate in our first two articles on seeing
how you can bid in a better and more organised
fashion after the opponents intervene after your
side’s 1NT opening bid.

We will then go on to look at how Lebensohl can
be incorporated into other bidding areas such as:

l Defending against opponents’ weak two opening
bids;

l Defending against the dreaded ‘Multi’; and
l Developing your own constructive bidding after

you ‘reverse’.

ETHOS BEHIND LEBENSOHL

The entire point of the convention is to establish
whether the partnership has the values for game or
not. That is it  . . .  Many people get so hung up with
some of the associated twiddles that they often
forget why it exists in the first place.

COPING WITH INTERVENTION AFTER OUR
1NT OPENING

In essence, if you do not play Lebensohl, then
bidding any new suit after the opponents intervene
(either at the 2- or 3-level) should be purely
competitive, that is non- forcing. This is clearly very
unsatisfactory. What you want is to be able to bid
new suits both as forcing or non-forcing, to show
partner exactly what you have.

            West        North      East     South
                1NT         2 ´           ?          
                

You are East and you hold:

We would obviously like to be able to compete to
3™. No problem you say . . .

But what if you hold:

´ 5 4
™ K Q 9 7 6 4
t Q 5
® 7 5 2

´ 5 4
™ A Q 9 7 6 
t K 7 5
® A 5 2

Lebensohl after a 1NT opening, Part 1
by Neil Rosen

If you could add one thing . . If you could add one thing . . 

click

link

Now if you compete with 3™, partner will pass
and you will miss a cold game. If you jump to 4™

partner may have a lousy small doubleton heart and
you may fail dramatically. What you need is to be
able to bid a forcing 3™ of course.

Here’s how the bare bones of the Lebensohl work:

l A new suit at the two-level is natural and non-
forcing.

            West        North      East     South

                1NT         2t           2 ´       

l A new suit at the three-level is also natural but
forcing to game.

            West        North      East     South

                1NT         2 ´           3t       

So if you want to compete at the three-level as per
our earlier example:

´ 5 4
™ K Q 9 7 6 4
t Q 5
® 7 5 2

You start with an artificial bid of 2NT.

This is an integral part of Lebensohl and

obviously has to be recognised and remembered

(not 11-12 balanced of course).
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The 2NT bid forces the opener to bid 3® – this
can be passed with clubs or corrected as
appropriate. Sitting East you hold:

AND A DOUBLE?
This is an issue that certainly divides opinion.

Initially Lebensohl players were so worried about
losing their natural 2NT bid, that they played the
double for that – 11-12 points and balanced. Some
also choose to play double as penalties. I do not
recommend these choices!
My recommendation is that after

l A natural overcall, play double simply for take-
out.

l A conventional overcall (Landy, Astro etc), play
double as just showing general values. This gives
you a chance to enter the auction conveniently.
By arrangement you can then play the next
double from either side as either penalty oriented
or take-out. It will surprise no-one that I
recommend take-out.

            West        North      East     South
                1NT         2®           Dble     2™

                Dble                        

Here the dastardly opponents have entered the
auction showing the majors (Landy or Multi-Landy
are both very common these days). Now the
responder can show some values with a double –
usually 9-10+ HCPs is sensible. When the
opponents find some sort of a fit then a double
from either opener or responder would be for take-
out.
Needless to say, both the 2NT and 3® bids should

be alerted when playing Lebensohl.     r

´ 5 4
™ Q 7 2
t 9 5
® K J 10 8 7 6

W            N           E            S
1NT         2™         2NT       Pass
3®           All Pass

Whereas:

´ 5 4
™ Q 9 7
t K J 10 7 3 2
® 8 7

W            N           E            S
1NT         2™         2NT       Pass
3®           Pass       3t      All Pass

Thus, at the three-level, you can now show a
forcing hand by bidding your suit directly or a
competing hand by going via 2NT.

MAKING THE MOST OF WHAT’S AVAILABLE

Sometimes you are lucky enough to be able to bid
your suit in three different ways:

            West        North      East     South

                1NT         2t           2™        

This is to play and shows 5+ hearts and 5-10 points.

            West        North      East     South

                1NT         2t           3™        

This is forcing to game with 5+ hearts, and around

12+ points.

            West        North      East     South

                1NT         2t           2NT     Pass

                3®           Pass          3™        

Here you can use this sequence as invitational to

game with five or six hearts and 10-11 HCPs.

COPING WITH INTERVENTION

Does it matter if the opposition intervene with a
natural or a conventional overcall?
No not really. The methods will stand you in good

stead. Simply bid naturally, with non-forcing bids at
the 2-level, forcing to game bids at the 3-level and
use 2NT to show weaker hands at the 3-level or
invitational hands if you had space to show your
suit in a non-forcing way at the 2-level.

Have you got it?
Check out Neil’s quiz online, page 69

ENGLAND IN SECOND PLACE
AFTER FIRST CAMROSE WEEKEND
England are in second place after the first

weekend of the Camrose Trophy, played between
the four home nations, Eire and an additional
SBU team. England won all its matches before
playing Eire last in a contest for the top spot.
Ireland managed to win the match by a narrow
margin, but ended less than 3VPs ahead of
England. The second and final weekend is in
Scotland in early March. England were
represented by: Alexander Allfrey & Andrew
Robson; Tony Forrester & David Bakhshi; Mike
Bell & David Gold; with non-playing captain,
Martin Jones. 
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When the dealer is on your left and the
auction starts with three passes there is
often confusion over what you should

do. Do the standard rules apply to opening the
bidding or are there tactical considerations to bear
in mind? As usual we have to develop our
judgement and work out to get the most out of our
assets whilst also keeping the opponents at bay. 

THROW IN THE DEAL OR OPEN?
The first decision is whether or not we should

pass the deal out. This is one of the times where the
rank of the suits plays an important role. If you
open one of a suit on a modest hand it is quite
possible that the opponents will end up buying the
contract if they have the spade suit, since when the
points are split relatively evenly (18-22 held either
way) the part-score battle is normally won by the
side that has spades. Therefore, when you are
thinking of opening the bidding in 4th position you
need to look at the number of spades you hold and
take that into account. 
The rule developed to help players in such

situations is the Rule of 15 which acts as a rough
guide to tell you whether to open the bidding after
three passes. Add the number of spades you hold to
the number of high card points and if it comes to 15
you may open the bidding. Roughly translated a flat
12 count should open if it has three or more spades
but throw the deal in if it has two. 
Obviously this rule needs to be tempered with

common sense, some distributional hands buck the
trend which is apparent at a single glance:

partner would be disappointed to realise you had
missed a grand slam with this hand!

´ 8 7 4 3
™ K 7 5 4
t A 2
® A 4 3

Hand A Hand B Hand C

´ – ´ – ´ 6 
™ A Q J 10 3 2 ™ 6 5 ™ A K 8 6 5 3
t K Q J 8 5 t A K J 8 6 5 t A Q 9 6 5
® 10 8 ® A Q 5 4 3 ® 5

Opening in 4th position
by Michael Byrne

Traps for the UnwaryTraps for the Unwary

click

link

None of these hands fulfil the rule of 15 yet if you
threw the first deal in after three passes I think

I would suggest, therefore, that the rule only
applies to balanced or semi-balanced hands, and
not wildly distributional ones. As usual all rules
must be tempered with common sense; there is no
substitute for good judgement.
The hands below are examples where the rule was

meant to apply:

Hand D Hand E Hand F

´ J 4 ´ K 3 ´ A 3 
™ Q 3 ™ Q 9 8 6 5 ™ Q 10 3 2
t K J 9 6 5 t J 5 4 t J 8
® A 4 3 2 ® A Q 2 ® K Q 10 9 2

Hand D is fine to open 3rd in seat when the next
hand might be lurking and you want to attract a
diamond lead from partner if you end up
defending, but after three passes you should throw
the deal in. Being short in spades (and hearts!)
means you have little chance of buying the contract
and you will probably end up going minus. 
Hand E is marginal but the warning signs are

there with the doubleton spade. Your hearts are
quite poor in quality and there is almost no chance
of making a game – if the best case scenario is a
part-score just throw the deal in as opponents
might outbid you in spades. 
Hand F does not quite fulfil the rule of 15 but if I

were playing duplicate pairs I am sure I would
compromise and open a weak no trump. That
should buy the contract and your club suit should
enable you to limp home before the opponents
know they have spades. 
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However if you do open 4th in seat and the
opponents do win the part-score in spades you
must accept that is the price you pay for playing a
full and active part in the auction.

WEAK TWO IN 4TH?
So far we have looked at opening the bidding at

the one level, in the fourth seat. But what about the
obvious question – what happens to pre-emptive
bids?
If you hold the following hand, are you still

allowed to open a weak two?

´ K Q J 9 6 3
™ 6 5 4
t 6 5 4
® 3

Hand G Hand H Hand I

´ A Q J 9 7 6 ´ 9 7 ´ A K Q 9 5 4
™ 5 4 ™ K J 10 8 7 4 ™ 6 2
t K 10 4 3 t A Q 9 4 t Q 6 4
® 4 ® 2 ® J 7

The answer is, of course, that you are not going to
hold such a hand. Even if everyone else at the table
has passed with 11 points, the most you can have is
seven, in practice eight is about the lowest realistic
minimum you will ever actually possess.
The logic of opening a pre-emptive bid in the 4th

seat is also completely lost – there is no point trying
to keep the opponents out when they have both
started by passing!
It follows therefore that if you open a weak two in

fourth seat it shows about 9-12 points and is a
suggestion to play there unless partner has an
unexpectedly good fit that might make game on a
modest point count. 
These hands are all suitable for a 4th in seat weak

two:

Next month we will look at opening at the three
and four level in 4th position, but for now let’s
review the Dos and Don’ts of opening in 4th
position.

The Dos and Don’ts of 
Opening in the Fourth Seat

Do consider throwing the deal in if you are in 4th
position and your hand doesn’t fulfil the Rule
of 15. 

Do open differently 3rd and 4th in seat – in 3rd
you are often indicating a lead to partner if
you get outbid whilst in 4th you are only
opening to bid and make a contract – you
can achieve a level score by passing.

Don’t forget to temper the Rule of 15 with
common sense judgement – if the upside of
opening is bidding a game or slam then it is
worth the risk.

Don’t open weak twos the same as you would in
1st, 2nd or 3rd; a weak two in 4th shows 9-
12 points and is basically to play.               r

Have you Understood?
Try Michael’s quiz online, page 70

CHAMPIONS’ CUP

ENGLAND'S representatives finished eighth in
the Champions’ Cup in Zagreb. The competition
featured the top ten European nations from the
European Championships, plus the hosts and
defending champions.
England were represented by the winners of the

2015 Premier League (from left to right) Paul
Hackett, Jason Hackett, Justin Hackett and David
Mossop. Alex Hydes and David Price were also
part of the team. They finished the round robin
phase in sixth place, but in the playoffs they lost
both matches to finish eighth. The competition
was won by the Monaco team, with the defending
champions –Allegra from Italy – down in fifth place.

Please recycle 
this magazine when

you finish it
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My thanks to the many readers who
responded to my request for experiences
of playing bridge on holiday around the

world. I received comments about playing in quite a
few European countries, as well as India, Sri Lanka,
Thailand, Malaysia, Australia, New Zealand, South
Africa, Canada and the USA.
Many agree with me that playing bridge on

holiday is a great way of meeting people and seeing
the game you love in a different setting. Finding
somewhere to play is not a problem; almost every
club now has a website with an email address you
can use to ask if you can play and, if needed,
whether they can provide you with a partner. In
some places Acol is considered eccentric or quaint,
so, if you are by yourself,  you may need to play
‘strong and five’. 

ACCEPT THEIR WAYS

When I contacted the bridge club in Colombo, Sri
Lanka, I got a reply from the club secretary saying
he would be happy to partner me. He sent me his
system and I noticed a sentence in the second
paragraph that said something like ‘and with this
particular hand-type you would open 1´ on a three
card suit’. I wrote back suggesting we play
something simpler, but it was not to be. He collected
me from my hotel in plenty of time to discuss his
system and, in light of his hospitality and
enthusiasm, I gave in gracefully. Every pair we
played against asked me mischievously if I was
playing his system. When I told them, ‘of course’,
they were so amazed that they proceeded to misbid,
misplay and misdefend. ‘You see what a good system
it is?’ commented my host, when we finished the
evening with 63%. ‘And if we had played the full
version we would have done even better.’
Most clubs use bidding boxes; the exceptions

seem to be in New Zealand and parts of Australia
where you write your bid on a pad in the centre of
the table and circle your partner’s bid if it is
conventional. The courtesy of leaving out the
bidding cards until the opening lead has been faced

is an English regulation and you won’t find it
practised elsewhere. The use of the Stop card seems
fairly random, especially in America.
Taken together the responses read like a collection

of submissions to TripAdvisor: ‘The 16:30 starting
time is very agreeable’, ‘Rioja at €1 per glass’, ‘Air-
conditioning’, ‘Noisy but friendly’, ‘Without doubt
the most splendid and well-appointed club I have
played in’, ‘Coffee was free at mid-session’, ‘We were
greeted warmly’, ‘If you want a quiet, genteel game
of bridge, this club is not for you!’, and so on.
There were a few hard-luck stories. ‘We usually do

OK at home, but we scored less than 30%,’ wrote
one reader, and another one told me ‘I was playing
with a good player and tried bidding 1´–4™ to
show a splinter. We ended in 6´ doubled minus
one.’ And, from a third: ‘We had a misunderstanding
and my partner said “Gee, honey, you were playing
a Waltz there, while I was doing a Tango!’’’
And there were some surprises: ‘The club

secretary handed me a microphone and asked me to
say a few words about ourselves’ and ‘I was driven
home afterwards in an open-top Porsche.’

MISTAKES ARE FORGIVEN

The approach to directors seems to be different
away from these shores: ‘We never once heard the
director called in Sweden, Hungary, Vienna or
Ljubljana. We play in a trigger-happy director-
calling environment in England,’ wrote one globe-
trotting reader. ‘Bridge at one Hungarian club was a
novel experience,’ she continued. ‘There was no-one
calling the movement. You just got up when you'd
finished and stood quietly at the next table until
they were ready. It wasn't chaotic, and it meant we
finished fabulously early.’ Another reader wrote,
slightly ambiguously, ‘Please don't spend your time
calling the director, just accept their different ways.’

AND WHEN THE DIRECTOR IS CALLED . . .
One of my favourite stories was from Ian Kay,

who was playing in a large congress in Eilat, Israel. ‘I
became aware of a huge argument between a player
and one of the tournament directors.

Playing Away
by Simon Cochemé

Bridge with a TwistBridge with a Twist

click

link
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“I want a ruling,” demanded the player, who was
standing up in a rage. 
“Sit down, explain the situation to me, and I will

give a ruling,” replied the TD.
Despite several requests, the player refused to sit

down and continued screaming for a ruling.
The TD then physically assaulted the player,

knocking him to the floor. “Now you are sitting
down, I shall give you a ruling. Please explain to me
what happened on the board.”
The astonished player, together with his

opponents, gave an account of what had happened.
The director gave his ruling and all carried on
playing as if nothing had happened.’
I played in a duplicate in Mauritius (where my

French grandfather acquired his British nationality)
and I found someone who was happy to play a 12-
14 no trump. We informed our opponents at the
start of each round and the reaction of one pair of
sari-clad women was typically French: ‘What! Even
vulnerable?’ they asked, with accents that would not
have been out of place on the Côte d’Azur.
Which brings us to the country that generated the

most correspondence – France.

ONLY ONE WAY IN FRANCE

The bidding system in France is virtually the
same throughout the country. Accredited bridge
teachers are not permitted to teach any variations.
One result is that many players don’t use convention
cards; why bother when everyone plays the same
system? Bill Daly lived and played in France for
many years. He told me that he was once sitting
quietly at a table and, when his new opponents
arrived, they asked if he was English. ‘Why do you
think that?’ he asked. ‘Well, you have a completed
convention card,’ he was told.
Bill also has an anecdote that illustrates the level

of French indoctrination. ‘Do you play the sequence
1t–1™; 2®–3t as forcing?’ he asked a new French
partner. The reply was: ‘I don't play it as forcing - it
is forcing!’
Because the average French player has little or no

exposure to the weak no-trump and four card
majors, you should fill out a convention card if you
are playing Acol, and pre-announce your system to
all your opponents. It may not help. In 1985 an
opponent in a French club called the director after
he had misplayed a 3NT contract. Because I had
opened one heart, he had played me for a five card
suit. ‘My partner did alert it,’ I told the director. ‘But
that was a long time ago, during the bidding,’ said
the director, correcting the result to 3NT made.

After all these years I can still remember the first
time I had a favourable ruling from a French
director.
At one French club, I gather, Acol is forbidden. So

if you are planning to play in France, you should
check if they allow anything other than Majeure
Cinquième. One reader told me with glee that,
although he often plays a five card major system, he
always plays ‘weak and four’ in France, just to annoy
them. Because they think the 1NT bid is weak, they
will happily overcall on any old opening hand. In
England you might play 1NT-(2™)-Double as take-
out, but in France you should consider changing it
to a penalty double. 
Peter Breakell is a regular player in France, and he

told me of his experiences of going off piste. ‘I
opened a weak two in third position at favourable
vulnerability with only five spades. I was told I
should have alerted. I pointed out that one does not
alert one’s own bids, so they told my partner she
should have alerted. She said she had no idea that I
only had five, so they accused me of cheating! I am
becoming a master of the Gallic shrug.’ 

SHARE THE POINTS

Here is a story from Jon Wittmann. ‘We were told
that the results would be posted on the internet but,
when we checked, we could not find our names on
the list. This caused us some consternation.
However, we had taken a substantial penalty from
our opponents on one hand and we tried to use this
as a distinctive pointer to our results. We tracked it
down but it was attributed to a pair called Jacques
and Josette! The next day we rang the club secretary
and asked what was going on. It transpired that
Josette was ill and the club felt that the Master
Points we had won should be awarded to her, since
we couldn’t use them anyway.’ And we are still
surprised that the French manipulate the Common
Agricultural Policy!
Playing bridge in France isn’t all bad news; there

were many positive comments from readers, too.
You just need to be aware that while you may be
warmly welcomed, your bidding system may not.
You may also need to be prepared to play with cards
that have 1, R, D, V on them, instead of A, K, Q, J.
Passing out a board, as one reader did, because he
thought he only had three points, one R, was
unlikely to be the right thing to do; he should have
noticed the three 1s and realised he had 15 points.
Playing bridge abroad is likely to be an interesting

and enjoyable experience. Try it, and you will be
able to call yourself an International Player. r
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20. Being modest, Lou Hobhouse gets
crushed? (6)

23. Entered for a lesser sort of exam
(4)

24. Confuse grand slammer having
swapped hands (5)

25. Lose bet when making a club game
to show a threat to clear-
sightedness (8)

26. By the sound of it, deal with
intended’s natural bid to be alerted
(9)

DOWN
1. True to type, it’s the petulant sort of

thing a vinegar fly does (10) 
3. Jumble sale offering things to drink

(4)
4. Volunteers ran to tell ace to dance

(10)
5. East raised, one off, got blanked (6)
6. At heart, proper old thing you get

easy money for (4)
7. Maternity unit’s familiar security

question (10)
8. Thwarts the contract and thereby

expunges successful
achievements? (7)

9. Prudent action of cautious sort,
East lost wager (10, two words)

13. More robust rescue failed, right? (7)
16. National treasure about to get

terrible beating (6, two words)
21. Object of French coup upset the

gallery (4)
22. Rising star of county association (4)

ACROSS
2. What gardeners are tempted to do after a dry spell - they might

thereby get a good night’s sleep (9 two words) 
10. With extreme latitude, North and South are described thus, having no

ID photograph (8)
11. Dramatic composition with nothing for ace (5) 
12. Trump comes across as unrefined (4) 
14. Crossword solver’s seat?
15. Classical lover gets rid of diamond fitter (6)
17. Evidence of rising temperature in one of the early rounds (4)
18. Truscott has a bit of the nationalist in him (4)
19. Deny North’s going to put in a substitute (6)

BRIDGE HA HABRIDGE HA HA
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While checking on Federation Francaise de Bridge I came across the
FFB’s homepage: ffbridge.fr/ - Why can’t we have women posing
provocatively on our website? - Name and address withheld



THIS is an issue for love, so Celia has
produced a wonderful take on an age-old
custom. Plenty to tickle the humorist’s
pen. As usual, please inundate me with
funny captions - I love getting them - and
don’t feel constrained to suggest just one . .
the more the merrier.

Send your entries to lou@ebu.co.uk by
28th Feb, or post to Editor, Raggett House,
Bowdens, Langport, TA10 0DD.

CONGRATULATIONS to David Bryan
who sent in my favourite for last issue’s
cartoon (see below). Other close
contenders were: Lovely, they are identical
to the pair you gave me last month for my
birthday, from Royston Boyd; and Let’s
hope you have a fit in your hand, from
Adrian Gossage. 

Prestat donates a box of its very superior
chocolates as a prize. The brightly coloured
boxes, together with the scrumptious
contents, have become synonymous with
good taste – in all the best ways!

CAPTION COMPETITION

BRIDGE HA HABRIDGE HA HA
Send in funnyletters and jokesto the editor forconsideration

Winning caption:
Xmas wouldn’t be Xmas without the annual mixed pairs

It occurs to me that the

SAYC may well have to be

revised to include the

new slam investigation

bid of ‘4 No Clintons’.
Duncan Wright

Interesting Bridge Auctions, No 17 

South deals and drops a card on the

floor while sorting his hand:

South: One moment. 

West: One what? 

North: Double.  

East: Redouble.

Is it true that there is about to be a

major change in the Rules of Play? I

gather 
this 

follows 
a 

move

implemented by the Bridge Union in

the USA. Apparently this states that

every hand has to be played in a suit

contract. The FBI has just issued a

notification banning all NO TRUMP

contracts.                             Robert Smith
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ANDREW PETRIE
Gold Award 

EBU Awards 2016
EBU AWARDS 2016

These awards were announced at the 2016 AGM. The Gold Award (EBU’s highest award) is given for an outstanding
contribution to the management/administration of the game at national and/or international level. Silver Awards recognise 
long service and outstanding contribution to the administration of bridge at county and national level. The Diamond Award
is given to players in recognition of excellence and success over a sustained period for England’s international teams. The Tony
Priday award, in memory of the man himself, is given for outstanding contribution to bridge and enhancing the game in all its
aspects. Dimmie Fleming Awards are given in recognition of hard work for bridge as volunteers in administration at county
level, typically giving 10 to 15 years or more service.

MIKE CHRISTIE
(Middlesex)
Silver Award

Mike was one of the main
figures setting up the National
Grading Scheme (NGS). He was
the project leader and an
essential figure within the
working group. Mike has
maintained and developed the
ratings service since it was
introduced in late 2011.

ROGER AMEY
(Norfolk)

Silver Award

MARTIN POOL
(Sussex)

Silver Award

Martin is Sussex’s current
President and has been involved
at committee level for many
years. Martin is a member and

Roger has been an active Norfolk
CBA committee member since
1970, taking roles in the
Tournament and Congress sub-
committees. He has been 
Vice Chairman, Chairman and
President. He was the Eastern
Counties League Organiser for
27 years up to 2016.
Roger has been Match

Manager of two Corn Cairdis
events. He jointly organised the
Norfolk-Suffolk Green Pointed
weekends 1992-2012 and
organised Tournament Director
training 1990-2014.
He was a member of the EBU

Board of Directors 2002-2003, a
member of the EBU Selection
Committee 2003-2006, and was
an EBU County Representative
1982-1985 and again 1993-2015.
Roger continues to serve the
County and offer help wherever
he can.

Andrew joined Lancashire’s
management committee in 2003
and was also its Tournament
Secretary. He was elected to the
EBU Tournament Committee in
2007 and became its Chairman
in 2008.
He stood successfully for the

EBU Board in 2007, In 2008 he
became Vice Chairman and
then Treasurer in 2012 before
retiring from the post in 2015.
Andrew gave a great deal of time
to EBU affairs.
He was instrumental in the

introduction of Universal
Membership in 2010, which
changed the whole basis of
membership and secured the
future of the union. He later did
much of the work to enable the
inauguration of the charity,
English Bridge Education and
Development. He is now the
Chairman of EBED and leads it
from strength to strength.
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EBU Awards 2016

MORE
WELL

DESERVED
AWARDS
OVERLEAF

JEFF SMITH
Tony Priday Award

The Award was presented to Jeff
for the contribution of his bridge
program which has been
available without cost to clubs all
over the world. It is the basis of
EBUScore and all scoring
programmes used in the EBU’s
own tournaments over many
years.
Jeff was on the EBU Laws &

Ethics Committee from 2002-
2003. He is a qualified County
TD and a Premier Grand Master.

past Chairman of the EBU Laws
& Ethics Committee. He was
elected to the EBU Board in 2005
and served for five years until
2010. He was the EBU consultant
on club and county constitutions
for a number of years. He has
conducted a number of
prosecutions in disciplinary
cases on behalf of the EBU.

Pat represented England at
almost every major tournament
from 1977 to 2000. She came
first in the Women’s European
Championships in 1981, 1997
and 1999, and in the Venice Cup
in 1981 and 1985. She won the
Gold Cup in 1991 and the Spring
Foursomes the following year.
She triumphed in the National
Pairs in 1995 and 2002 and was
the Hubert Phillips Bowl winner
in 1977.

PAT DAVIES
Diamond Award

BOB ROWLANDS
Diamond Award

Bob has been a member of both
the EBU’s Law & Ethics
Committee and the Selection
Committee.
Bob regularly played in the

Camrose in the 1970s. He won
Crockfords in 1975 and 1976,
and the Gold Cup in 2003. He
has won the Spring Foursomes
twice, has been a National Pairs
winner five times – the latest in
2014 – and twice won the Hubert
Phillips Bowl. He won the
Brighton Pairs Harold Poster
Cup in 1967, the Tollemache
Cup in 2001 and the National
Teams Congress in 1988. 
Bob has hugely contributed to

the juniors programme, playing
with them, and offering
accommodation on their visits to
London for trials etc.
In 2010 Bob received the John

Armstrong Award for those who
play bridge in the best spirit.

CHRIS LARLHAM, (CAMBS & HUNTS)
Dimmie Fleming Award

Chris has been an integral part of
Cambs and Hunts bridge for a quarter
of a century, a stalwart of the County
Committee and one of its longest serving members.
He has facilitated the Eastern Counties League

and the County Bridge League. He has made a huge
contribution to Saffron Walden BC and advised on
legal and disciplinary matters over the years.

PEGGY GRIFFIN (SURREY)
Dimmie Fleming Award

Peggy joined the Surrey Committee in
1994 and served for 21 years. Her roles
included Congress Secretary, Match
Secretary, Shareholder and league organiser. Peggy
was the County’s Master Points Secretary when it
was all handwritten, and she served as President in
2000 and 2005. She visited many clubs and was a
great ambassador for the County.
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RON HEATH, (DORSET, FORMERLY
SURREY)

Dimmie Fleming Award
Ron’s unpaid work for the bridge
world began in 1975 for Surrey. Over
28 years he took the roles of County Tournament
Director, Vice President, President, EBU share-
holder and Chairman. Ron was Match Manager for
Surrey, hosting the Camrose match vs Northern
Ireland on behalf of the EBU in Farnborough 2002.
He initiated and originally ran the Surrey One Day
Green-Pointed event. He organised the
Metropolitan cup 1984 – 1994.
On moving to Dorset Ron became the EBU

county shareholder in 2008 and County Secretary
from 2010 – 2014. He has directed and helped
organise the duplimating of boards for various
county events. His knowledge of the EBU has been
invaluable.
He continues to direct at club level and assists and

guides at improver sessions. He is an excellent role
model with his exemplary behaviour at the table.
Ron was a member of the EBU Laws & Ethics

Committee and a frequent member of appeals
committees at congresses.

DAVID ANNING (KENT)
Dimmie Fleming Award

David’s service to Kent began in 1985
when he became the elected auditor.
After ten years he joined the KCBA Committee as a
full member. He was Area Secretary East Kent up to
2013. He organised and directed the East Kent
League, he trained as a Tournament Director and
completed the County TD course and was a stalwart
of Kent’s directing team.

In 2010, he became Treasurer of KCBA overseeing
the change to P2P. The finances were very secure
under his guidance and, when he resigned in 2016,
he passed on an extremely healthy state of affairs to
his successor.

David worked in a slightly old-fashioned but very
thorough way. He was probably the most reliable
attendee at county and club meetings and showed
true dedication to the game of bridge in Kent.

Sadly David died just prior to being informed of
his award which was presented to Sue Rodgers, his
partner during the last few years.

JULIA BROUGH (SURREY)
Dimmie Fleming Award

Julia left the Surrey Committee in 2015
after over 15 years of service to the
county. Julia created a bespoke website
for Surrey which was one of the first in the EBU.
Not only did it list the usual events and
information, but Julia tailored it to enable on-line
event entries, and league results which was way
ahead of anything else at the time.
Julia also instigated the county’s quarterly

newsletter and organised its distribution via email
to 500 members. She also fought a constant battle to
get members to update their email addresses. 
Julia was also very helpful to other members of

the committee who were not as technically aware as
she was, especially in the early days. Requests for
amendments to the website were met with helpful
suggestions, and immediate action.
Surrey owes a large debt to Julia for all her work

in dragging the county into the 21st century. 

STUART HARING
Alec Salisbury Award

The Alec Salisbury Award is made to
the school teacher who has made the
most effective contribution to bridge, and this year
was presented to Stuart Haring from Haberdasher’s
Aske Boys School, Hertfordshire.
Stuart has run the school’s bridge club for many

years. It has won the Schools Cup for the last seven
years in a row. He is inevitably turning out junior
internationals (even from non-bridge playing
families). He has also encouraged juniors to attend
the Acol Club on Sundays. 
Stuart learnt bridge at the age of nine and played

his first duplicate at eleven. He joined the school
bridge club and entered competitions with other
boys at school, partnering first Jeneiv Shah and then
Simon Cope. At university, he captained Cambridge
University's team which won the Portland Bowl and
played in the World Universities competition. 

EBU Awards 2016
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Blue
points

Easter Festival
of Bridge
14-17 April 2017
Royal National Hotel, London

The event includes Stratified Swiss
Teams, Flighted Swiss Pairs, Under 21
Pairs and Championship Pairs (in which
points will be awarded for the Player of
the Year Championship). There is also a
‘Really Easy Afternoon’ for new-
comers to tournament bridge.

Entries / enquiries: EBU Comps Dept
( 01296 317 203 / 219 
or 8 comps@ebu.co.uk

Northern
Easter Festival

14-16 April 2017
Craiglands Hotel, Ilkley

The event is run by the
Yorkshire CBA on behalf of the
EBU and includes Mixed, Open

and Swiss Pairs, Improvers Pairs and
Swiss Teams  

Entries / enquiries: Stuart Davies

( 01274 598 408  8 stuart@svd1.uk 

Green-
pointed
events

Blue
points

Green
points

Blue
points

RANKED MASTERS
PAIRS 2017

A group of Pairs Championships for players
with spe cific Master Point ranks

25 - 26 February 2017
Premier Grand Masters Pairs

Grand Masters Pairs
Premier Life Masters Pairs

Life Masters Pairs
National Masters Pairs
Regional Masters Pairs

Holiday Inn, Birmingham Airport

EBU Accommodation Booking Service
( 0800 0346 246

All events start at 2pm on Saturday and
end between 3.30pm and 5.30pm
on Sunday depending on numbers.

MASTERS PAIRS
26 February 2017

The Masters Pairs section is open to all below
the rank of Regional Master on 1st Jan 2017.
Unlike the other categories in the Ranked
Masters Pairs (see above), it is a two-session
one-day event (11.30 start, finish by 6.45pm
approx.) at these venues:

• Bradford Bridge Club

• Exeter Bridge Club 

• First Class Bridge Academy, Billericay

• Richmond Bridge Club

• Tunbridge Wells Bridge Club 

• Welwyn Garden City Bridge Club 

• West Midlands Bridge Club

Free entry: If a player was promoted to
the landmark rank of Master in 2016, his/her
entry to the 2017 event is FREE.

Entries / Enquiries:
EBU Competitions Department
( 01296 317 203 / 219 or e-mail

comps@ebu.co.uk

All
Green-
pointed

Green-
pointed

Championship
Series

31 March – 2 April 2017

REALLY EASY
WEEKEND
Wroxton House Hotel
near Banbury, Oxon
Tel: 01295 730777

‘House parties’ designed for novice players
with up to around five years’ experience.

Please book your accommodation directly with the hotel,
and do so before booking your bridge with the EBU to
ensure rooms are available. No rooms currently available

at ‘single occupancy’ rates

Bridge fees - £50pp, payable to the EBU

Entries / enquiries: EBU Comps Dept
( 01296 317 203 / 219 
or 8 comps@ebu.co.uk



WHEN you see the ‘LB’ sign in an ad vert  isement in the
magazine, it means that:
• The organisers of the holiday have applied for, and received, a

licence from the EBU.
• They may choose to give Master Points in accordance with

EBU scales.
• These Master Points will be accepted and added to player

records.
• The bridge will be played in line with EBU regulations and bye-

laws, thus affording all players the protection of playing within
the jurisdiction of the EBU.

All county events advertised have an EBU licence.
NOTE: Any events licensed by another National Bridge
Organisation will not be able to have Master Points credited to
members’ records save for Wales, Scotland, Northern Ireland,
Republic of Ireland, New Zealand and Australia. The conversion
of Green Points to Gold Points will only happen at English
events, the BGB Gold Cup and Home Internationals.

LICENSED BRIDGE
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n FEBRUARY 2017
7-8 Bridge England Sim Pairs

Various clubs (see p61)
11-12 Tollemache Cup Final

The St Johns Hotel, Solihull
17-19 Harrogate Congress

Cairn Hotel, North Yorks (see p47)
17-19 Junior Camrose, Ireland
25-26 Ranked Masters Pairs (see p37)

Holiday Inn, Birmingham Airport
26 Masters Pairs (see p37)

various venues

nMARCH 2017
3-5 Camrose - 2nd weekend

Scotland
3-5 East Anglia GP weekend
3-5 Wiltshire GP weekend
4 Young Bridge Challenge & Schools Cup

Loughborough Grammar (see p47)
4 Leicestershire GP Pairs
4 Manchester GP Pairs
5 Bedfordshire GP Teams
5 Kent GP Teams
5 Merseyside & Cheshire GP Teams
11 Channel Islands GP Swiss Pairs
12 National Pairs Regional Heats (see p47)
13-16 Club Stratified Sims, clubs (see p61)
17-19 Cumbria Congress, Grange-over-Sands
19 Portland Pairs, various clubs (see p47)
19 Isle of Man GP Pairs
31- 2 Really Easy Weekend, Wroxton

House Hotel, Banbury, Oxon (see p37)
31- 2 Norfolk Congress, Norwich

n APRIL 2017
3-6 British Spring Sims, various clubs 

(see p61)
7-9 Devon Congress, Torquay
7-9 Coventry Congress
8-9 National Pairs Finals, venue TBA
7-9 Junior Bridge Camp, Cheltenham

(see p55)
14-17 Easter Festival of Bridge, London

(see p37)
14-16 Northern Easter Festival, Ilkley (see p37)
21-23 Lady Milne, Wales
22-23 Portland Bowl finals, London
22-23 Shropshire GP Congress (see p17)
21-30 Lambourne Jersey Festival of Bridge

St Helier, Jersey (see p61)
28-30 Cheltenham  Congress (see p25)
28-2 Schapiro Spring Foursomes (see p47)

Stratford-upon-Avon 

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS

SIMS PRIZE DRAW
£3,400 must be won!

Every club winner of an EBU-organised  Sims
event is entered into a prize draw. Congratula-
tions to Shiv Datt & Richard Cumming-Bruce
from Maryleborne Cricket Club Bridge Society

who won the £1,000 first prize. 

Grantham Bridge Club, Leics, won the
£1,000 first prize for clubs

Make sure your club enters the 2017 Sims to be
eligible for the Winners’ Draw and the Club Draw

ADVERTISEMENTS
ALTHOUGH staff of English Bridge and the staff of Danby Advertising
(Advertising Agent for English Bridge) take all reasonable precautions
to protect the interests of readers by ensuring as far as practicable
that advertisements in the pages of English Bridge are bona fide, the
magazine and its publisher, the EBU, cannot accept any
undertaking in respect of claims made against advertisers, whether
these advertisements are printed as part of the magazine, or are in
the form of inserts. Legal remedies are available if redress is sought,
and readers who have complaints should address them to the
advertiser or should consult a local Trading Standards Office or
a Citizens Advice Bureau or their own solicitors. Readers should
note that prices advertised may not be accurate due to
currency exchange rate fluctuations or tax changes
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What can the partner do?
                                          by Gordon Rainsford, EBU Chief Tournament Director

Email your questions to Gordon Rainsford at gordon@ebu.co.uk

Gordon, English Bridge and the EBU are not responsible if the information provided is incorrect or incomplete.

Ask GordonAsk Gordon

click

link

As is so often the case, the answer is clear in the
Law Book
L46B 5. If declarer indicates a play without
designating either a suit or a rank (as by saying ‘play
anything’ or words of like meaning) either defender
may designate the play from dummy.

from the box, but the TD’s ruling that South
should actually now table that bid gave even more
unauthorised information, compounding the
initial error.  
What should the TD have done?  Did North err

in taking advantage of the knowledge passed to
her when the 1´ bid was tabled?’

FRANS Vas Nunes wrote, ‘When declarer
asks for ‘anything’ from dummy, may the
opponents nominate a card? We had a

disagreement at our club, and the director was
called. I find the ruling against me, saying that I
could not nominate a card, hard to accept. If that
ruling was correct, then declarer can effectively
involve dummy in the playing of the hand. That
cannot be right, surely?’

LES Hoy asked, ‘During a club duplicate pairs
event . . . North was dealer, but before she could
make an initial call, South picked some cards from
the bidding box, realised her error and put them
back.  The TD was called.  He ruled that a bid had
been made (though no one, other than South
knew what it was, South returned the erroneous
bid, quickly, before anyone saw it), that South
should table the bid that she had mistakenly
begun to make and that West should have the
opportunity to accept or reject the bid. West
refused to accept it, at which point the TD said
that the bidding should revert to normal, that
North could bid what she liked but that South
must pass throughout.  Several things – the bid
that South tabled (and that no one had seen, up to
that point) was 1´.  N/S play 5-card majors, so
North now knew that South had five spades.
North bid 4´, which was passed out and made.
It seems that unauthorised information passed

between South and North when the first error was
made and South erroneously started to take a bid

Our regulations say: 

A call is made using bidding boxes when it is removed
from the box ‘with apparent intent’ (see §1.6.2). The
term ‘apparent intent’ is to cover such situations as
when a box is accidentally knocked over. Once the call
is taken out of the box the call is made and if out of
turn it is too late to put it back.

So as long as the cards had left the bidding box
the director was correct to ask for the bid to be put
on the table and treat it as an opening bid out of
turn. Now we need to apply Law 31B which says:

When the offender has bid at his partner’s turn to call,
or at his LHO’s turn to call, if the offender has not
previously called, offender’s partner must pass
whenever it is his turn to call (see Law 23 when the
pass damages the non-offending side). The lead
restrictions of Law 26 may apply.
So North should be barred from bidding in the

auction and South may bid what he likes. If he does
not repeat spades in the legal auction and N/S end
up defending, then lead penalties would apply the
first time North is on lead. 

JASONKaplan wrote, ‘I see many pairs discussing
hands after each board.  Given that tables are close
together this could give away information. My
question is on this theme, but taken to the
extreme. At my local club, we had a typical
turnout of four tables. For the movement, two of
the tables share the hands. I sat West and we
started playing the 3-board set. After a couple of
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the first call in the auction has been made and before
completion of the play of the board the Director
proceeds as in 2(c).

So the law says you should have called the
director immediately. What he would almost
certainly have done is to allow you to complete the
board but ask you to let him know if you think you
were compromised by the knowledge of who held
the tA (quite likely, given that it was important
enough to be the subject of discussion at the other
table). If so, the board would be cancelled and both
pairs given AV+, with the offending players
probably being given a procedural penalty. 

JOHN Gibbs wrote, ‘Gordon, your guidance
please. With one of my partners I play a form of
modified Ghestem to show two-suited hands. The
calls are obviously alertable but we have the extra
proviso that they will only be used on hands which
are either strong or weak, intermediate hands
being bid naturally. Should I announce this extra
information at the same time as alerting, or
should I wait for my opponents to enquire? ’

RICHARD Sills questioned, ‘It is well understood
that, whereas partner may not take account of UI
during the auction period, opponents may do so.

But does this also apply during play?  I have in
mind specifically the possibility of a player deriving
information from the way an opponent holds
his/her cards  – such as noting that high spades are
played from one end of the hand, and low clubs
from the other end. Do the laws  – or EBU
regulations – have anything to say about this?’

boards, I heard the person sitting West at the other
table say, ‘I had seven clubs.’ I looked at my hand
and could see seven clubs. Then that West said,
‘Who had the tA?’ and the person at East said, ‘I
did.’ I heard them clearly, but the other pair at my
table said they had heard nothing. 

It's a friendly night of bridge, and I have no
desire to come across heavy handed on the rules,
so the moment passed.  However, this irked me as
it shows a lack of respect for other players.  And,
perhaps I would have bid differently, had I not
known where the tA was.

If I had asked the night's TD, who happened to
be sitting South at the other table, to adjudicate,
how should he have dealt with this?’

This can be a real problem, especially in clubs
with limited space, if players are not careful about
keeping their discussion to a minimum and their
voices low. I always announce this at the beginning
of EBU events as part of Best Behaviour at Bridge
since it really does spoil the enjoyment of other
players if they are unable to play a board, even if
they get an AV+ instead. In the situation you
describe, it would be a good idea not to put the two
sharing tables close together – I know it means a bit
more work passing the boards, but much less risk of
important information being passed accidentally.

Here’s what the law says:

L16C. Extraneous Information from Other Sources
1. When a player accidentally receives unauthorized
information about a board he is playing or has yet to
play, as by looking at the wrong hand; by overhearing
calls, results or remarks; by seeing cards at another
table; or by seeing a card belonging to another player
at his own table before the auction begins, the Director
should be notified forthwith, preferably by the
recipient of the information.

2. If the Director considers that the information could
interfere with normal play he may, before any call has
been made:

(a) adjust the players’ positions at the table, if the type
of contest and scoring permit, so that the player with
information about one hand will hold that hand; or

(b) if the form of competition allows it order the board
redealt for those contestants; or

(c) allow completion of the play of the board standing
ready to award an adjusted score if he judges that
unauthorized information may have affected the
result; or

(d) award an artificial adjusted score.

3. If such unauthorized information is received after

Ghestem should not be announced, it should be
alerted, and a full explanation should be given if
asked for, which in this case would include that you
play it as weak or strong.

Law 74C. Violations of Procedure

The following are examples of violations of procedure:

5. looking intently at any other player during the
auction and play, or at another player’s hand as for
the purpose of seeing his cards or of observing the
place from which he draws a card (but it is
appropriate to act on information acquired by
unintentionally seeing an opponent’s card).

I think that covers it! One point of terminology –
if it’s UI you aren’t allowed to take advantage of it, if
it’s AI you are. A piece of information is commonly
authorised for one side but unauthorised for the
other.                 r
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It doesn’t happen often that a side who can make
a slam defends a part score the other way, but
when it did happen on the final deal of the 2016

Reisinger tournament, it wasn’t clear that anyone
had done anything particularly wrong. 

half time in the final set when they were hit by an
avalanche of losing boards from which they could
not recover. Meanwhile, the unheralded Di Franco
squad headed the lists (which still contained an
awful lot of current and past World Champions)
with three boards to play. 
The first was a tie, both sides doing well to make

difficult part-score contracts and register plus 110.
Still Di Franco led the tournament. The second
featured the North players holding 

´K-J-9-6  ™7-6  tQ-10-4  ®A-9-5-4 

and having to find a call, both sides vulnerable, after

West North East South
1t 1™

1´1 ?
1 4+ spades, forcing for one-round.

North for Mossop passed, which was a good idea
because his partner had ™A-Q-J-5-4 in a 2-5-4-2
shape with no other card higher than an eight (gotta
get that heart lead…). He defended 1NT, and lost
120. North for Di Franco bid 1NT himself, where he
was doubled and lost 500. At IMPs that would be a
disaster; at BAM it was merely a lost board and Di
Franco could afford it, for they still sat atop the
rankings with one deal to go.
But that deal was the one featured at the

beginning of this article, and as you can see their
result was unpromising. They did beat 3´ by a trick,
but they could make 5™ and 6t (not that they were
likely to get anywhere near the latter). The board
travelled to the other table, where the auction began

West North East South
1´

Pass 2´ ?

There was some hope in the Di Franco camp,
which by now included several hundred spectators
all rooting for these magnificent underdogs.
Although East had perfect shape for a takeout

Not the time to defend
by David Burn

Great Bridge DisastersGreat Bridge Disasters

click

link

Love All. Dealer South. 
´ Q 10 8 5
™ 9 8 3 
t Q 10
® Q J 6 3

´ K 4 3 ´ –
™ A Q J 6 ™ 10 7 5 2
t J 9 8 7 3 t A 6 5 4 2 
® 7 ® A 10 9 2

´ A J 9 7 6 2
™ K 4
t K
® K 8 5 4

N
W      E

S

West North East South
1´

Pass 1NT1 Pass 2´
Pass Pass Dble Pass
2NT2 3´ Pass Pass
Pass

1 Forcing, a raise to 2´ would be constructive with
about 8-10 points. 2 Two places to play, intending to
remove 3® from East to 3t to show both red suits.

The teams in opposition here were Mossop whose
Chinese pair Fu Zhong and Jan Li held the North-
South cards at this table, and Di Franco who were
the surprise package of the tournament this year.
The Reisinger is played as what Americans call
board-a-match and we call point-a-board; as such it
is generally regarded as the toughest of the three
major American tournaments. Ten teams had made
it to the final and an awful lot of current and past
World Champions had not. With one session to go,
Mossop led the field, and continued to do well until
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double he was rather short of high cards and he was
not in the protective position so might well pass.
But Justin Hackett, for he it was who held the East
cards for Mossop, didn’t get where he is today by
letting a dearth of points worry him. He doubled,
South bid 3´, West bid 4™, everyone passed,
declarer took eleven tricks in comfort, and Di
Franco fell to third at the final hurdle.
That was actually a triumph, in a field of this

calibre. But I expect it was a while before they
stopped regarding it as a disaster.      r

TGR WINS NICKO CUP

LONDON’S TGR A team won the 2015-16
National Inter-Club Knockout (NICKO), beating
New Amersham B in a closely-contested final.
TGR won by just 9 IMPs after 48 boards. This

was TGR’s and its team members’ first win in the
competition. The winners (from left to right)
were Graham Orsmond, Thor Erik Hoftaniska,
Janet de Botton, Tom Townsend, Artur
Malinowski and Marilyn Malinowska.
The defeated New Amersham team was Dick

Davey, Sally Brock, Barry Myers and Ed Scerri.

CHEERS AT CROCKFORDS CUP

THE team of David Mossop, Alex Hydes, Jason
Hackett, Colin Simpson, Justin Hackett and
David Price  won the 2015-16 Crockfords Cup. All
the team members have won this competition
three times or more, with Alex retaining the
trophy he won last year with different teammates;
the other five won the 2013-14 competition together.
The competition is played as a knockout with

the final eight teams playing an all-play-all final.
The Mossop team finished just 2 VPs ahead of a
team captained by Alexander Allfrey.
The Plate, for those knocked out in early rounds,

was won by Brian Ransley, Michael Davis, Ben
Ritacca and Brian McGuire (London), with John
Wilmott who played in earlier rounds.

LONDON YEAR END CONGRESS

CONGRATULATIONS to the Rosen team for
winning the Swiss Teams at the Year End
Congress. The team was (pictured left to right)
Jeremy Willans, Neil Rosen, Anne Rosen and Ian
Draper.
Gunnar Hallberg & Phil King won the Stratified

Swiss Pairs. Youth triumphed in the Open Pairs,
won by Daniel Winter and Ben Norton, while the
Mixed Pairs was won by  Szczepan Smoczynski
and Gitte Hecht-Johansen.
The Really Easy Afternoon, played at clubs

across the country, was won by Kay Vowles &
Geoff Vowles. 

NORTHERN YEAR END CONGRESS

Blackpool once
again hosted
the Northern
Year-End after
two years at
Dunkenhalgh.
The Stratified

Swiss Pairs was
won by Alan

Mould & John Holland (pictured) for the third
consecutive year. 
The Stratified Swiss Teams was won by Hannah

Cornfield, Rowena Clow, Jason Hackett &
Richard Bowdery. The Open Pairs was won by
Jason Hackett & Richard Bowdery – their first of
two victories at the congress. The Mixed Pairs was
won by Ron Birch & Lin Birch.
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We start at a quarter-final of the 2016 World Youth
championships, with Italy facing the USA. Gianmarco
Giubilo is happy to rebid in clubs and the fit in that suit is
located. 
The Italian pair play the highly recommended ace-or-king

cue bidding. When the 4t cue bid attracts a 4´ response
from Federico Porta, West knows that East does not hold the
ace of hearts. He can therefore use RKCB despite having a
void in his hand. East shows two aces plus the ®Q and the
excellent small slam is reached. Note that 6® is better than
6´ because you have slightly more chance of surviving a 4-
1 club break.
Italy won this match and went on to defeat the

Netherlands 217-175 in the final.

Awards: 6® (10), 6´ (9), games (5).

Beat Today’s Experts
ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS ON PAGE 10                                               by David Bird

Bidding QuizBidding Quiz

click

link

1. Love All. Dealer West

2. Love All. Dealer East forcing to game and the key bid came on the 4th round when
Michal Nowosadzki agreed diamonds with a splinter bid of
4™. RKCB placed East with the tA (playing 1430 responses)
and it was a near certainty that he would hold one of the
black kings for a 13th trick. Well bid!
There was no swing because Simon de Wijs and Bauke

Muller for the Netherlands also bid 7t. You want to see
their auction? Well, if you insist. It began 1´ – 1NT (game-
forcing relay), 2® by East and West made three further relay
enquiries: 2t – 2NT, 3® – 3t, 3™ – 3NT and then knew
enough to leap to 7t. Any expert on the Tarzan Precision
system (but not me) will be able to explain the various relay
responses. However, I can tell you why the system is called
Tarzan. Five-time Olympic gold medallist swimmer, Johnny
Weissmuller, starred in the Tarzan films of the 1930s and
1940s. Wijs + Muller = Weissmuller and there you are.

Awards: 7t (10), 6NT/6t (6), games (3).

  ´  K Q J 8 4 3                    ´  A 6
  ™ –                                   ™  Q J 9 5 2
  t K Q 6                            t  A 2
  ® K 10 8 4                        ®  Q J 9 6

N
W    E

S

West                           East    
Giubilo                           Porta   
1´                               2™      
3®                              4®      
4t                              4´      
4NT                            5´
6®

  ´  A 2                               ´  10 9 7 5 3
  ™ A 10 3                           ™  Q
  t K 8 7 6 5 3 2                 t  A J 9
  ® A                                   ®  K Q 9 5

N
W    E

S

West                           East           
Kalita                             Nowosadzki
                                  1´             
2t                              2´              
2NT                            3®             
3t                              4™
4NT                            5®
7t

The deal comes from a semi-final of the 2016
World Bridge Games, with Poland facing the
Netherlands (eventual gold medallists). You
would expect the bidding to be world class
and indeed it was! Jacek Kalita’s 2t was
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4. Love All. Dealer East
I was impressed by the previous bidding to 5®. Let’s watch
a bit more of this quarter-final and see if the USA women
can blow our minds with another great auction. 
Kerri Sanborn begins with a Jacoby 2NT response,

indicating a sound raise to game at least and trump support
of four or more cards. Beth Palmer’s 3´ rebid shows extra
values but no side-suit shortage. West shows her club
control and East is then happy to unleash RKCB. The 5™

response shows the two missing aces. It denies the ´Q but
Palmer knows that at most three trumps are missing. The
´Q will drop if trumps break 2-1 and can be finessed if
three trumps are held by North. She continues with 5NT.
This asks for side-suit kings and informs partner that all six
key-cards are present (she is happy to let partner think that
she holds the ´Q).
Sanborn shows the ®K – and may hold other side-suit

kings. Palmer makes a grand-slam try with 6t and West
reaches immediately for the 7´ card. Her singleton ™K is
surely a gold-plated asset. What splendid bidding! At the
other table a decidedly less glittering auction stops in 5´

and the USA pick up 14 IMPs on their way to the eventual
gold medals.

Awards: 7´ (10), 6´ (6), 7NT/6NT (5),  games (3). 

                        ´   J 9 6 5 4         
                        ™   Q J                  
                        t   9 8 3            
       ®  Q 10 8
  ´  A K 10 8 2                          ´  –
  ™ A 9 3                                  ™ 7 4 2
  t J 10 5                                t A Q 6 4 
  ® J 7                                      ® A K 5 4 3 2
                         ´   Q 7 3              
                        ™   K 10 8 6 5      
                        t   K 7 2            
       ®  9 6

N
W    E

S

West            North         East          South
Seamon-        Gronkvist      Sokolow     Ovelius
Molson
                             1®            1™
1´                Pass             2®            Pass
2t                Pass             3t            Pass
3™                Pass             4®            Pass
5®               All Pass        

3. E/W Game. Dealer East

USA and Sweden met in the quarter-finals of the women’s
World Championship. Janice Seamon-Molson faced a key
decision at her third turn. Should she bid 3NT? She preferred
to consult her partner one more time with 3™. Tobi Sokolow
rebid her clubs and the best contract was reached. Well bid!
Two hearts were discarded on the spades and declarer lost
one trick in each minor. 
At the other table North led the ™Q against 3NT, declarer

winning the second round of the suit. It may seem that she
can score five clubs, losing a trick to the safe North hand,
and four top winners in the other suits. However, she
cannot cash the ´A-K conveniently. In practice, Kathrine
Bertheau (West) ran the tJ after winning the second heart.
That was one down and 12 IMPs away.  

Awards: 5® (10), 3NT (6), 6® (4).     

  ´  9 6 4 2                          ´  A K J 8 5 3
  ™ K                                   ™  A 8 4
  t A 9 4                             t  K 6
  ® A K J 7 4                        ®  10 9

N
W    E

S

West                           East           
Sanborn                         Palmer        
                                  1´             
2NT                            3´              
4®                              4NT           
5™                              5NT
6®                              6t
7´
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Next we will look at the bronze medal match in the Seniors
event, with Denmark facing Chinese Taipei. What should
East say at his second turn? As I see it, a raise to 3® is enough.
‘Ooh, it’s a bit good for that, surely?’ Yes, the points in the
minors fit well and there are 11 points including an outside
ace. But nowadays players open on weaker and weaker hands
and little allowance seems to be made for this by responders.
North led a spade from Q-J-10-2 and 3NT went three down
for -300. At the other table, Chi (East) bid only 3® at his
second turn and an overtrick was made for a 10-IMP swing.

Awards: 3t/3® (10), 2NT (7), 4t/4®/3NT/passed out
(5), 5t/5® (3).

5.Game All. Dealer West

  ´  3                                   ´  A 9 6 5
  ™ K Q 9                            ™  10 4
  t A 10 8 6 4                     t  K J 7
  ® Q 6 5 2                         ®  K 9 8 4

N
W    E

S

West                           East      
Hansen                          Schou     
1t                              1´         
2®                              2™         
2NT                            3®
3NT           

slam but further investigation is necessary. For example, if
West has raised spades on 3-card support, which is
commonplace nowadays even in the USA, the quality of the
trump suit might be inadequate. It’s a great method to play
that 2NT now is forcing and asks for more information. With
only 3-card spade support, for example, West can rebid 3NT
or 3®. This often allows the partnership to avoid playing in
4´ on a 4-3 fit. Martel had a powerful hand in context and
leapt to 4t – a splinter bid. Hamman then bid the slam via
RKCB.
Jean-Jacques Palau and Pierre-Yves Guillaumin followed

the same auction, except that West’s third bid was 3t. French
players insist on four cards for a raise and West’s 3t
continuation over 2NT showed shortage.

Awards: 6´ (10), 7´/6NT (6), games (5),  7NT(2). 

6. E/W Game. Dealer West

  ´  Q J 10 2                        ´  A 7 5 4 3
  ™ A J 8 6                           ™  K 2
  t 9                                   t  A K 5 4
  ® A 10 8 7                        ®  K J

N
W    E

S

USA face France in the final of the Seniors
event. What should Bob Hamman bid on the
second round? There is a good chance of a

Well, we saw some top-class bidding and our experts score 55/60. Not before time, you may think, after
some of their recent efforts. Let’s look for some bidding tips.

Tips to Remember

•  When three or fewer trumps are missing, there is no need to worry when the opponents hold the
trump queen. Consequently, you can pretend that you hold the queen when you have extra trump
length. 

•  When you want to agree a suit that partner has rebid, you can sometimes choose a more informative
action than a simple raise. A cue-bid or a splinter bid may be just what partner wants to hear.

•  The Jacoby 2NT response – to show a game-forcing raise of partner’s major suit – is invaluable. How
did we ever do without it? You can practice this area of bidding by using a stripped pack. Leave the
spade suit intact and remove the bottom four spot-cards from the other three suits. Then deal 13
cards each to you and your partner.                                                                                                         r

West                           East         
Martel                            Hamman  
1®                              1´           
2´                               2NT         
4t                              4NT
5´                               6´           
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For more information and an entry form:
http://www.ycba.co.uk/events/hsc-f.htm

SCHAPIRO SPRING
FOURSOMES

28 April - 2 May 2017, Stratford upon 

Whether you end up competing in the
main event for the Schapiro Trophy, or
for the con solation Punchbowl Trophy,
or for the Hamilton Cup in the Swiss
Teams, this double-elimination event is one of
the best in the EBU calendar and it deservedly
attracts many of the world’s best players. 

Due to the generous sponsorship arrang -
ement in place, prizes are approxi mately
twice the normal EBU value.

EBU Comps Dept ( 01296 317 203 / 219
or enter online at www.ebu.co.uk/members

Green
points

STARTING 12 MARCH 2017

NATIONAL PAIRS
REGIONAL FINAL VENUES - 12 March
Billericay First Class Bridge Academy
Bradford Bradford BC

Brighton Patcham BC

Bristol Bristol BC
Exeter Exeter BC

London Young Chelsea BC

Richmond Richmond BC
Solihull West Midlands BC

Stamford Stamford BC

Tunbridge Wells Tunbridge Wells BC

The National Final will be contested by the
top 50 pairs on 8 - 9 April.

Entries to the EBU, either online at
www.ebu.co.uk/members
or to the Comps Dept

email: comps@ebu.co.uk
or ( 01296 317203/219

Green 

points

19 March 2017

PORTLAND PAIRS
Mixed Pairs. Starting time 12 noon with
two sessions of 24 boards.

ENGLISH VENUES:
Billericay First Class Bridge Academy
Bournemouth Christchurch BC
Brierfield Brierfield BC
Bristol Bristol BC
Burnham South Bucks Bridge Centre
Darlington St. George's Bridge Centre
Exeter ISCA Centre
London Young Chelsea BC
Richmond Richmond BC
Sheffield Sheffield BC
Solihull West Midlands BC
Stamford Stamford BC
Tunbridge Wells Tunbridge Wells BC
Welwyn Garden City Welwyn Garden City BC

Entries: www.ebu.co.uk/members
comps@ebu.co.uk, 01296 17203/219 

WELSH VENUE: Colwyn Bay Cricket Club
Sheila Shea – email: sheila.shea@talktalk.net

Green
points

Championship
Series

Championship
Series
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The Premier League is held annually over
three weekends and the winners get to
represent England in the subsequent

Camrose series. It is also a great event in its own
right and attracts all the top players in the country.

Last year the event was won by Team Mossop,
while this year they were involved in a relegation
struggle, with the top places fought out by three
teams: Allfrey, Rosen and Hinden. At the start of the
final weekend, there was less than a victory point
separating Rosen and Allfrey at the top of the
leaderboard which meant that they would face each
other in the final match of the event. 

The third match featured Allfrey against Hinden,
and after two boards there was one small swing to
Allfrey. This was the third board: 

       West North East South

        Gold Allerton Bell Jagger

           1t

           Pass 2t 2™ 3®

           3™ 4® Pass 4t

           Pass 4™ Pass 4NT

           Pass 5® Pass 6t

           All Pass

By the time the auctions were finished, the crucial
spade lead had been indicated at both tables and
was duly received. West knew that dummy held the
ace of hearts and that the defence almost certainly
held a ten card fit in the suit given East’s vulnerable
two-level entry into this strong auction, therefore
there were no heart tricks for the defence. This was
bad news for Allerton and Jagger since they had
taken a gamble on slam and gave an early swing to
Allfrey who went on to dominate the match winning
it 17-3.

In the meantime the Rosen team had been
beginning to struggle, and were in need of a win. In
match five they came up against Team Black, where
they won a close fought match thanks to a couple of
well-earned swings. This was one of them:

The great masters at work
                                                                                                         

By Heather Dhondy

Premier League 2016Premier League 2016

click

link

E/W Game. Dealer South. 
´ 9 8
™ A 9 7 
t K 9 7 3
® A J 6 5

´ K 10 7 5 4 ´ A Q J
™ 8 6 4 2 ™ K Q J 10 5 3
t J 10 t 8 2 
® Q 8 ® 10 4

´ 6 3 2
™ –
t A Q 6 5 4
® K 9 7 3 2

N
W      E

S

       West North East South
        Hinden Bakhshi Osborne Allfrey

           1t
           Pass 2t 2™ 3®

           3™ 4™ Pass 4NT
           Pass 5t All Pass

Both pairs sitting N/S followed a similar route,
beginning with an inverted diamond raise, and
East-West entering the auction in hearts.

N/S Game. Dealer East. 
´ 9 8 5 2
™ K 8 7 
t 5
® K Q 7 5 2

´ J 7 3 ´ 10 6 4
™ 5 ™ J 9 4
t Q J 7 6 3 t K 10 9 2 
® J 10 9 4 ® A 6 3

´ A K Q
™ A Q 10 6 3 2
t A 8 4
® 8

N
W      E

S
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       West North East South

        Rosen Hallberg Jones Black

           Pass 1™

           Pass 2™ Pass 3t

           Pass 4™ All Pass

Both pairs sitting N/S were playing five-card
majors which meant that the heart suit could be
supported on the first round. After Black’s trial bid
of three diamonds, Hallberg jumped to four hearts
and Black passed. Which one of them should have
done more? If you think that Hallberg’s jump to
game suggests some help in diamonds, then Black
should be worth a move. Perhaps also, after Black’s
three diamond bid, Hallberg owed him more than
merely jumping to four hearts. This seven-loser
hand has improved given the excellent help in
diamonds and is now looking super-strong for a
simple raise.

       West North East South

        McIntosh Selway King Preddy

           Pass 1™

           Pass 3t Pass 4NT

           Pass 5® Pass 6™

           All Pass

At the other table, Selway and Preddy had just the
methods for the hand. Selway’s jump to three
diamonds showed shortage but not a game-forcing
hand (known as a mini-splinter). This was music to
Preddy’s ears and she went straight to Blackwood.
Well bid.
By the time we got to the final match, the Allfrey

team held an unassailable lead. However there was

still a battle on for second place which was
important for those involved since that might give
them a chance to also play in the Camrose, given the
event takes place over two separate weekends.
Around half way through the Rosen-Allfrey

match, Allfrey held a narrow lead. This deal above
did nothing to help Rosen’s chances:

       West North East South

        Bakhshi Jones Allfrey Rosen

           1NT

           Pass 3NT All Pass

       West North East South

        Preddy Bell Selway Gold

           1NT

           Pass 2´1 Pass 3®2

           Pass 3NT All Pass
1 Range enquiry or clubs, 2 Game try accepted

There was a simple auction to 3NT at both tables
and both Wests found the automatic queen of clubs
lead. How would you defend as East after a low card
is played from dummy?
Selway went up with the ace to unblock the suit,

and continued the suit. This might have worked,
although, holding two aces himself, he knew
partner would be short of entries. Declarer ducked
to the third round of clubs and now played on
diamonds, relying on Selway to hold the ace. Selway
switched to a heart which declarer won and
continued to establish diamonds. Preddy,
meanwhile was coming under too much pressure
with discards and was forced to discard a club and a
heart. Declarer, having ducked the second round of
clubs, understandably, needed to find the queen of
spades. Gold drew the correct inference from the
discarding and finessed Preddy for the queen to
make the contract.
Meanwhile at the other table, Allfrey ducked the

first club as East, and when Bakhshi continued the
suit, it put Rosen to a very nasty guess. He went up
with the king, losing to the doubleton ace and
Allfrey switched to hearts. The defence were a
tempo ahead and, with no club trick in the bag
either, Rosen was without hope for the contract,
eventually going four down.
Congratulations go to Team Allfrey on a

convincing victory, and also to Team Hinden who
clinched the second place.         r

Love All. Dealer South. 
´ K 10 8
™ 10 2 
t Q J 7 5 4
® K 9 7

´ Q 7 4 ´ 5 3 2
™ J 6 4 ™ Q 7 5 3
t 6 t A 10 9 3 
® Q J 10 8 4 2 ® A 5

´ A J 9 6
™ A K 9 8
t K 8 2
® 6 3

N
W      E

S
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS:
Master:  Paul Brenda,        Open:Angelos Agathangelou,
             Alcester, Warks               Stroud, Glos
                                                     Sponsored by

This month all the leads came from
competitions. The first is from the
Llandudno Pairs, number two from the

Northern Bridge League and number three from the
National Inter-County League finals.

South West North East
1t Pass 1´ Pass
1NT All Pass

Choose from: (a) ´Q; (b) ™A/K; (c)t4; (d) a club.

(a) ´Q: 3  marks.Why? What is the reason for this
highly speculative lead against a 1NT contract?

(b) ™A/K: 10 marks. The clear winner for me.
Take a look at dummy and partner’s card and decide
what to do next. It may give a tempo to declarer but
is unlikely to give a trick. You should lead whichever
card in your partnership asks for attitude. This hand
came up at a pairs event and you had to cash your
four heart tricks for a decent score. Only six times
out of 15 was a top heart led.

(c) t4: 1 mark. I can see no reason at all to lead
straight round into declarer’s suit and from a
dangerous holding as well! Imagine partner with say
Kxx and dummy with Qx.

(d) a club: 7 marks. If I wasn’t going to lead a top
heart this is a clear second choice, combining
passivity with starting to set up tricks.

HHHHHH

South West North East
1®1 Pass 1t2 2´3

Pass 3´ Dble4 Pass
4™ Pass 4NT Pass
5®5 Pass 6™ Dble
All Pass

1 Could be two clubs; 2 Showing hearts; 3 Weak; 4 Take-
out; 5 One or four key cards.
Partner has doubled the opponents’ slam. 

Choose from: (a) ´A; (b) ™3; (c) tJ; (d) ®6.

Clearly this is a Lightner double by partner. What
then should we lead? The only suit bid by the
opposition (clubs) or our longest suit (diamonds)
which was also bid conventionally by dummy?
Thankfully we don’t have to decide.

(a) ´A: 10 marks. It is fortunate we have this card
and know it is standing up (dummy bid Blackwood
and it is inconceivable that declarer has a void spade
– if he has we are probably doomed). So lead this
and let partner’s signal tell you what to switch to.

Answers to December’s Problems
by Alan Mould

Prize Leads Quiz AnswersPrize Leads Quiz Answers

click

link

Hand 1
 ´   Q 3
 ™   A K 10 9
 t   J 9 4
 ®   9 8 3 2

Hand 2
 ´   A J 10
 ™   3
 t   J 10 9 8 5 2
 ®   6 5 2



(b) ™3: 1 mark. You couldn’t sell me this lead for
any price.

(c) tJ: 6 marks. Partner has made a Lightner
double and this is our longest suit, so shouldn’t we
be leading this? Unlucky! This time the opponents
had an undisclosed 10 card club fit.

(d) ®6: 6 marks. This works in the real deal as
partner ruffs it. Indeed you get 500 as partner puts
you in for a second club ruff. But this was lucky
when you had such a better lead available.

HHHHHH

South West North East
1t Pass

1™ Pass 3´1 Pass
4™ Pass 4NT Pass
5®2 Pass 6™ All Pass

1 Splinter; 2 One or four key cards.

North seems to have a very good hand!

Choose from: (a) ´10; (b) tQ/J; (c) ®A; (d) ®2.

The signs look really ominous here – you have xx
in hearts and Q-J stiff in diamonds. It looks like the
cards are lying very well for declarer. What to do?

(a) ´10: 4 marks. Can this really be right? Dummy
has a singleton and one of them the ace (unless they
cannot count). What tricks are you making in this
suit?

(b) tQ/J: 5 marks. Again is this going to get
anywhere? If you lead the tJ you may hit a lucky
layout with dummy having say A-10-9-x-x-x and
declarer K-x-x and choosing to play you for stiff
jack. But does that make any sense of the bidding?
Dummy is huge so surely rates to have the tA-K in
which case this does no good.

(c) ®A: 7 marks. I am certainly leading clubs on this
auction and it is only a question of which one. This
lead takes our trick here and relies on partner
having a red suit trick somewhere which is pretty
unlikely. Which is why I prefer . . .

(d) ®2: 10 marks. This was the lead found by
Manchester expert and friend Michael Newman
playing in the National Inter-County League finals.
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He found the perfect holding of ®K-x in dummy
and ®J-10-9-8 in declarer’s hand. When declarer
played low (after all not only do you have to be dealt
the ace but also underlead it) partner said ‘good
lead’ as he won his queen. This lead may smack of
desperation but dummy is very likely to have the
®K and it does not look as if you have any other
tricks. The slam was terrible needing trumps 2-2
and diamonds 3-2 but without your lead you would
have recorded -1430.                                                     r

Hand 3
 ´   10 9 8 7 2
 ™   4 2
 t   Q J
 ®   A 4 3 2

TELTSCHER TROPHY

THE Irens team has won the Teltscher Trophy
Trials. The members (pictured left to right) Tony
Forrester, Norman Selway, Nick Irens, David
Kendrick and Colin Simpson will now represent
England in the 2017 Teltscher Trophy.
The 2017 Teltscher Trophy takes place in

Northern Ireland from 19th – 21st May.

JANET SHEPPARD
1941 – 2016

Janet Sheppard was a stalwart of the Cumbria
bridge community and a most deserving recipient
of an EBU Dimmie Fleming award . Many would
know Janet as the Cumbria Congress convener, a
task undertaken with great good humour for
almost 20 years.
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REALLOCATION OF MEDALS
Following the disqualification of

cheating athletes, a number of
British athletes have been
promoted up the rankings for the
2008 Beijing Olympics and will be
awarded medals. Medals won in
the 2012 London Olympics have
also been re-allocated.
There is a precedent for medal-

upgrading in bridge: the German
Senior team were stripped of their
2013 World Championship title
and the Gold medals were awarded
to the USA team who came second.
Fantoni-Nunes (Italy and then

Monaco) and Fischer-Swartz
(Israel) have been convicted of
cheating at bridge. Should not the
England Open team who lost the
final to Italy (including Fantoni-
Nunes) in the World Mind Sport
Games (the Olympiad) in Beijing
in 2008 be awarded the Gold
medal? Similarly, should not the
England Open team who won the
Bronze medal in the European
Championships in Croatia in 2014
be promoted to the Gold medal
position, since Israel and Monaco
both contained pairs (Fischer-
Schwartz and Fantoni-Nunes,
respectively) convicted of cheating?
What are the WBF (World

Bridge Federation) and EBL
(European Bridge League) doing
about it? Wins by England Open
teams in major bridge events are
extremely rare. We only have one in
the last 50 years; it should be three.

Simon Cochemé
This is being considered by both

EBL and WBF at the moment but
there are some problems in
deciding which is the best solution.
The first problem is how far to go

back and nothing I've heard
suggests they will go back as far as
2008. The second is how to make
the decision. You can disqualify
the teams who had cheating
players and move everyone up a
place or two but there is also a case
for removing all the results of the
disqualified teams which would
affect placings in a different way.
You could also disqualify and not
move anyone up.

I expect the authorities will
want to come up with a solution
that covers future events and the
problem here is differing formats.
What you do for a round robin is
different perhaps to that for a
knock out. I think at the very least
the teams with convicted cheats
from the event in Croatia 2014 are
likely to be disqualified and we
await what, if anything else, will
also result.

Whatever solution they find
will also have to include the one,
or perhaps two, other pairs who
will also cause their country to be
disqualified. As for how long it’s
been since Croatia 2014 with no
decision – you may think it is a
long time but I couldn't possibly
comment!             Jeremy Dhondy

                         Chairman, EBU

HOCUS KOKISH 
English Bridge, (December 2016,

p8) has a write-up by David Gold
suggesting that we, the readers,
should play Kokish to handle 2®
opening bids. There follows two
pages with more conventional
twists and turns than the rest of my
system put together! And that is
only part 1! Seriously though, I am
lucky to get two 2® openers in any
one year, most of which are fairly

straightforward. A problem may
arise once in five or more years, so
why on earth would I try to learn
Kokish?  Furthermore, when these
rare deals arise, the chances that I
am playing with a partner who also
knows Kokish are negligible and
even then we would both need to
remember it. A recipe for disaster if
ever there was one.

Tony Truluck
Thank you for your email. We

hope to provide interesting articles
for every level of bridge. This one
doesn’t sound like it’s for you!   Ed

DON’T FORGET US! 
There has been a lot of

discussion recently about
increasing the participation of
younger players in bridge.
However, I think that there is a
forgotten demographic – the
young professionals who play on
a very occasional basis.
I'm 36 and play the regular No

Fear events at my local club. The
club is very welcoming, but I feel
the exception in my age group. I
suspect most card players my age
are still drawn to games like
poker, with its lure of cash prizes
that bridge clubs don't offer.
Maybe some regular events with
small cash prizes, restricted to
non-experts, could change that?
One other point – when I see

adverts for mugs and coasters in
your magazine which have
slogans like A woman's place is in
the home, and she should go there,
directly after Bridge!, I think this
reinforces the stereotype of
bridge as ‘old-fashioned’.
                        Howard Varney

Send your letters to the editor,
Lou Hobhouse, Raggett House, Bowdens, TA10 0DD, or e-mail lou@ebu.co.uk

(please include your postal address)
The editor reserves the right to condense letters. Publication does not mean the
EBU agrees with the views expressed or that the comments are factually correct.

LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR
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CLUBS & CONVENTIONS
‘Please be aware that the EBU

no longer permits the use of
EBU20A system card’ is the
opening sentence (December
2016, p35) of a news item.  I
believe the statement should
have concluded with the words ‘.
. . in EBU events’. Clubs may do
as they wish. In my experience
fewer than 50% of pairs playing
in EBU affiliated clubs bother
with a convention card.
I believe we should encourage

more pairs to offer disclosure.
Bridge Club Live, has in place a
Simple System Disclosure (SSD)
which has proven most
satisfactory and is obligatory in
all its competitions. Expanded
from a basic five elements to
nine would provide a quick
visual summary (see below). 
From our experience at Bridge

Club Live  I commend its use.
Tony Philpott

     Manager, Bridge Club Live

You are right that the
requirement is only for EBU
events. Clubs may do what they
like.                                                 

Gordon Rainsford
Chief Tournament Director, EBU

A SKEWED EMPHASIS
I was delighted to see the

England Juniors perform so well in
the recent Cross-Channel
Internationals, but I feel that
English Bridge is presenting a very
lopsided view of junior bridge. 

Past consultations with County
Chairs and Secretaries show that
investment in Junior Bridge is
quite low on their priorities – part
of the reason may be that everyone
believes that ‘all is fine and dandy in
the garden’when, actually, this is far
from the truth.
Members are generally aware

that they don’t see many young
people at the table, but given  the
lack of supply of hard evidence to
the contrary, it is comforting to
believe that actually everything is
fine at school and university level.
And of course, in certain countries
in Europe, Junior Bridge is
flourishing – but in England there
has been a steady decline for the
past thirty years, to the extent that
there are now only a handful of
regular duplicate players under the
age of 26 (or, for that matter any
players under the age of 46 – but
the EBU does not accurately track
the ages of non-juniors, so this is
conjecture on my part).
I am not suggesting that English

Bridge should be a messenger of
doom, but there should be a bit
more balance in the reporting –
and some hard factual data for the
rank and file member. Most
readers rely on the magazine and
the website to give them a view of
the outside world of bridge. Simply
pushing out a line of highly
selective information – without
any context – could be viewed, dare
I say it, as a kind of propaganda
designed to keep the membership
quiet in blissful ignorance of what
is going on. 
This careful news management,

excising anything which could be
construed as criticising the status
quo  is reminiscent of a totalitarian
regime. The EBU can and should
do better. What exactly (if
anything) are we afraid of?
Looking for more balance in

2017!                             Simon Barb

Jeremy Dhondy, Chairman, has

addressed some of these points in his

editorial this issue. See page 5.

RIXI MARKUS
Simon Cochemé (December

2016, p22) commented on Rixi

Markus’s table behaviour ‘in the old

days’. I played in a charity

tournament over fifty years ago.

Each entrant partnered an expert

for two boards. Imagine my

excitement when I sat down for the

final two boards opposite Rixi.

Unfortunately  she made it clear, by

winces and groans that my defence

on the first board fell short of her

standards. On the last board she

bid us up to 6NT which I declared.

The defending expert lead the ®6.

Rixi’s dummy held 

®A-Q-2. I embarked on an in

depth appraisal of the situation,

which included counting my

winners and losers, and deciding

whether to play the ace or   queen.

I acknowledge that I was a slow

player and Rixi, of course, was one

of the quickest declarers in the

country.  That would explain why

she interrupted my thoughts by

declaring, ‘For God’s sake play the

queen and claim’. I immediately

complied. The queen won the trick

and I placed my cards on the table.

The defending expert examined

my hand and the dummy. He

agreed that I had twelve tricks and,

possibly ironically, congratulated

me.

I left the hotel in awe of the

incomparable Rixi. She well knew

who held the ®K and she had a

better grasp of my hand  than I did.

I was also delighted to receive a box

of chocolates for coming third.

Raphael  Grossman

SIMPLE SYSTEM DISCLOSURE
Name:
Partner:

Basic Bidding System:
Opening One No-Trump:
Opening Major Suit Bid:
Opening Two Bids:
Use of Stayman:
Use of Transfer Bids:
Ace-Asking Bids:
Basic Lead Style:
Discard System:
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The Times, BBC news
and BBC radio, recently
reported on the growth
in the number of young
people playing bridge.
EBED believes that some
300 schools are now

promoting it. One young player was quoted in the
Times article as saying, ‘It’s actually quite cool’!
Read The Times article at goo.gl/9V1Yc6.

An England
Under 16 team
finished seventh
in the Czech
Junior Teams
Championship.
Oscar Selby &

Henry Rose, Jasmine Bakhshi & Liz Gahan, Alex
Pemberton & Andy Cope, with NPC: Mike Bell,
competed against eleven other junior sides –
including some U26 teams and many with more
international experience.
They struggled in their opening qualifying

matches, finishing fifth of the six teams in their
group. They bounced back well, however,
finishing second in the next group phase to move
on to the 5th-8th playoff. They lost their 'semi-
final' but an emphatic victory in their final match
saw them claim 7th place.

The future is bridge!
VISIT TO PARLIAMENT

Bridge players from two Surrey schools –Weald
Community Primary School and Weydon
School – visited the House of Lords late last year
to play bridge with the Peers, and their card play
was reported to be particularly good.
Michael Fallon, Secretary of State for Defence

and Member of Parliament for the constituency
in which Weald CP School is situated dropped in. 
The visit was organised as a joint activity

between the EBU, English Bridge Education and
Development and the All Party Parliamentary
Group for Bridge.

ENGLAND U16s in CZECH REPUBLIC

YOUNG BRIDGE HITS THE NEWS The second Oxford
Junior Bridge Club
Competition was held at
the Oxford Bridge Club
in November. 
Some 25 children, aged

from nine to fifteen years, descended upon the
balloon-decorated premises, generating laughter
and goodwill. The juniors came from a variety of
schools around the city and county and from as
far afield as Sonning Common, Reading and the
Midlands! Photos & results here: goo.gl/YxvmLS

OXFORD JUNIOR COMPETITION

CHECK OUT HOW THE JUNIORS PERFORMED IN THE CHANNEL TROPHY - ONLINE PAGE 66

Young Bridge Challenge & Schools Cup
4 March 2017

Loughborough Grammar School
OPEN TO INDIVIDUAL JUNIORS AND SCHOOL TEAMS

Contact Lisa Miller, lisa@ebu.co.uk
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Avon
www.avoncba.org.uk

IN the Tollemache Avon finished in a
disappointing 5th place in their 9-team
group but Tim Brierley & Graham Hartley
were the outstanding pair finishing in third
place in the butlers.
Jan Duncan, Steve Turner, David Jones

and Dorset’s Rod Marks won the secondary teams for the
Prince of Wales Trophy at the South Wales Congress in
Porthcawl.
At the EBU Overseas Congress in Lake Garda, Nelson

Stephens & David Jones won the Men’s Pairs and Jan Duncan
& David Jones came 4th in the Swiss Teams .

Bedfordshire
www.bedsbridge.co.uk

JULIE & Steve Abley teamed with Fiona & Paul
Littlewood to win the Swiss Teams event at the
Felixstowe Congress with 94 VPs.  David
Woulds & Janis Maurins were 6th nationally in
the EBU Autumn Sim Pairs while playing at

Leighton Buzzard BC.  They scored 68.2% in a field of 627
competing pairs and also came 3rd in the Championship
Teams A Final at the Porthcawl Congress with David
Southcombe and Stephen Rafferty at the end of November.

More success for David & Janis at the EBU Autumn
Congress where they came 5th in the prestigious 2-Star Pairs
Final, one of the events contributing to the prestigious Player
of the Year Championship. 
Liz Varga & Les Calver won the Blue Pointed Swiss Pairs at

Hitchin BC in mid-November.  Well done to all concerned.
Diary dates: 19 Feb, BBA County Pairs Final,  Wilstead,

2pm.  5 Mar, Bedfordshire 1-Day Swiss Teams, new venue at
Wixam Village Hall, 12 noon.  9 Mar, The BBA Interclub
Teams-of-Eight, Wilstead, 7.30pm. 27 Mar, The BBA Swiss
Pairs, Leighton Buzzard Rugby Club, 7.30pm.  Further details
of these events are available on the BBA website.

Berks and Bucks
www.bridgewebs.com/bbcba

JOHN Pendered has resigned from the county
committee though he will continue as the B&B
webmaster. He was on the Competition
Committee for eight years, and has hugely helped
shape the aims of the Association as well as

contributing to its smooth running.
Held near Reading, the Seniors Congress attracted a large

entry from B&B members. In the A final of the
Championship Pairs, David Owen & Charles Chisnall were
the highest B&B pair, in 4th place. Bob Dowdeswell & Ian
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Oxfordshire Bridge Association
Sunday 26 March , 2pm – 5pm

Wallingford Bridge Club, OX10 6JJ
£3.50 including refreshments
All welcome, 8-18 years

Contact Joan Bennett, joanmbennett@hotmail.co.uk

Cheltenham Bridge Club
8-9 April, 2017

Minibridge and bridge classes
Duplicate and speedball bridge

All welcome, 8-21 years, £55 all inc
Contact Joan Bennett, joanmbennett@hotmail.co.uk

FIFTH JUNIOR BRIDGE AND
MINIBRIDGE COMPETITION

JUNIOR RESIDENTIAL WEEKEND

SENIORS CONGRESS

KATH Nelson & Alan Nelson won the
Championship Pairs at the Seniors Congress, with
the Gisborne team (pictured from left to right, Tom
Gisborne, Sandy Davies, Frank Littlewood and
David Musson) winning the Swiss Teams. Tom
and Sandy also bagged second place in the
Championship Pairs. The Congress took place at
Wokefield Park, near Reading, and the new venue
proved to be very popular. This was the third time
that Kath & Alan have won the competition,
previously winning in 2005 and 2010.

EBU BOARD OF DIRECTORS
As announced at the AGM, three candidates
were nomi nated and agreed to stand. The new
Board is: Jeremy Dhondy (Chairman), Ian Payn
(Vice Chairman), Jerry Cope (Treasurer),
Heather Dhondy, Darren Evetts, Anthony
Golding, Robert Lawy, Ron Millet and Graham
Smith

COUNTY NEWSCOUNTY NEWS
Local Results (if submitted) and obituaries are
in the online magazine (page  75 onwards). We
do encourage members to visit their county
website for up-to-date news and results.
The websites are given in each report.

click

link



Mackinder won the B final (see photo below), and in the Swiss
Pairs James Bond came first, with Chrys Poole & Steve Lee
second. In the Swiss Teams, Chrys Poole, Steve Lee, Liz
Hayton & Kevin Colling were second.

At the Autumn Congress Dee & Peter Lindon were second
in the Teams A-Final.

Bob Holder, Dick Davey, Phil Thornton, Nigel Wolfendale
won the Gerard Faulkner Salver.

B&B finished top of their group in the Tollemache
qualifier. Well done and good luck in the final to Tim Rees,
Steve Eginton, Ed Scerri, Gary Jones, Richard Bowdery,
Andrew Murphy, Mike Perkins and Ian Reissman. 

deserving recipient of an EBU Dimmie Fleming award in
2005. Many would know Janet as the Cumbria Congress
convener, a task undertaken with great good humour for
almost 20 years (see obituary, p51).

This year's congress will run from 17-19 March at The
Cumbria Grand Hotel, Grange-over-Sands. More details on
the CCDBA website, and from Babs Matthews, 015394 45550,
congress@tirobeck.co.uk

Derbyshire

www.bridgewebs.com/derbyshire

CONGRATULATIONS to the British Rail team
of Roger Mallinson, Andy Wells, Peter Kelly &
Alex Hogg on winning the Nicko Plate Final. 

Diary dates: 8 Mar, Play with an experienced
player. Anyone interested contact Secretary Jim

Parker or Competitions Secretary/Events Manager Derek
Turner. 23 Mar, Summer Swiss Teams starts, runs for 12
sessions until September, open to all, just turn up as a team.
5th Apr, DCBA Mixed Pairs. 19 Apr, Vic Morris Cup Round 1,
Handicapped Pivot Teams (4), 1st round losers are entered
into the Plate competition. 29 Apr, Midlands Mixed Pairs &
Flitch Cup, open to all mixed partnerships from Midlands
counties; DCBA contact to register entry is Ian Blake
igblake@aol.com.

Devon 

www.devonbridge.co.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to:
Ann Slee & Richard Lingham who were 7th in
the Swiss Pairs at the Malvern Congress; also to
Devon players in the Torquay Bridge Club

Congress which included, 2nd in the Swiss Teams, Ian Walsh,
Peter Bowles, Mike Orriel, Jacek Pietrzycki; 1st in A Final,
Stefan Lindfors  (with Miles Cowling); 1st in B Final, Clare
Hamon & Barry Smale; 2nd in C Final, John Vaughan & Sue
Gregory;  1st in Mixed Pairs, Tim & Pat Walton;  and to
players in Porthcawl which included, 1st in A Final, Mike
Walsh (with Andrew Thompson);  1st in C Final, David
Southcombe & Stephen Rafferty.

The following pairs were played in the Tollemache in
November: Joe & Gillian Fawcett, Jim Grant & Stefan
Lindfors, Peter Bowles & Mike Orriel, Peter Wood & Willie
Hamilton, Warner Solomon (capt) & Alex Maddocks. They
ended in the middle of their group (after an excellent start)
winning five matches and losing three. Joe and Gillian Fawcett
finished 3rd= on the cross-imp table for the whole group.

Diary dates: 5 Feb, Dartington Swiss teams; 19 Feb,
Devon Pairs (Julia Chadwick) Final; 24-26 Feb, North Devon
Congress; 20-23 Mar, Andrew Robson seminar tour; 2 Apr,
Rowcroft Swiss teams; 7-9 Apr Devon Congress. Full details of
all events and results are on the website.

Dorset 

www.bridgewebs.com/dorset

CONGRATULATIONS to Ron Heath who has
been awarded the Dimmie Flemming Award
for his services to county bridge (report and

photo p36). 
Dorset have qualified for the final of the Tollemache.

Congratulations to the team comprising Mike Pownall &
Daphne Philipps, Miles Cowling & Krzysztof Ginda, Mark
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Bob Dowdeswell (left) and Ian Mackinder, winners of the 
Pairs B final at the EBU Seniors Congress

Cambs and Hunts

www.cambsbridge.org

Congratulations to Chris Larlham on receipt of his
Dimmie Fleming Award, presented in mid-
November at Cambridge Bridge Club (see photo and
report, page 35). Chris has been County Captain for

25 years, was founder of Saffron Walden BC and a member of
Cambridge BC. The prestigious award is given to just a
handful of players a year. It is for long and outstanding service
to bridge at club and county level.

Channel Islands

www.cwgsy.net/community/cicba/

INTER-INSULARWeekend: Jersey won a very tight
A Team match 362-358 and Guernsey won the B
Team match 409-311.

Cornwall

www.bridgewebs.com/cornwall

Diary dates: 5 Feb, County Teams of Four
(Knockout Qualifier), Ladock.  19 Feb, Swiss Pairs
Championship, Wadebridge.  5 Mar, John Perks

Cup (Corwen qualifier), Ladock.  26 Mar, Club Teams of
Eight Championship (Garden Cities qualifier), Ladock.

Cumbria
www.bridgewebs.com/cumbria/

We are very sad to report the death of Janet Sheppard, who
was a stalwart of the Cumbria bridge community and a most



Hooper & Phil Norman, Ann Sharples & Bob Mott, Janet
Smith & Alan Wilson.

Congratulations to Julian Patten & Heather Tarbard on
winning the Lymington heat  of the Really Easy Afternoon
(Autumn Congress), and finishing 4th overall.

Torquay Congress – Pairs, 1st, Miles Cowling with partner
Stefan Lindfors, 2nd, Mark Hooper with partner Jackie
Davies. Rod Marks with partner Dave Latchem and Pat
Savage & Jan Green also qualified for the A final. Teams. 1st –
Rod Marks & team, 3rd – Miles Cowling & team.

Diary dates: 12 Feb, Frost Rose Bowl. Blue Pointed Swiss
Teams, Allendale Bridge Club, Wimborne.  28 Feb,
Weymouth College Trophy, Multiple Teams, Weymouth
Bridge Club.

Essex

www.essexbridge.co.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to Mountnessing Bridge
Club for winning the Fletcher Trophy. This is the
county's premier teams competition. Team
members were John Sutcliffe, Len Williams, Peter

Franklin, Frank Morrison, Roger & Jill Tattersfield, Alaric
Cundy & Chris Megahey.  Chelmsford Bridge Club came 2nd.

Well done to Barbara Osborn & Ray Lenger, who came 9th
in Monday's Children in Need Sims.

Eastern Counties League vs Cambridge University:  A
team won 15-5.

Diary dates: 12 Feb, Cornell Trophy. 18 Feb, Gwen Herga.
26 Feb, EBU Masters Pairs heat at Barleylands.  12 Mar, EBU
National Pairs Regional Heat. 15 Mar, Spring Seniors. 14 Apr,
14th EBU Really Easy Afternoon at Barleylands. 23 Apr,
Championship Pairs and 'B' Flight Pairs. 

Gloucestershire
www.gcba.org.uk

RICHARD Butland’s team reached the final of
the Gerard Faulkner Salver, but then lost
narrowly.

Our county Mixed Pairs Championship was
won by Ben Britton & Maggie Eaton, with Allan & Judy Sanis
taking the Flitch trophy.  In November we revived the practice
of inviting neighbouring counties who we do not play in the
Midland Counties League to send a team to the Everett Cup.
However, it was won by the local team of Peter Swales, Anne
Swannell and Penelope & Chris Healy. After three matches of
the Midland Counties League, Gloucestershire are leading in
Division 1, and lying third and second in Divisions 2 and 3.

Diary dates: 5 Mar, Newent Bridge Club’s popular Blue
Pointed Swiss Teams competition – the Newent Bowl.  See
Newent club’s website for details and entry form.  28-30 Apr,
Cheltenham Congress, now Green Pointed for the main Pairs
Championship as well as the Teams (note the earlier Sunday
start time of 11:30).  See Cheltenham club’s website for details
and entry form.

Hants and Isle of Wight

www.bridgewebs.com/hiwcba/

AUTUMN Congress: 2* Pairs Final, Jeremy
Dhondy, John Dakin. Satellite Pairs final, Adrian
Fontes & Karen Dewar. Teams A Final, 3rd Jeremy
Dhondy. Teams B Final, Adrian Fontes & Karen

Dewar. Seniors Congress: Pairs A Final, Jeremy Dhondy, John

Moore & Pauline Serby. Pairs B Final, Mike Fithyan, John
Jones & Adrian Fontes. Swiss Teams, 4th John Jones & Adrian
Fontes. Malvern Congress: Swiss Pairs, 2nd Andrew Bennett
& Dave Hinkin.

Diary dates: 19 Feb, Valentine Teams, Romsey. 5 Mar,
Ladies’/Men’s Pairs, Winchester Bridge Club. 18 Mar, Pottage
Pairs Semi-final, Romsey. 26 Mar, Seminar by Dave Huggett,
Romsey, see HIOW website for details. 2 Apr, Pottage Pairs
Final, Romsey. 13-17 Feb, IBM Sim Pairs, local clubs. Entries
via HIOW website or Steve Preston on 02380 702934.

Herefordshire
www.herefordshirebridge.co.uk 

IT has been a better start this year in the Western League. The
B and C Teams have both won one and lost one, but the A
Team have lost both their matches. Full results of all county
competitions are on our website.

Diary dates: 18 Feb, Club Teams of Eight, Tarrington,
10.30am; 25 Feb, Championship Pairs, Tarrington, 10.30am;
10 Mar, Inter-club Teams Round 4, Ledbury, 7pm; 17 Mar,
Mixed Pairs, Bartestree, 7pm; 23 Mar, Pairs League Round 5,
Ledbury, 7pm; 31 Mar, Inter-club Teams Round 5, Ledbury,
7pm; 22 Apr, Avocet Teams, Brooms Green, 10am.

Hertfordshire
www.hertsbridge.co.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to Welwyn BC winning
£200 and Leverstock Green BC winning £100 in
the EBU Sims prize draw. Chris Eveleigh and
Pat Jacobs also won £100 in the prize draw. Any
clubs or pairs participating in Simultaneous

Pairs events are entered into the draw at the end of the season.
This year’s proceeds from the Marjorie Lukyn Charity

Cup will be split between Garden House Hospice, Letchworth
& Michael Sobell Hospice, Northwood. Nominations for local
charities for next year’s event always welcome.

Please plan ahead – mark your diary for the AGM at
Welwyn on Sunday 14th May 12 noon – with free Swiss Pairs
afterwards.

Diary dates: (all events at Welwyn). 17 Feb, Cadet Pairs
Final, 7.30pm. 10 Mar, Marjorie Lukyn Charity Cup Final,
7.30pm. 23 Mar,  Really Easy Pairs, 2pm. 11 Apr, Seniors’
Pairs, 11am.

Kent

www.kcba.org.uk

PLAYING in the Tollemache Cup qualifier, many
congratulations to the Kent team of Jeremy
Willans (Capt) & Ian Draper; Patrick Collins &
Peter Law; Norman Selway & Kay Preddy; Mike
Hampton & Phil Bailey; Colin Wilson & Gerald

Soper who qualified in second place in their group.
Hawkhurst have retained the 1066 Trophy (see photo

overleaf) which is held annually between clubs from South
West Kent and East Sussex.

Congratulations to Keith Gravestock and David Fairbairn
(Medway Towns BC) and Jean Letley and John Walker
(Maidstone BC) who topped the Children in Need SIM pairs
leader boards in mid-November.

Diary dates: Larsky Cup heats are being held throughout
Feb, please see website for dates and venues. 25 Mar, Larsky
Cup Final, TWBC, 11am. Corbett League: 19 Feb, Second
weekend of Div 1 Corbett Cup and Div 2 Corbett Plate,
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TWBC, 11am. 5 Mar, Green Pointed Swiss Pairs, TWBC,
11am. 31 Mar-2 Apr, Swanley BC Spring Weekend. Apr 2,
George Griffiths, (Seniors’ Pairs), TWBC, 11am. 

League Round 2, Rothley. 22 Feb, Joseph’s Bowl &
Butterworth Langley Trophy Semi-Finals, Blaby. 4 Mar,
Leicestershire Green Point Swiss Pairs, Spondon. 8 Mar,
Stanley Trophy Round 6, Glenfield. 9 Mar, Pairs League
Round 3, Rothley. 29 Mar, Gimson Trophy Qualifying Heat,
Rothley. 4 Apr, Mercury Learners Trophy, County BC. 9 Apr,
Charity Swiss Teams, Glenfield.

Lincolnshire

www.lincsbridge.org.uk

LINCOLNSHIRE recently made a return to the inter-County
Tollemache qualifying event in November after a three-year
absence. Though unsuccessful, with just one win recorded,
the road back has started and the County Committee are
determined to improve this performance in 2017. Any players
interested in representing the County should let the
Committee know.

Louth Bridge Club recently held its 3rd Andrew Robson
master-class with 120 people enjoying the visit, and wisdom,
of the great man. The event was followed by an enjoyable
buffet supper.

County Vice-Chairman Adrian Underwood further
supported the Children in Need bridge events in the County
by growing a ‘Movember’ beard. He’d like to thank all who
contributed to raising around £250 for the charity.

London 

www.metrobridge.co.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to Premier League
winners Andrew Robson, David Bakhshi, David
Gold and Mike Bell. Also to Kieran Dyke and Alex
Hydes, second and third, and Ben Green, Simon

Gillis and Shahzaad Natt, in first, second and third place
respectively in Division 2.

At the Autumn Congress the Bakhshi family shone –
Heather won the Swiss Pairs with Claire Robinson, while
David was second; and David & Jasmine with Liam
Sanderson won the Sussex Cup. Also great results from Sam
Behrens, who won the Eastbourne Bowl, Andrew Black &
Gunnar Hallberg, winners of the Burlington Cup, with Kieran
Dyke & Marion Robertson second, and Ben Hackenbroch,
third in the Sussex Cup.

Also congrats to David Wing, winner of the Lake Garda
Swiss Teams, and the London team for winning their group in
the Tollemache qualifier.

Diary dates: 25-26 Feb, Lederer Memorial Trophy.
Invitational teams at RAC, with spectators welcome.
Enquiries to Ian Payn on 07713 322420. 26 Mar, London
Championship Pairs, YCBC, 11.30am. 30 Mar, Garden Cities
heat, YCBC, 7.00pm. 2 Apr,  London Trophy Pairs, YCBC,
2.00pm. All entries/enquiries to lmbaentries@gmail.com.

Manchester

www.manchesterbridge.org.uk

MANCHESTER bridge players featured on a
BBC Radio 4 programme about the GCHQ
puzzle book and David Adelman spoke with
authority on BBC  Breakfast TV about the

benefits to children of playing bridge in schools.
Kath Nelson & Alan Nelson won the Championship Pairs

at the Seniors Congress (for the third time).
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St Leonards Bridge Club Chairman Andy Eames awards the
1066 trophy to the Hawkhurst team of Gary Rogerson & Andy

King and Tony Adams & Jim Wortley

Lancashire 

www.bridgewebs.com/lancs

TWO Lancashire members received awards at the
EBU AGM in November. Andrew Petrie was given
a Gold Award for services to the EBU and EBED
and Jeff Smith was given the Tony Priday award

for outstanding services to bridge.
The Lancashire team just failed to qualify for the final of

the Tollemache by finishing third in Group A, one point
behind Manchester.

Congratulations go to Jackie Pye on winning the WBU
Swiss Pairs at Llangollen with John Holland and Bernard &
Rhona Goldenfield.

The 2016 Haley Cup for the best performance for
Lancashire in the Northern Bridge League has been awarded
to Jeff Smith and Jackie Pye.

Diary dates: 5 Feb, LCBA Championship Pairs, Blackburn
BC; 12 Feb, LCBA Club Teams of Eight Championship, Bury
Athenaeum; 17-19 Feb, EBU Spring Congress, Harrogate; 25-
26 Feb, EBU Ranked Masters Pairs, Birmingham Airport; 4
Mar, MCBA Swiss Pairs, Altrincham BC; 5 Mar, M&CBA
Swiss Teams, Deva BC; 12 Mar, National Pairs Regional Heat,
Bradford BC; 17-19 Mar, Cumbria Congress, Windermere
Hydro; 19 Mar, Portland Pairs, Brierfield BC; 26 Mar, Hector
Barker Pivot Teams, Southport BC.  

Leicestershire 

www.bridgewebs.com/leicestershire/

WE regret to report the death of Tony Odams.
Tony was an LCBA Officer and Committee
member for 22 years and one of the LCBA’s
most successful players ever, winning many

County trophies and several EBU trophies (see obituary
online, p75).

Midlands League County Team results: v. Derbyshire,
Away: 1st team Lost 7-13, 2nd team Lost 6-14, 3rd team Lost
7-13.  v Gloucester, Home: 1st team Lost 9-11, 2nd team Lost
7-13, 3rd team Lost 7-13.

Leicestershire finished in 5th place in the Tollemache
Qualifier Heat in November.

Diary dates: 8 Feb, Stanley Trophy Round 5, Glenfield. 8
Feb, Wilde Cup, Restricted Teams, County BC. 9 Feb, Pairs



Bernard & Rhona Goldenfield, John Holland & Jackie Pye
won the Llangollen Swiss Teams.

Boris Ewart & Peter Foster won the Pendle Witch Pairs.
Peter Foster, John Roberts, Neil Thomas and Gillian
McMullan  won the Foundation Cup at Blackburn.

At the EBU AGM, Alan Mould & Ollie Burgess were
elected to the EBU selection committee. Also Jeff Smith
received the Tony Priday Award for an outstanding
contribution to bridge. 

Diary dates: 5 Feb, Gazette Cup Teams of Eight,
Altrincham BC, 1pm. 26 Feb, Cantor Cup (Newcomers),
Manchester BC. 4 Mar, Green Pointed Pairs, Altrincham BC.

Merseyside/Cheshire

www.mcba.org.uk

WELL done to David Stevenson, Liz
Commins, Paddy Murphy, Simon Edwards,
Julian Merrill and Paul Roberts who are
through to the final of the EBU Silver Plate.

David & Liz also saw success at the North East Congress,
winning firstly the pairs and then the teams event with Steve
& Georgia Ray, retaining the trophy the same four won last
year.

In the North Wales Autumn Swiss Pairs, Alan Stephenson
in partnership with Bernard Burns of Yorkshire, finished
second, just missing out on retaining their title.

Diary dates: 5 Feb, County trials, MBC. 26 Feb, Jean Keen
trophy (Ladies’ teams), MBC. 5 Mar, Eric Howarth GP Swiss
Teams, MBC.

Middlesex
www.middlesexbridge.co.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to TGRs Bridge Club, led
by captain Artur Malinowski, on winning the
EBU National Inter-Club Knockout (NICKO)
(photo p43); to Alexander Allfrey on winning the
EBU Premier League; to Nevena Senior on
winning the EBU Premier League second
division; to Andrew McIntosh on winning the

Burlington Cup & to David Sherman on winning the Satellite
Pairs at the EBU Autumn Congress.

At the Middlesex Congress in November, Frances Hinden
& Graham Osborne achieved the double, winning the Swiss
Pairs and then the Swiss Teams with Jeffrey Allerton & Philip
Wood. Congratulations all round.

Diary dates: 23 Apr, Blue Pointed Teams for the Dorset
Cup, Pinner BC, 12 noon. 2 Apr, Ladies’ Pairs, Pinner BC,
2pm; 5 Apr, Mixed Pairs Qualifier, Totteridge BC, 7.30pm; 7
May, Mixed Final, Pinner BC, 12 noon. Further details and
on-line entry for all our competitions are available on our
website: www.middlesexbridge.co.uk

Norfolk

www.bridgewebs.com/norfolk/

AN early alert that the 49th Norfolk Congess
takes place on Friday, Saturday and Sunday, 31
Mar-2 Apr at the Waveney Valley Hotel near
Norwich.

A reminder that the Friendly Friday Bridge Club meets on
the second Friday of each month at the Norfolk and Norwich
club in Cringleford. And congratulations to Clive Turner &
Mervyn Scutter upon winning the Barclays Bank Trophy.

Players who are widely read, or simply enjoy their food and
wine, should check websites for upcoming quizzes in the
region, sometimes with international cuisine. Always in a
good cause!

North East 

www.neba.co.uk

LIZ Commins and David Stevenson headed both
major events (Championship Pairs and
Championship Teams) at an excellent NEBA
Annual Congress which took place at the

Marriott Metro-Centre Hotel in mid-November.  For the first
time the programme incorporated a successful Newcomer
Pairs element (11 tables) and it is very much hoped to build
on this foundation in forthcoming years. Full details of
winners and scores are given in the online results section.

It was a successful trip for one NEBA pair attending the
Scottish Bridge Union’s Autumn Congress at Peebles.
Congratulations go to Frank Springett & Mike Stanbury who
headed the field in the Pairs Final.  Additionally, Clive Owen
playing with Patrick Shields, Vi & Charles Outred were
runners up in the Teams Final.  

Northamptonshire
www.bridgewebs.com/northants/

STAMFORD A – Marcus Witt, Trevor Thrower,
Jim Deacon & Malcolm Pollack – won the
Lakeland Trophy held in October. The Kettering
Trophy was won by Paula Olive, Neil Jenkinson,

John Swan & John Gaggini.
Diary dates: 26 Mar, County Corwen qualifier for pairs,

the Eden Cup, Kettering; 20 May, Teams of Four
inexperienced players, or three inexperienced players and a
mentor or teacher are invited to enter the mentored pivot
teams; 20 May, Green Point Swiss Pairs.

Nottinghamshire

www.bridgewebs.com/nottinghamshire

THE NBC’s Crantock Bowl (Teams of Four) was
held in early November and won by Toni Smith,
Ant Pettengell, Ian Dovey & Shirley Ashtari. An
All-Play-All teams event, it is the club’s only
teams event and arguably its most prestigious

competition.
The NCBA Mixed Pairs in early December was won by

Dick Milne and Shirley Ashtari.  
Woodborough’s Annual Autumn Charity Drive was won

by Dave Thompson & John Edwards for the second year
running and raised over £700 for Teenage Cancer Trust. Café
Bridge Southwell raised £401 for Beaumond House Hospice
with Rebecca Rance & Carol Fisher winning. 

NCBA is holding its  qualifying heat of the county Teams
of Four Championship on 29th January at the Nottingham
Bridge Club, 2pm. The eventual winners will represent
Nottinghamshire in the Pachabo Cup. An entry form is
available on the NCBA website. For further information
contact Events Manager Graham Brindley:
graham@brindley57.plus.com

A Nottingham Universities Bridge Club has been
restarted.  Many thanks go to both NCBA and Nottingham
Bridge Club for their financial support, and also to EBED
who match-funded the equipment. Teaching has taken place
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through October and November for complete beginners and
improving bridge players. The club has entered a team
(pictured below) into the Portland Bowl, the UK inter-
university teams competition and won their first match in
early December against Manchester B, with a total score of
exactly +100 IMPs!  Way to go Guys!!

Diary dates: 29 Jan, Club Directors’ course,
Woolavington. 24-26 Mar, Next Step, King’s School, Bruton.
12 Feb, Bridge Café event, Victoria Field Social Club, Street.

Staffs and Shrops

www.staffsandshrops.org.uk

OUR county team David Beavon, Dan Crofts,
Barbara, Jason, Justin and Paul Hackett, Roger
Keane, Alistair Kent and captained by Paul
Cutler failed to qualify for the Tollemache Final

by just 1 VP.
Jason and Justin qualified for the final of the US Reisinger.
Diary dates: 23 Feb, No Fear Pairs Competition,

Wolverhampton, 10.45am. This event is for players below
Tournament Master. Non-EBU members welcome. 5 Mar,
Shrewsbury Open Swiss Pairs, Radbrook Community Centre,
2pm. A wonderful tea and very enjoyable bridge. 19 Mar,
SSCBA Championship Pairs (the Bearn), Wolverhampton
BC, 1pm. Top placed players go on to represent SSCBA in the
Corwen Trophy on 3-4 June. The team to defend the Edgar
Foster Cups is selected from players at this event. All members
of the county with premier allegiance (which is most of you)
are eligible to compete. 23-24 Apr, County Green Pointed
Congress, Park Inn, Telford. Enquiries to Judy Mitchell 01743
235374 or email mitchellmj@btinternet.com

Surrey
www.bridgewebs.com/surrey

CONGRATULATIONS to Frances Hinden &
Graham Osborne, who scored an impressive
double at the Middlesex Congress by winning the
Swiss Pairs, and then with Jeffrey Allerton & Philip

Wood winning the Swiss Teams.
Diary dates: 19 Feb, Men’s & Ladies’ Pairs, Oxshott. 2 Apr,

County Pairs & Plate, Oxshott. All events commence at 1pm.
Free tea, coffee and biscuits available.

Sussex

www.sccba.co.uk

ALTHOUGH already reported elsewhere,
congratulations to Martin Pool on his EBU Silver
Award (report and photo page 34). He thoroughly
merits the award and still remains a pillar of strength
to the SCCBA who are always grateful for his sage
advice.

Warwickshire

www.warwickshirebridge.co.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to Martin Jones on
winning another England cap by dint of his team’s
performance in the 2016 Premier League. Martin
will be playing in the second Camrose weekend in
early March. It will be broadcast on BBO.

Fay Maxwell, Iris Lane and Trina Price with mentor, Prue
Knight, won the Warwickshire Mentored Novice Teams.

The Warwickshire Ladies’ and Men’s pairs were won by Liz
Gahan & Margaret Wort and Darren Evetts & Ian Handley
respectively.
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Nottingham University Bridge team take part in Portland Bowl.
Ivan Brajkovic, Shivani Uusi-Einola, Hanna Tuus, Ant Pettengell

Oxfordshire 

www.oxfordshirebridge.co.uk

OXFORDSHIRE pairs did well at the EBU
Overseas Lake Garda Congress.  Lorna Swadling &
Alastair Gidman won the Swiss Pairs; Kathy &
Denis Talbot’s team won the Swiss Teams and
Kathy won the Open Pairs.  Congratulations to all.

At the EBU Autumn Congress, Abbey Smith & partner
were 2nd in the Two Stars Final and 5th in the Teams A Final.
Sandra Nicholson & Krys Kazmierczak came 4th in the Swiss
Pairs.

At the EBU Seniors’ Congress, Diana Nettleton & Mary-
Ann Sheehy came 2nd in the Seniors Swiss Pairs.

Other notable Oxfordshire results: Andy King & Peter
Litchfield won the Malvern Congress Swiss Pairs. Carol
Benzie & Aleksandar Lishkov won the Torquay Congress
Palace Pairs.  Lynda & David Riecken won the Swiss Pairs at
the EBU Really Easy Weekend.

Congratulations to Alan Wilson, Nick Smith, Abbey
Smith, Chris Wilson, Chris Cooper, Ed Jones, Robert Procter
& Mike Robinson on winning their Tollemache Qualifier
group and qualifying for the Final.

Diary dates: 12 Feb, Harwell Cup; 19 Feb, Dawes League v
Worcestershire; 8 Mar, OBA Management Meeting; 26 Mar,
OBA County Pairs Final.

Somerset 

www.bridgewebs.com/somerset

CONGRATULATIONS to Eric Cummings & Ceri
Pierce, Colin Juneman & Roger Sweet, Sheila Coda
& Colin Flood, and Alan & Jette Bailey who
represented Somerset in the Tollemache Qualifier
and came second in their group. This is the first

time that Somerset has reached the final since the county was
separated and Avon (Bristol) was creeated. The final will be
played in February.

In the Western league matches held in early December
against Hereford, Somerset A team won by 13-7, whereas B
and C both lost 3-17 and 5-15 respectively.



Westmorland
www.bridgewebs.com/westmorland

WESTMORLAND has just completed the Pivot
Teams competition, with a record nine teams
entering. John Ellwood (Chair) presented the
winners, Mike & Sally Ann Rothwell and Robin
Rose & John Machlachlan with the David
Bramhall Cup.

Overall, 2016 has been a very successful year for
Westmorland. Most competitions have been well supported
by the members, club nights remain popular and
opportunities for learning bridge are being continued. Kendal
Bridge Club has started a teaching programme in a local
secondary school and this has become very popular with the
sixth form students. Practising bridge skills at lunch time has
become the thing to do!

After a term the students have gained the Bronze Award in
EBED’s Junior Award Scheme and Westmorland look forward
to welcoming these new learners into clubs in the near future. 

Diary dates: 15 Jan, County Day – an ‘Open Simple
System’ pairs competition. 23-24 Sep, Westmorland/Cumbria
Swiss weekend, Castle Green Hotel (entries on website) with
the same very successful format. See website for details.

Wiltshire

www.wcba.co.uk

ALL players in Wiltshire are delighted that the
EBU has awarded Pat Davies its Diamond
Award (report and photo on p35). Pat has been

unstinting in her support of club and county bridge since her
retirement from an illustrious international career and we
doubt that many other such players prove so willing. It needs
also to be noted that Pat has quietly supported budding youth
talent in Wiltshire.

Wiltshire won three of its seven matches at the Tollemache
and drew another.

Our green point event is again at the University of Bath on
the weekend of the 4-5 March: it's usually sunny and always
friendly and we look forward to seeing you. Please check our
website for availability.

Worcestershire

www.bridgewebs.com/worcestershire

THE Malvern Congress took place in October
and, as usual, proved enormously popular.  A No-
Fear Pairs event was included in the programme
for the first time and was very successful – we will
include it next year!  The results were as follows:

Bridge Overseas Swiss Teams: 1st, John Atthey, Janine
Griffiths-Baker, James Thrower, Phil Godfrey; 2nd, Andrew
Thompson, Sandra Fenton, Dan Crofts, Edward Levy.

Wall James Chappell Swiss Pairs: 1st, Andy King & Peter
Litchfield; 2nd, Andrew Bennett & David Hinkin.

No-Fear Pairs: 1st, Richard Arrowsmith & Kathy
MacLaren; 2nd, Sarah Collins & Margaret Rouse.

Diary dates: 5 Mar, County Championship Pairs. 25 Mar,
Garden Cities Qualifier. 14 May, AGM and Pairs.

Yorkshire 

www.ycba.co.uk/

CONGRATULATIONS to the following on their
recent achievements:

Helen McCormac & Jennifer Weatherall won
the Great Northern Improvers Pairs.

At the EBU Seniors Congress, Sandy Davies,
Tom Gisborne, David Musson & Frank Littlewood won the
Swiss Teams. Sandy & Tom were also runners-up in the Pairs
A Final. 

In the Inter-county Northern League, Yorkshire SE won
Division C for the third consecutive year, while Yorkshire NW
were third. In division A, Yorkshire 2 and Yorkshire 1 were
second and fourth respectively, and the county team placed
fifth in Division B.   

In their Tollemache Cup group, the Yorkshire team (Sandy
Davies, Tom Gisborne, Richard Pike, Dave Robinson, James
Thrower, Phil Godfrey, Nick Woolven & Tony McNiff)
finished fifth, just outside the qualification places. 

Diary dates: 9 Feb, Margery Cartwright Simultaneous
Pairs, various clubs; 17-19 Feb, EBU Harrogate Congress,
Cairn Hotel. 12 Mar, Improvers Pairs, Leeds. 23 Mar,
Affiliated Clubs Teams, Tickton. 26 Mar, Yorkshire Pairs, York,
31 Mar – 2 Apr, Scarborough Congress, Wykeham.
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21 – 30 April 2017

LAMBOURNE JERSEY
FESTIVAL OF BRIDGE

Westhill Country Hotel,
St Helier JE2 3HB

A joint venture between the EBU and

Channel Islands CBA, the congress provides

an attractive holiday in springtime

with a full bridge programme over ten days.

Entries / enquiries: John Honey

( 01534 874 702 or
8 jsybridgecongress@yahoo.co.uk

Blue
points

Green
points

SIMULTANEOUS PAIRS
Club Stratified Sims
13-16 March, 2017

British Spring Sims
3-6 April, 2017

EBED Spring Sims
Funding for bridge teaching

8-11 May, 2017

More information on the EBU website
http://www.ebu.co.uk/sim-pairs
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W N E S
1t 2® 2´ Pass
?

3t. Although you would like to
show your second suit, with only
11 points and a misfit for

partner's spades, you really cannot afford to force
the bidding higher with a reverse bid of 3™. Partner
may bid again over 3t, in which case you might yet
find a heart fit.

W N E S

1™ Pass       
1´ Pass 3™ Pass       
?

4´. With a seven-card spade suit
and good intermediate cards, you

would rather play in spades than hearts even facing
a good six-card heart suit. Since you do not wish to
encourage partner towards a slam, you simply bid
what you think you can make.       

W N E S           
1NT Pass Pass

?

2´. With the opponents
vulnerable, it is a close decision
whether to double. The snag is

that someone would probably run to one of the red
suits – and partner may well lead one of your short
suits if 1NT doubled becomes the final contract.
Once you decide to overcall, you show the major
rather than the minor. r

W N E S           
3™         

?

4™. If you play Michaels cue bids
whereby a bid of 2™ over 1™
shows spades and a minor, it is
logical to extend this to a higher

level. Showing that you have a two-suited hand
should enable partner to judge the best contract.

W N E S           
1NT Dble 2t        

?

3´. Since partner's penalty
double of the opposing 1NT
opening shows 15+ points, a

competitive 2´ would not do justice to the hand.
The jump shows at least five spades and is forcing.
The knowledge of how the cards lie should help in
the play.

W N E S           
1™ Pass 2® Pass       
2t Pass 2´1 Pass
?

1 Fourth suit forcing

3NT. Traditionally fourth suit
forcing creates only a one-round force; the auction
could die in 2NT. With 15 points you must insist on
game. The jump to 3NT shows the extra values and
the spade stopper. You have already shown your red
suits.

Hand 2
´ A K 6 5 3
™ 10 7 4
t 8 3 2
® Q 4

Hand 4
´ –
™ K J 9 7 3
t A Q J 8 7 6
® 5 2

Hand 5
´ Q J 10 9 8 5 4
™ 10
t K 9 7 
® J 3

Hand 6
´ A K 10 6 3
™ A
t 9 4
® K 9 7 5 3

Answers to Questions on Page 23
by Julian Pottage

Club Bidding QuizClub Bidding Quiz

click

link

Hand 1
´ K Q J 5 4
™ J 3
t –
® A Q 10 7 6 3

Hand 3
´ K 8 3
™ Q J 9 7 4
t K Q 7 3 
® A

PRESTBURY Duplicate Bridge Club celebrated its 25th anniversary
recently with an Annual Dinner at Prestbury Golf Club. John Houlker,
Treasurer, presented Alistair Kennedy, Treasurer of East Cheshire
Hospice with a cheque. Over £81,000 has been raised by the club for
the hospice since the club’s inception. Founder member, Margaret
Broughton, together with new and original members enjoyed the
occasion.
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Malcolm Burch has become our new
Competitions Manager at Bridge Club
Live following the retirement of Surrey’s

Tony Philpott as reported last issue. Malcolm has
also been a member of BCL since the beginning
back in the Spring of 2000, and he is Chairman and
a regular TD of Five Aces BC in Maidenhead, and is
also a member of Maidenhead BC and Burnham
BC, where he also directs.
Only one player made 13 tricks in NT on this

board from a Daily Match-Pointed Pairs after West
led a small spade:

Declarer took the first trick with ´10 and played
®4 to ®K and ®5 back to ®Q, exposing, and
having allowed for, the 4-1 break. He now took the
marked club finesse and cashed ™A and the
remaining clubs in dummy, the position as the last
club was led being:

N/S Game. Dealer South. MP Pairs. 
´ Q 3
™ A
t A Q 9 5 4
® A K 10 9 5

´ A J 6 5 ´ 8 4 2
™ 9 7 5 ™ J 8 6 4 2
t 7 6 t J 10 3 2 
® J 8 7 2 ® 3

´ K 10 9 7
™ K Q 10 3
t K 8
® Q 6 4

N
W      E

S

N/S Game. Dealer South. MP Pairs. 
´ Q
™ –
t A Q 9 5 4
® 10

´ A J 6 ´ –
™ 9 7 ™ J 8 6
t 7 6 t J 10 3 2 
® – ® –

´ K 10
™ K Q 10 
t K 8
® –

N
W      E

S

Bridge Club LiveBridge Club Live

Making 13 tricks is pretty good!       by Barrie Partridge

        West         North East South
                             1NT
            Pass           2´1 Pass 2NT2

            Pass           3NT All Pass
1 Range enquiry, 2 Not maximum

East was now squeezed in the red suits. If he

threw a diamond, declarer would have five diamond

tricks, so he threw a heart, but declarer now won the

last six tricks with three hearts and three diamonds.

Seven pairs bid and made a slam but 3NT+4 was

still worth 75% on the board.

Do come and join us for fast, fun and friendly

bridge in a format that suits you at

www.bridgeclublive.com, the only online bridge

club based in the UK.           r

Bridge Club Live, the only UK based online bridge club, offers:
•   Fast, fun and friendly bridge in a format

that suits you.
•   Drop-in Drop-out Match Point Pairs and

social games
•   Individual, Improvers and IMP Pairs

Tournaments, and Teams events

•   Full bidding and play records of every
deal played.

•   System cards for new and regular 
partnerships

•   Discussion forums and members’ reunions
•   EBU Master Points
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       West North East South
        Kennedy Alishaw

           1t Dble! Redble 1™

           Pass Pass Dble All Pass

Stephen Kennedy opened 1t showing either
natural diamonds or a weak NT. Holding North’s
4333, 11-count what action would you take? It is an
increasingly common modern style to takeout
double a minor with a weaker hand with 4-3 in the
majors. Doubling with this hand however was
definitely not for the fainthearted – enter the
Belgian North. His courage was punished with a
swift redouble by Michael Alishaw and soon South
was left to fester in 1™ doubled.

This year it was the turn of the EBU to host
the annual Channel Trophy competition
between England, France, the Netherlands

and Belgium. It was held at the Young Chelsea
Bridge Club in London. The Juniors play a double
round robin of 18 boards over three days in their
respective categories: U26, U21 and U26 Women.
This is often an exciting spectacle (as if Junior
bridge wasn’t anyway) being the first competition of
the new junior cycle. Teams can change completely
as players become too old for their respective
categories.

U26 WOMEN

The team of Laura Covill & Olivia Bailey; Yvonne
Wiseman & Megan Jones; Jasmine Bakhshi & Liz
Gahan; NPC: Bryony Youngs represented a great
variety of ages – Megan, Jasmine and Liz most
recently represented the U16s at the World
Championships last summer. However, this
appeared to be no issue as the opening match saw
them comfortably see off the French. With things
not going their way in the key match against the
pre-competition favourites, the Dutch, they
remained in second for the majority of the event. By
the end they were almost a match ahead of 3rd place.

U21
The team of Ben Norton & Sam Behrens; Kripa

Panchagnula & Jonathan Clark; Daniel Winter &
Liam Sanderson; NPC: Michael Byrne returned as
defending champions from Utrecht. An early defeat
to France and a narrow loss to the Dutch left them
trailing in 3rd place. However, a large win against
Belgium and defeat for the Dutch against France
saw them leapfrog the Dutch into second place.

U26
The U26s were represented by Shivam Shah &

Alex Roberts; Will Roper & Alex Birchall; Michael
Alishaw & Stephen Kennedy; NPC: Alan Shillitoe.
They were lying in 4th place after the first round-
robin, but the competition was extremely close. At
one stage during the fifth match (of six), the

difference between 1st and 4th place was a mere
3VPs.  With close decisions not going England’s way
in the penultimate match, the U26s could not
mathematically win the event going into the final
match. Despite this, there was all to play for with
second place still up for grabs.
I was always told that by U26 level, the bridge

starts getting a bit more sensible. Here is a deal from
the final match against the Belgians that was pivotal
to the final result which shows that there still is
never a paucity of four figure scores.

Channel TrophyChannel Trophy
Just one place away . . .
                                           by Kyle Lam

click

link

N/S Game. Dealer West. 
´ Q 6 5 3
™ Q 10 3 
t A 7 5
® K 10 6

´ A 7 2 ´ K J 9 4
™ J 5 ™ A K 8 7
t J 9 8 6 t K 3 
® A Q J 4 ® 5 3 2

´ 10 8
™ 9 6 4 2
t Q 10 4 2
® 9 8 7

N
W      E

S
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The play was as equally unforgiving. The ™5 lead

ran round to declarer’s ™9. Declarer now advanced

a club with West rising with the Ace and playing

another heart. East won and drew two further

rounds of trumps with West signalling for a spade.

A spade switch to the ace was followed by the ®Q

knocking out declarer’s king. That was all of

declarer’s tricks as he next tried a spade from

dummy. East rose with the jack and played another

club. When West cashed the 13th club, dummy

pitched a spade and East bared his king of

diamonds. Now when West played a diamond and

declarer ducked in dummy East claimed the rest.

+1400 and 14 IMPs to England when 3NT made

with an overtrick in the other room.

This was key to a huge victory for the U26s and

saw them join their fellow teams in 2nd place. Let’s

hope that next year the teams can all do one better!

ENGLAND’S JUNIOR TEAMS FINISH A SMASHING
SECOND IN THE CHANNEL TROPHY AT EVERY LEVEL

DUTCH TEAMS TRIUMPH IN
THE U26 OPEN (pictured) 

AND U26 WOMEN

A short bulletin about the event, including some
further deals written up by Mike Bell can be found
here: goo.gl/RX2s1s
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          ´  7 4
          ™  4 2
          t  J 10 9 7 3 2
         ®  K 3 2
             
              
              

          
         ´  A 6

          ™  A K 7 3
          t  A
         ®  A Q J 10 9 8 

1           I have pinched this hand from one of
David Bird’s excellent articles (thanks, David!) Let’s
see if you remember it…

West leads a spade against your contract of 4™
after East has bid the suit. East plays three rounds of
the suit – on the third round West ruffs in with the
™7. How should you play?

1 In David’s article declarer (the Matron) over-
ruffed with the ™A and then found that the contract
was unmakeable.  The winning play is to refuse trick
three, discarding a losing club instead. The full deal is
shown below.

Paul Bowyer’s loser-on-loser quiz from page 16

ANSWERS

          ´  10 2
          ™  A 6 5 2
          t  J 8 6 4
         ®  A 9 4
             
              
              

          
         ´  J 7 5

          ™  K 10 9 8 4 3
          t  A
         ®  K 6 5 

N
W      E

S

N
W      E

S

Hand 1.
South plays 4™
West leads ´9

2           Here is a much tougher hand. How would
you play 6®? West leads the ´K. Easy-peasy you say?
After all, you just need to ruff two hearts on table
and you can ruff the second heart with the ®K.
Well, you win the ´A at trick one, cash the ™A-K at
tricks two and three and note that East follows with
the ten and the queen. Sure, you can’t trust him (he
could easily be false-carding) but what if he’s not?

Hand 2.
South plays 6®
West leads ´K

Hand 1. ´ 10 2
                           ™  A 6 5 2
                           t J 8 6 4
                           ® A 9 4
     ´   9 3                                ´  A K Q 8 6 4
     ™   7                                    ™  Q J
     t  Q 10 7 5 3 2                  t  K 9

 ®  J 8 7 2                           ®  Q 10 3
                           ´  J 7 5
                           ™  K 10 9 8 4 3
                           t A
                           ® K 6 5

N
W      E

S

Hand 2. ´ 7 4
                           ™  4 2
                           t J 10 9 7 6 3
                           ® K 3 2
     ´   K Q J 9                          ´  10 8 5 3 2
     ™   J 9 8 6 5                         ™  Q 10
     t  Q 4                                t  K 8 5 2

 ®  7 5                                ®  6 4
                           ´  A 6
                           ™  A K 7 3
                           t A
                           ® A Q J 10 9 8

N
W      E

S

At trick four, having made an unexpected trick with
the ™7, West can lead any card he likes – declarer can
now win, draw the two outstanding trumps and ruff a
club in dummy. Over-ruffing at trick three would
generate four losers – two spades, a trump and a slow
club.

2 Well, if you have understood the point of loser-
on-loser plays you’ll spot this one immediately. You
play a third heart at trick four and pitch a spade from
dummy, swapping a spade loser for a heart loser.
Nothing can now stop you from ruffing a spade in
dummy (with a low trump) and your last heart with
the ®K. The full deal:

Twelve tricks come from one spade, two hearts, one
diamond and eight trumps (six in hand and two ruffs
on table). True, the defence erred at trick one by
leading the ´K and not a trump but you can hardly
crime West for that!            r
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1           You are sitting East. What would you bid
if the auction goes (1NT, 12-14):

            West        North      East     South
                1NT         2™            ?

1A You should bid 2´ here. Do not bid 2NT then
3´, this would be invitational!

1B Bid 2NT, forcing partner to bid 3®, then
correct to 3t, which partner should pass.

1C Bid 3´, natural and forcing. Partner will
assume you have a five card spade suit, so will bid
either 3NT with no fit or 4´ with support for spades
(or possibly even cue bid if suitable).

1D Here you can bid 4´, safe in the knowledge
that you have both the values for game and have
enough spades to guarantee a fit.

1EMore tricky this time? Only 10 HCPs but a nice
six card suit. Our options are to bid a quiet 2´ or to
invite game by  bidding 2NT then 3´ over partner’s
compulsory 3®. Which would I do? The latter, of
course!

2A Here we want to be in 3®. So we bid 2NT and
then pass partner’s mandatory 3® bid.

2B I would recommend pass here. Really not quite
enough to compete at the 3-level whereas you
would be happy to bid 2™ over a 2® or 2t bid.

2C The extra heart makes a big difference. Bid
2NT then 3™ over partner’s 3® bid.

2D Bid a forcing 3™ – you want to be able to
explore 3NT or 4™ efficiently.

NB.  After a 2´ overcall you can’t bid hearts in
three ways – only two I’m afraid. Thus a direct 3™

is forcing whereas via 2NT is to play. You lose 
the invitational auction – sorry you can’t win 
them all!               r

Neil Rosen’s quiz on Lebensohl from page 26

2 You are sitting East. What would you bid if
the auction goes:

            West        North      East     South
                1NT         2 ´           ?

ANSWERS

Hand A Hand B Hand C
´ K Q 8 5 3 ´ 7 2 ´ K Q 7 6 3 
™ 7 4 ™ K 8 ™ A 3
t K 4 3 t Q J 10 8 7 3 t K 9 4
® 5 4 2 ® 9 7 3 ® Q 8 2

Hand D Hand E
´ K Q 8 7 5 3 ´ K Q 9 8 5 3 
™ A 4 ™ K 7
t K 4 3 t 8 7 3
® Q 4 ® Q 6 

Hand A Hand B
´ 7 3 ´ 8 5 3 
™ K 4 ™ K Q 9 8 7
t 9 8 7 t 7 3
® Q J 10 7 6 2 ® Q 6 2

Hand C Hand D
´ 8 7 ´ 5 3 
™ K Q 9 7 6 4 ™ K Q 9 7 2
t 4 3 t K 7 3
® Q 4 2 ® A Q 6 
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The auction goes Pass-Pass-Pass to you. What
do you bid?

1 1´ – the hand is too strong for a weak two with
a powerful spade suit and playable 6-4 shape (five
losers for those of you that enjoy the losing trick
count).

2 Pass – 4441s aren't worth the paper they're
printed on and you will just let the spades in if you
open.

3 1NT – this time you can open but remember
the fact that you hold enough spades to open
doesn't mean you have to open the poor suit.

4 1™ – this hand might not qualify under the rule
of 15 but your powerful distribution will enable you
to see off your rivals

5 2t – 9-12, perfect for the bid.                          r

Michael Byrne’s quiz on the 4th seat from page 28

ANSWERS

Hand 1 Hand 2 Hand 3
´ A K Q 10 7 6 ´ 4 ´ 8 7 5 4 3 
™ 5 4 ™ Q 9 5 4 ™ A 2
t Q J 9 2 t K J 8 4 t K Q 3
® 5 ® A Q 6 4 ® K J 2

Hand 4 Hand 5
´ – ´ Q 3 2 
™ A K J 5 4 3 ™ 8
t K J 7 6 t K Q 10 9 6 4
® Q 4 3 ® A J 3 

Answers to crossword on page 32

E

CR

1

10

11

18

22

25

23

26

20

24

21

19

15 16 17

13 14

12

2 9643 5 7 8
S A T EW R B E D S

P O L A R O I D E A

O P E R A P R U F F

I S S A S E T T E E

L A N E R H E A T

S C O T D E P U T Y

P U R E E D L A S P

O R A L T R A V E L

E G L A U O M A

T R E A T M E N T Y
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W N E S
2NT Pass 4NT Pass
6NT All Pass

Answer: t2. West opens 2NT and then raises an
invitational quantitative 4NT to 6NT. The 14-card
hand only has 21 high card points, so you will need
to leave all the high cards intact. If you remove a
spot card from either major suit, then the hand
would be 4-3-3-3 shape, the ugliest shape of hand
and not really worth a raise to slam. That leaves the
minor suits. If you remove the ®5, you are left with
a bare queen-jack combination, which is a weakness
and again might suggest downgrading and passing
4NT. However, removing the t2 does not
depreciate the hand much at all – you are left with
21 high card points, a supported ten in hearts and
every suit having a robust honour combination –
worth 6NT. 

W N E S
1t

Dble 2t Pass Pass
Dble Pass 2´ Pass
3´ All Pass

Quiz Questions
by Bernard Magee

Christmas Quiz 2016Christmas Quiz 2016

THE EXTRA CARD

You are West in the first three questions and the
bidding is as shown. However, you have an extra
card, so you have to identify the superfluous card.
Five marks for each correctly identified card.

W N
E S
1´ Pass

1NT Pass
3® Pass 3´ Pass
4™          Pass         4´           All Pass   

Answer: tA. The 14-card hand has 23 points
which is far too much for a 1´ opening, so it looks
likely that an ace needs removing. The jump rebid
of 3® suggests the hand started with a 5-4 shape in
the black suits and then the 4™ cuebid over 3´

suggests holding a heart control, but, more
importantly, NOT holding anything in diamonds,
so the West hand cannot hold the tA.

W N E S

Q1- WEST
´ A K Q 6 2
™ A K
t A Q 4
® J 6 5 3

Q3 - WEST
´ A K 5 3
™ A K 5
t 7
® A K Q 9 3 2

Q2 - WEST
´ A Q 7 6
™ K Q 10 4
t A K 2
® Q J 5

Congratulations to our

WINNER

Stan Powell, Lechlade, Glos
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Answer: ®A. West doubles for take-out, gets no
response and then doubles again, and then finally
invites game. East has shown no strength at all – his
initial pass after North’s 2t, suggests 0-5 HCP or a
hand without a suit to bid.

West is showing a very strong hand when he
continues with 3´ – since his partner is surely very
weak. He must nearly have game in his own hand
(evaluating for the fit) and is looking for a tiny bit
of playing strength in his partner’s hand.

With all the high cards in the hand given and a
singleton diamond, you would surely bid to 4´

yourself over partner’s begrudging 2´, so a high
card needs to go from the hand.

Remove a spade or heart and West would rebid
3® after the initial double, showing a very strong
hand, but focused around a long club suit.

A club needs to go. Remove the ®Q and you are
still worth game by yourself over the 2´ bid.

Remove the ®K and surely game is worth a shot
– you need so little help.

I think you have to remove the ®A to stop the
West hand jumping to game. Now West invites and
East passes: the ´Q is valuable, but the hand is so
flat that 3´ is high enough.

LEAD OUT OF TURN
When your right hand opponent makes a lead out
of turn, the director gives you five options:
1 Accept the lead out of turn and play the hand

yourself
2 Accept the lead out of turn and let your partner

play the hand
3 Refuse the lead and require that the partner leads

the penalty card suit – the opening lead is picked
up and the defender can now play any card on his
partner’s lead.

4 Refuse the lead and prohibit the partner from
leading the penalty card suit – the opening lead is
picked up and the defender can now play any card
on his partner’s lead. The partner is prohibited
from leading the penalty card suit for as long as
he retains the lead.

5 Refuse the lead and allow the partner to lead
anything he wants to – the lead out of turn
remains face up on the table as a Major Penalty
Card and must be played at the first legal
opportunity.

Which option do you take, sitting SOUTH holding
these cards after the auction given and when your
RHO makes the lead out of turn given (Only
South hands given in the original). Five marks for
each correct answer.

W N E S
1™

Pass 1´ Pass 3™

Pass 4™ All Pass
East leads the ´9 out of turn

Answer: Option 4. With an ace-queen holding it
seems obvious to require West to lead a spade, but
that is not looking at all the information available.
Your partner has bid spades and you have pretty
strong spades too, so why has East chosen to lead
the suit?

Surely it is because he has a singleton and
therefore you might be in danger of suffering a ruff?
You should refuse the lead and prohibit a spade lead
from West. West can start with the ®A-K, but
cannot switch to spades until he loses the lead,
which means that the defence can only take three
tricks: ®A-K and the ™K. It is no surprise to see
partner’s strength in spades and therefore a spade
lead from West would have offered no advantage.
More importantly, had you allowed a spade from
either player, then when West gets the lead with the
™K, he would be able to give his partner a spade
ruff.                                                                  Cont/. . .

Q4 Love All. Dealer South. 
´ K J 7 5 4
™ 10 9 
t K 8 5 4
® Q 6

´ 10 8 6 2 ´ 9
™ K 2 ™ 7 5 4
t 10 7 3 t Q J 6 2 
® A K 7 5 ® J 10 8 4 3

´ A Q 3
™ A Q J 8 6 3
t A 9
® 9 2

N
W      E

S

Winners receive a beautiful wooden bridge
table or £100 towards EBU entry fees
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W N E S
1NT Dble 2´

All Pass
East leads the tA out of turn

Answer: Option 2. A diamond lead may not be
particularly good looking at your hand, but which
way would you prefer the lead to come?
You have no exposed honours, so leads from East

are desirable (up to your partner’s hand) whilst
leads from West are not so good – going through
your partner’s strength.
You do not want a diamond lead from West, nor

do you want any other lead from West. So you are
accepting the lead out of turn, but who should play
the contract?
Quite often players make the decision based on

their perception of who the better player in the
partnership is! However, here it makes sense to
disguise your partner’s hand – he has 12-14 points
and knowing where his strength is will make the
defence easier. Therefore, you choose to accept the
lead and put your hand down as dummy, letting
North declare the hand.
West only gets to lead once on the hand and East

will surely be endplayed at least once, having to give
away a trick (or two) because he has to lead away
from his honours.
If West gets to lead twice, then East might well

escape the endplay. If West is required to lead a
diamond, then he can follow up with a second
diamond when in with the ´A and now South
struggles. With regard to the choice of dummy,
surely it is clear that if East can see North’s hand he
will be in a much better place to defend accurately.

BRIDGE DINGBATS

The four phrases below represent something to do
with bridge. Four marks are available for each
phrase correctly decoded.

Q6 Shy God with bow - Unassuming cue bid
(Cupid!)

Q7 In wheelie bins - Revolving discards
Q8 Chess go - Game try
Q9 Chess go swish - Double game swing

CARD GAMES AND CARD TRIVIA
Name the card that results from these sums. Four
marks each.

Q10 BEZIQUE (´QtJ) – PUSHKIN (´Q) = tJ

Q11 2nd highest Straight Flush in hearts 
(™K Q J 10 9) – two highest trumps in
BELOTE (J 9) – Royal Marriage 
(K Q) =™10

Q12 Highest ranking 3-card club run in BRAG
(®A 2 3) - Hunting Season (A-2, from
poker: aces are known as bullets and twos as
ducks) = ®3

Q13 Doubleton Diamond Dog (tK 9 
canine) – Pope (t9 - Pope Joan) = tK

CHOOSE YOUR LEAD
You are sitting WEST, playing matchpointed pairs.
What is your lead after each auction? (only West
hands shown in original questions). 5 marks/qu.

W N E S
1´

Pass 3´ Pass 4´
All Pass

Q5 Love All. Dealer North. 
´ 4 2
™ A Q 6 
t Q J 9 3
® Q 8 6 4

´ A 5 ´ K 9 3
™ 10 9 7 5 ™ K J 8
t 5 4 2 t A K 10 8 
® J 10 7 5 ® K 9 3

´ Q J 10 8 7 6
™ 4 3 2
t 7 6
® A 2

N
W      E

S

Q14 Love All. Dealer South. 
´ Q 9 3 2
™ A 5 
t K 7 4 3
® Q 10 6

´ 8 7 ´ J 5 4
™ K J 4 2 ™ 9 8 7 6 3
t A 9 6 5 t J 10 
® 9 7 2 ® K J 4

´ A K 10 6
™ Q 10
t Q 8 2
® A 8 5 3

N
W      E

S
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Answer: ´7 or ´8. After a non descript auction,
you should generally look for a passive lead: top of
an honour sequence is ideal or a long weak suit but,
failing these, you should lead a trump and let
declarer do the work to make tricks. You can never
know if your side suit leads will give something
away, but they are certainly more dangerous than a
trump lead and, because I was able to set the hand,
I made sure that every other lead would give up a
trick!

™ ™ ™ ™ ™

W N E S
1NT

Pass 2® Pass 2´

Pass 3t Pass 3NT
All Pass

W N E S
3NT

All Pass

Q15 Love All. Dealer South. 
´ 6
™ A 10 8 5 
t K Q 10 8 7 2
® Q 3

´ 8 7 ´ K Q 5 4 3 2
™ K J 4 2 ™ 9 7
t A 9 6 5 t 3 
® 9 7 2 ® K J 10 8

´ A J 10 9
™ Q 6 3
t J 4
® A 6 5 4

N
W      E

S

Q16 Love All. Dealer South. 
´ A K J 6 4
™ Q 6 5 
t K Q 3 2
® 10

´ 8 7 ´ Q 10 9 3
™ K J 4 2 ™ A 9 7 3
t A 9 6 5 t J 10 4 
® 9 7 2 ® 6 4

´ 5 2
™ 10 8
t 8 7
® A K Q J 8 5 3

N
W      E

S

W N E S
1t

Pass 2´ Pass 3t
Pass 4NT Pass 5™1

Pass 6t All Pass
1 Two keycards                                            Cont/. . .

Q17 Love All. Dealer South. 
´ A K Q 9 6 4
™ A 5 
t 10 8 2
® K J

´ 8 7 ´ 10 5 3
™ K J 4 2 ™ Q 9 7 6 3
t A 9 6 5 t –
® 9 7 2 ® Q 10 5 4 3

´ J 2
™ 10 8
t K Q J 7 4 3
® A 8 6

N
W      E

S

Answer: ®7 or ®9. The auction has suggested
three suits: North’s use of Stayman implies that he
must have held one major, his partner showed
spades, so he must have hearts. North’s rebid of
diamonds shows longer diamonds (five or six).
Therefore, you have had an auction with three suits
mentioned and you should always contemplate
leading the unbid suit. With a solid or safe holding
in one of the other suits you might go with it, but
clubs are the logical choice.

Either the ®7 or the ®9 will do. Leading away
from your heart holding is an unnecessary risk.

™ ™ ™ ™ ™

Answer: tA. Unusual auctions will often call for
unusual leads. The 3NT opening bid in Acol is a
gambling pre-emptive bid: it shows a hand with a
long solid minor and little else outside. Your job is
to find the killing lead, but with a peek at dummy
you will have your answer. Lead your ace and decide
on your next move after inspecting dummy and
seeing partner’s play. After the tA, you switch to the
™J to aim for four tricks in the suit.

Leading an ace by itself is very much frowned
upon, but against this unusual auction, a look at
dummy will often be invaluable.

™ ™ ™ ™ ™
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Answer: ™4 or ™2. After an auction to a slam,
when a strong side suit is mentioned, you should be
aware that declarer’s losers in the other side suits
will be discarded after trumps are drawn, which
means you should make an attacking lead. Clearly,
you are going to make the tA, but you will need to
establish another trick quickly before trumps are

drawn. Lead a low heart and hope your partner has

the queen. If you end up giving a trick away to the

™Q, no harm is done because declarer has six spade

tricks anyway – he would be discarding his heart

losers on them. As it is, you establish a heart trick to

go with your tA.

BOB BAKER (Somerset): Bob Baker recently died
after a short illness. Born in Coventry in 1953,
bridge was more than a hobby for Bob. It was a
passion. So much so he decided to give up the
insurance day job 20 years ago, to earn his living
from the game he loved. Initially teaching bridge
and chess in a small number of private schools and
at the local colleges, he soon developed a number of
spin off classes throughout Somerset and the Bristol
area.
For eight years, Bob reviewed new bridge books

for the Bridge Magazine. He was a real student of
the game, building a bridge library of over 750
books. He embraced new technology to create
visual bridge teaching aids, creating more than 100
power point bridge lessons.
Five years ago, with his wife Jacky, he started

hosting First for Bridge holidays. Bob was the
consummate professional, and the quality of his
directing and teaching was shared by thousands of
pupils and holiday makers. A ‘gentle giant’ who will
be greatly missed.

JOE KOWALSKI (Yorkshire): Joe was a member of
Huddersfield Bridge Club for over 50 years and died
recently at the age of 96. Joe represented
Huddersfield Bridge Club in county events and in
the Yorkshire League until 2015-16. His greatest
playing success was winning the EBU Northern
Pairs with Peter Radley, when he was already well
into his eighties. 

DINAH MAIRS (Nottinghamshire): Dinah was tireless
in her efforts for Nottingham Bridge Club. As
Secretary and Chair for five years, she tackled
everything from managing the property to
directing. She was one of only two recipients of
honorary membership at the club and was winner
of the Harry Lodge Trophy and Lucy Shilito Cup for
services to bridge in Nottinghamshire. Perhaps the
best thing Dinah did for the club was always being
there welcoming people and making them feel part
of the club. Current Chair Mark Goddard said,
‘Dinah was the embodiment of what we want the
club to be’. 

TONY ODAMS (Leicestershire): Tony Odams has died
at the age of 83. Tony served on the LCBA
Committee for a total of 22 years holding the posts
of Chairman, Treasurer, and Fixtures Secretary and
in 1991 he was made a life member of the
Association.
Tony was probably the most successful and

popular LCBA player of all time. He won no fewer
than 59 county trophies including the Josephs Bowl
on 25 occasions and the Gimson Trophy five times.
Representing Leicestershire he won the Pachabo
Cup three times and in 1979 was in the team which
won the Tollemache Trophy. 
Tony’s greatest triumph on the national stage was

with Derek Griffiths when, in 1979, they won the
National Pairs Championship.
The LCBA offers sincere condolences to Tony’s

widow Glenys and his family. A full obituary is
available on the LCBA web-site.

In MemoriamIn Memoriam
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Avon
www.avoncba.org.uk

THE Avon County Ladies’ Pairs was won by
Gill Davies & Margaret Randell with the
runners up Cathy Davies & Pat Chant.

The Men’s Pairs was won by Ralph Smith
& Steve Tomlinson with the runners up Tim
Brierley & Graham Hartley.

The Avon Handicapped Teams was won by Irene
Robinson, Mike Huggins, Jeremy Rickard & Jack Terry.

Bedfordshire
www.bedsbridge.co.uk

David Woulds & Monica Lucy won the BBA
Mixed Pairs in mid-October. Janet & Derek
Marsh won the Senior’s Pairs in mid-November.
Joint winners of November’s Marsh Trophy
were Jack Bretherton & Dale Squire, Margaret

Codd & Pippa Green.

Berks and Bucks
www.bridgewebs.com/bbcba

WELL done to Joan Murphy, Bob Holder, Ed
Scerri & Dick Davey, winners of the pre-
Christmas Mixed Swiss Teams event, and to
runners-up, Mary Hughes, Evelyn Crossley,
David Owen & Charles Chisnell; and 3rd-placed

Eva Wallen, David Beever, Sue & Graham Dickens. Fourteen
teams competed in this pre-Christmas event in which wine
replaced the normal refreshments, and bottles were awarded
to the overall winners and the winners of each round.

Congratulations to Pat & Richard Chantler on winning
the Friendly Pairs. Runners up were Gillian Smith & Christine
Cook, with Janet Allan & Colin Dale in 3rd place. 

Congratulations to Dee & Peter Lindon on winning the
Jarret Cup in the Butler Pairs event.  Also well done to Paula
Hopkinson & Geoff Nicholas and to Simon Gass & Alan Scott
in 2nd and 3rd places respectively.

The Swiss Pairs for the Denys Jenkins Cup was won by
David Owen & Charles Chisnall; runners up were Mike
O'Neill & Roger Donato with Tony Aston & Christopher
Tucker in 3rd place.

Channel Islands

www.cwgsy.net/community/cicba/

THE results of events held over the Inter-Insular
weekend:

Sigma Pairs, 1st, David Waters & Graham Boxall;
2nd equal, John Seymour & Nick Galitzine, Iain Harris &
Brian Parkin. 

Newcomers, Iain Harris & Brian Parkin. 

County Ladies’ Pairs, 1st, Tuula Lehtinen & Barbara Hunter;
2nd Liz Thompson & Sue Shaw.

County Men’s Pairs, 1st, Hugh Bacon & Martin Jones; 2nd
David Hole & David Friswell.

County Open Pairs, 1st, Rudi Falla & Tuula Lehtinen; 2nd,
Harold Walden & Brian Youd.

Blue Riband Pairs, 1st, Hugh Bacon & Andy Hall; 2nd Sue
Corbet & Margaret Le Page.

CI Unrestricted Pairs: 1st Lynda Mildon & Andy Hall; 2nd
John & Fiona Honey

Jersey District results:

Lower Restricted Pairs, 1st, Craig Honey & Seb Perez; 2nd,
Peter Newbald & Chris Blackstone.

Victoria Club Mixed Pairs: 1st, Howard Basden-Smith &
Meredith Case; 2nd John Honey & Ann Burnet.

Highfield Bridge Club Autumn Slams Ladder: 1st,  Maureen
Breuilly; 2nd Margaret Treacy.

Drawn Teams: 1st, Hilary & Ken Wise, Pat & John Panter; 2nd
Mary Horton & Sarah Amy, Margaret Treacy & Maureen
Breuilly.

Cornwall

www.bridgewebs.com/cornwall

Congratulations to winners of recent county
events: Barrie Benfield & Maureen Brinton
(Mixed Pairs); Ray Bliss, Sue John, Carol Trezise
& Owen Prior (County Swiss Teams); Rod Bell,

Stephen Crouch, Chris & Sandra Bickerdike (Pivot Mixed
Teams); Geoff Smith & Chris Bickerdike (Bodmin Swiss
Pairs).

Cumbria
www.bridgewebs.com/cumbria/

COUNTY Teams qualifier:
1st, Babs Matthews, Tim Matthews, Ken Johnston & Ian

Reeves; 2nd, Sam Norman, Alan Anderson, Robin Rose &
John MacLachlan. 

Pro-Am teams result :
1st Christine Johnston, Angela Hewitt, Ken Johnston& Ian

Reeves; 2nd, Maureen Mitchell, Harry Kay, Joan Mossop &
Geoff Thomson. 

IMP Pairs result :
1st, Ken Johnston & Ian Reeves; 2nd John MacLachlan &

Robin Rose; 3rd Adam Aitken & Ian Smith.

Derbyshire

www.bridgewebs.com/derbyshire

WINTER team competitions are ongoing – see
our website.

Details of all events scheduled by our County
Association can be found on our website
http://www.bridgewebs.com/derbyshire which

also contains links to the websites for all affiliated clubs. If you
are looking to play bridge in Derbyshire please visit our
website.

COUNTY NEWS COUNTY NEWS –– LOCAL RESULTSLOCAL RESULTS
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Devon 

www.devonbridge.co.uk

THE Chairman of the DBA (Mike Hamon) and
the Hon Secretary (Terence Treeby) are both
standing down at or before the AGM in June
2017. The committee has no Vice-Chairman.

The County urgently needs potential replacements for all
three posts to come forward, either to take over early in 2017
or to join the committee and take over at the 2017 AGM.
All county results, committee news and minutes, etc are on

the website www.devonbridge.co.uk

Dorset 

www.bridgewebs.com/dorset

FLEMMICH Cup. 1st, Robin Wright, Doris
Hutchinson, Steph Donner & Roy Riley, 2nd=
Andrew Barnett, Michel Yeo, Geoff Cave &

Sarah Fazakerley, 2nd= Terry Carpenter, Jim Cowling,
Stephen Coltman & Catherine Lynn. 
Weymouth & Hardwick Cups. 1st, Bob Mott, Ann

Sharples, Keith Bartlett & Barrie Cantello (Hardwick Cup
winner), 2nd, Tim Fleury, Bob Williamson, Frances Keene &
Joan Meech (Weymouth Cup winner), 3rd, Hilary Brain, Pam
Hirst, Tim Limbach & Brian Browse.

Gloucestershire
www.gcba.org.uk

THE Bredon Vale Interclub Championship was
won by EDF Energy (Peter Swales & Jon
Nicholls, Elizabeth & Glenn Bourne) ahead of
Thribb and Tewkesbury A.

Cheltenham Bridge Club’s popular Tuesday evening Swiss
Pairs event was more exciting than usual in November. The
club’s basement cafe managed to trip the electrical circuits
and wipe out both the scoring software and the BridgeMates
not once but twice in the same evening! After recovering the
scores and movement, the event proceeded to the usual
exciting finish only five minutes behind schedule. Andrew
Courtman & Geoff Foster clinched the top honours in the
final match from a field of 24 tables playing five rounds of five
board matches. Whilst we can’t promise this excitement every
time, visitors are most welcome to Cheltenham (fourth
Tuesdays).

Hants and IoW

www.bridgewebs.com/hiwcba/

PETERSFIELD BP Swiss Teams, Andrew Bennett
& Rosalind Concanon, David Willis & Tim Smith.
Mixed Pairs, Christine & Richard Ray. Teams of 8,
Richard Assad & Jenny Ashby, David Willis & Tim

Smith, Owen Leigh & Steve Preston, Tony Trulock & Stuart
Burnett. Wessex/Bloxham Teams of 4, Steve Preston & Andy
Hughes, Fred Hotchen & John Sherringham.

Hertfordshire
www.hertsbridge.co.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to all the following
winners – spread across many clubs showing the
strength and depth of bridge in the county: The
Rose Bowl was won by Helen Robinson & June
Ball, Richard Banbury & Jeff Green who are

eligible to represent the county at the Beck Cup. The Club
Winners Cup was won by Roger Edmonds & George
Summers representing Hemel Hempstead BC. The HBA
Mixed Pairs was won by Malcolm Harris & Maria Budd. The
winners of the Eccles Cup were Royston BC ahead of St
Albans BC. Leverstock Green BC won the Des Flockhart
(Teams of Eight) Trophy.

Kent

www.kcba.org.uk

SWANLEY BC Autumn weekend: Open pairs
winners Janet & Martin Davies NS, Jane & Karan
Chopra EW; Pairs final winners Keith Gravestock
& Morag Gibson; Swiss Teams winners Stefan
Syplywczak & Dave Crawley with Colin

Washbrook & Carol Hawkins.
Diary dates: 31 Mar-2 Apr, Swanley BC Spring Weekend.

Lancashire 

www.bridgewebs.com/lancs

LCBA Congress Pairs: 1st Jeff Smith & Andrew
Petrie.

LCBA Congress Teams: 1st, Alan & Kath Nelson,
Jeff Smith & Jackie Pye.

Weymouth Cup winners. From left, Frances Keene, Joan
Meech, Tim Fleury and Bob Williamson

Essex

www.essexbridge.co.uk

THE League Cup was won by Ultra Llama, who
beat Loughton Collier in the final.  Team members
are Marc Chawner, Graham Foster, Simon
Moorman & Steve Cade-Bower. 

Autumn Seniors: 1st, Stephanie & Laurie Burtt; 2nd, Val &
Paul Mollison; 3rd, Peter Oake & Frank Morrison.  

Sue Taylor Memoral Trophy: 1st, Margaret Curtis, David
Sherman, Peter Franklin & Frank Morrison; 2nd, Linda Fleet,
Coral Fallon, Alan Aylott & Jon Ward.

Mixed Pairs: 1st, John Stimson & Winnie Godber; 2nd,
Richard Perryman & Mary Homer; 3rd, Steven Cutter & Val
Card.  

Martin & Sandy Smith took The Flitch (highest married
pair).
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Pendle Witch Pairs: 1st, Boris Ewart & Peter Foster

Foundation Cup: 1st, Peter Foster, John Roberts, Gillian
McMullan & Neil Foster.

Lytham Rose Bowl: 1st Jeff Smith & Marianne Farr. 

Leicestershire 

www.bridgewebs.com/leicestershire/

THE Otto & Edith Cup (Mixed Pairs) was won
by Dick & Lucy Pathan with Rick Wilde &
Susan Bowyer in 2nd place. 
The Stanley Trophy (Butler Imped Pairs)

leaders after three rounds are Peter Halford & John Milne.
Close behind are Dick & Lucy Pathan. Best placed of those
who have played only two heats are Ian Bruce & Mick
Mahoney.
League (Club Teams of 8) Divisional leaders are: Div 1 –

Clarendon; Div 2 – Ashby ‘A’; Div 3 – Golf; Div 4 – Ashby ‘B’
& Bradgate ‘B’ .
The Leicestershire Cup (Aggregate scored Teams of Four)

had 12 entries in Round 1.

London 

www.metrobridge.co.uk

The Men’s IMP Pairs in October was won by
Corneliu Rimboiu & Ting To with Simon Gass &
Alan Scott second and Mark Nelson & Liam
Sanderson third. The Women’s IMP Pairs held

alongside was won by Nevena Senior & Brigid Battiscombe,
with Heather Bakhshi & Claire Robinson second and Lyn
Poole & Lissie Cocking third.

Manchester

www.manchesterbridge.org.uk

Ben Franks Trophy and Qualifier
In a very close finish John Holland &

Michael Byrne won, with Rodney Lighton &
John Currie second, Alan Mould & Alec

Smalley third and Nicholas Greer & John Parsons fourth.
These pairs qualify for the Corwen Trophy in June.  Andrew
Jackson & Graham Campbell were the top placed
intermediates, finishing in eleventh place. John Holland has
now won the event seven times, more than any other player.

Tollemache Qualifier.
Manchester's finest played in the inter county teams of

eight on 19-20th Nov in Birmingham.  The team of John
Holland, Gary Hyett, Alan Mould, Ollie Burgess, Tom Slater,
Alec Smalley, Michael Byrne, Michael Newman (npc Rhona
Goldenfield), with Bernard Goldenfield substituting seven
boards for Ollie Burgess, were drawn in group A against
Leicester, Lancashire, North East, Berks & Bucks, Channel
Islands, Norfolk, Derbyshire and Northants. They spent most
of Sunday battling for second place with Lancashire.
Eventually a ruling went Manchester's way and they scraped
through by 1 VP.
Alan Mould and Ollie Burgess were best on the cross IMPs

(apart from Bernard who led the whole field by virtue of his
seven boards).  

Merseyside/Cheshire

www.mcba.org.uk

THE Eric Howarth trophy, which serves as
our Corwen trophy qualifier, was won by
Chris Pope & Andrew Prothero. Julian
Merrill & Paul Roberts were the runners-up.

The Merseyside Cup (Intermediate Teams) was won by
John Fay, Pauline Norman, Pat Arthur and Stephanie
Howard.

Norfolk

www.bridgewebs.com/norfolk/

THE Orb Paquot Swiss Pairs Trophy was held in
early October and won by John Dennis & Mark
Hill.  In later October the Smart Trophy, a point-
a-board teams event, was won by Gary Putman,
Peter Cotes, Maureen Kimbley  & Bogdan

Drobny.
Our next event was the Allwood Wharton Inter-club

Teams of Eight.  If last year was an upset, this was more so!
The winners were Beccles Bridge Club followed by the
Norfolk & Norwich B team, with the A team coming in
fourth.  Sadly Beccles are not planning to attend the Garden
Cities competition – at least they will avoid the fate of last
year’s winners who came last in the Regional heat.
In early December the county played its last competition

in 2016. The Barclays Bank trophy was won by Mervyn
Scutter and Clive Turner.
Looking ahead to 2017. In late February we hold the

Barbara Dick-Cleland and Buxton Trophies for less
experienced pairs – free entry as well!  In March there is the
Hudson Cup followed by the Norfolk Congress – hopefully
with a large turnout – see you all there!

North East 

www.neba.co.uk

VERY clear winners of the Gazette Cup in mid-
October were Ken Yates & Gypsy Ann Nichol
with Frank Springett & Brenda Osborne coming
second.  In a really close finish, the Gazette Shield

was won by John Beaumont & Barry Graham, just ahead of
Nigel Martin & Adrian Darnell. A clear victory was also
achieved in the King Cup for Ladies Pair by Beverley Godfrey
& Val Gibson from Alison Young & Audrey Bainbridge.

Results of mid-November’s NEBA Congress:
Championship Pairs, Liz Commins & David Stevenson;
Championship Teams, Liz Commins, David Stevenson, Steve
& Georgia Ray; Gentlemen’s Pairs, Frank Springett & Bernard
Shepherd; Ladies’ Pairs, Audrey Bainbridge & Denise
Barham-Hall; Mixed Pairs, Pam & Alan Greenhill;
Newcomer’s Pairs, Ivan Turner & Bob Doughty.
Congratulations go to all successful players.

Nottinghamshire

www.bridgewebs.com/nottinghamshire

THE county has started the season rather well.
The Dawes team have won two and drawn one of
their three matches. The latest, against
Leicestershire, was outstandingly successful with
wins of 20:0, 12:8 and 14:6 respectively for the

first team onwards. Special mention is due to Steve Raine and
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Ankush Khandelwal who average +60 over the first  three
matches.
The Inter County Teams of Eight competition, the

Tollemache, was held in November over two days in
Birmingham. The Notts team produced the best result for
many years coming fourth in Group D, just 2VP’s behind the
qualifying second place. It's a tough competition; in our
group Willie Crook was far and away the leading player with
Ankush Khandelwal in fourth place. Willie & Ankush were
the best pair.

Oxfordshire 

www.oxfordshirebridge.co.uk

THE OBA Men’s Pairs was won by Malcolm
Currie & John Slater with Chris Wilson & John
Williams in 2nd place.
The OBA Ladies’ Pairs was won by Emily

Middleton & Diana Nettleton with Beryl Kerr &
Kathy Talbot in 2nd place.
The OBA Blue Pointed Swiss Pairs was won by Robert

Procter & John Deech.  Emily Middleton & Chris Dawe were
second.

Somerset 

www.bridgewebs.com/somerset

WELL done to Gina & David Howard, Roger Sweet
& Graham Heal on winning the County Mixed
Teams in October. Runners up were Chris King,
Steve Tomlinson, Grant Weston and Sheila Coda.
The winners of the Restricted Inter-Club Pairs

held in early November were Tony Woods & Michael Martin.
The runners up were Steve Fletcher & Grant Weston.
Alan & Jette Bailey with Eric Cummings and Ceri Pierce

won the Swiss Teams in late November. The runners up were
Sally Stuttard & Chris Thomas with Terry Stuttard & Richard
Feetenby.

Staffs and Shrops

www.staffsandshrops.org.uk

RICHARD & Jane Mayer from Basford won the
Castle Comfort Cup at Newcastle-under-Lyme
BC, in mid-November (see photo below).
The Jane Davies Individual competition at

Border Bridge Club was won by Graham Wenman in mid-
October.

Mike McCartney & Roger Picton won the Shrewsbury
Club Championship Pairs at the beginning of November.
At Stafford, Adrienne & Harry Jones won the Arthur

Bloxham Trophy,  Robin Adey & Ivor Clarke won the Club
Pairs, and the Men’s Pairs. Rose Jessop & Ann Sleightholme
won the Ladies’ Pairs.
Martyn Watkinson & Marcus Eassom won the 2016 Club

Championship Pairs at Wolverhampton. 

Suffolk 

www.suffolkbridge.co.uk

SUFFOLK Simultaneous Pairs: 1st, Mike Williams
& Bill Johnston; 2nd, Frank Mansfield & Mike Del-
Bo 

3rd, Paul Flavell & Bridget Smith; 4th, John Pearson & Clive
Rowe.
Championship Teams-of-Eight: 1st, Ipswich & Kesgrave; 2nd,
Colchester A; 3rd, Ipswich Hospitals.
Club Teams of Four: 1st, Woodbridge (Dave Walker, John
Pearson, Viv Mason & Tony Baker); 2nd, Stansfield (Bridget
Smith, Paul Flavell, Celia Jeal & Richard Evans); 3rd,
Colchester (David Morran, Julian Lang, Jill Tattersfield, Roger
Tattersfield).

Surrey
www.bridgewebs.com/surrey

CONGRATULATIONS to Graham E Osborne &
Steve Lock on winning the Senior Pairs.
Peter Hardyment and Saji Ispahani won the

Club Pairs Challenge.

Sussex

www.sccba.co.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to Neil Watts & Chris Jepson
who won the Midweek Swiss Pairs.The runners-up
were Liz Lancaster & Lindsay Geddes and in 3rd
place were Fran Thornton & Richard Burnett.
Many congratulations to Frances Fuller & Joan

Kellett who won the  SCCBA Ladies Pairs. The
runners-up were Linda Gardiner & Sally Bugden and in 3rd
place were Liz Hoskins & Jill Armstrong.
At the Autumn Congress the Swiss Pairs was won by Tom

Brogan & Matt Smith. The Teams event was won by Gerry
Stanford, Dave Franklin, Mick Carrington & Martin Pool.
One of the SCCBA's prestigious events – the Invitation

Pairs – has been won for the third year in succession by Tim
Dickinson & Shefton Kaplan. In a close finish, David Dickson
& John Frosztega were second and Ian Lancaster & Andrew
Southwell were third.
The winners of the East Grinstead Basic Pairs were Colin

& Julie Hillyer and the runners-up were Hazel Ogden & Betty
Lecky-Thompson. Thomas Serkowski & Jim Downes together
with Christine Jex & Joyce de Ath won the Stratification
prizes. Well done to all!

Worcestershire

www.bridgewebs.com/worcestershire

THE County Mixed Teams was held in October.
The winners were Richard Jephcott, Steve
Allerston, Nick & Stephanie Forward and the
runners-up were Sue Lane, Marian Wilcox, Matt
Newton and Geoffrey Herbert.

Castle Comfort Cup winners – Jane and Richard Mayer
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In the Healey  Cup, Droitwich BC, represented by Dennis Loynes, Steph Forward, Paul Greaves & Terry Collins, led the way
and Worcester BC, represented by Mike Vetch, David Waide and Dick & Jane Rutter, secured the runners-up spot.

Yorkshire 

www.ycba.co.uk/

RYEDALE Pairs: 1st, Wei Che Tham & Jason Levesley; 2nd, Tricia Pearce & Stanley Bough; 3rd, Margaret & Laurence
Andrews; 4th, James Carpenter & Stuart Kay; 5th, Jane & Chris Matthews.
Mixed Pivot Teams: 1st, Stuart Davies, Liz Wickens, Steve Blackburn & George Bak; 2nd, Sandy Davies, Daniel

Winter, Tom Gisborne & Dave Robinson; 3rd, Sandra Penfold, Nevena Senior, Brian Senior & Ollie Burgess. 


